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Abstract 
This thesis examines segmental phonology of Xuzhou dialect, one of Chinese 
Mandarins spoken in the northern Jiangsu Province of China. I investigate 
phonological patterns in mono-syllabic words and focus on three aspects of Xuzhou 
phonology. I adopt the framework of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) 
to account for the phonological generalizations. 
The phonemic vowel and consonant inventories are proposed. Identification of 
allophonic relations between segments is based on phonetic similarities and 
complementary distributions. The study of nasal vowels also draws evidence from 
the nasal coda origin in Middle Chinese and the parallel /VN/ pattern in modem 
Standard Chinese. Apical "vowels" are classified as syllabic approximants with 
support from their articulatory properties and phonotactic behaviors. Palatals and 
velars are decided to be variants of the same phonemes owing to alternating patterns 
in semi-onomatopoeic words and literary-colloquial readings. 
Phonotactic generalizations are drawn and explained. Co-occurrence restrictions 
act on height, roundedness and backness of vowels, and on labial, coronal and dorsal 
articulators of consonants. Restrictions are found between Nucleus and Coda, 
between Medial and Nucleus, and between Onset and Medial/Nucleus. Typologically 
marked and unmarked segments exhibit distinctive phonotactic behaviors, which 
meet cross-linguistic findings. I demonstrate that the universal and violable 
constraints take effect in co-occurrence restrictions. The undominated ranking of 
markedness constraints explains systematic gaps in Xuzhou phonotactics. The 
interactions between faithfulness and markedness constraints account for alternating 
forms. 
i 
Morpho-phonemic alternations under diminutive sufFixation are identified and 
explained. Alternations are operated through basic sufFixation, vowel retraction, 
vowel insertion, vowel nasalization, coda deletion and coda contraction. I argue that 
constraints force on co-occurrences betweens stems and the suffix, and propose 
crucial constraint rankings to account for the surface forms of suffixed words. 
Moreover, phonological opacities are identified in Xuzhou diminutive sufFixation. I 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
In Chinese dialectology, descriptions of sound inventories based on auditory 
impressions or instrumental reports have seen fruitful achievements (Li 1999 Lin 
and Wang 1992, Su and Lii 1996, Zhou and Wu 1963, among others). Thorough 
phonological analyses are desired to unveil the organization and interaction of 
sounds. This thesis makes the first attempt to investigate the segmental phonology of 
one of Chinese dialects Xuzhou Mandarin. 
1.1 Goal of the thesis 
Xuzhou Mandarin is a Chinese dialect spoken in the northern Jiangsu province 
of China. In terms of Geographical Dialect Continuum (Chambers and Trudgill 
1998) it is at the border of Zhongyuan and Jianghuai Mandarins (Zhang and Wu 
1992, He 2005). The crucial factor to categorize it into the Zhongyuan subgroup of 
the Mandarin Group is the loss of the entering tone (Bao and Yan 1985, Liu 2007). 
The current study aims to explore the segmental phonology of Xuzhou. It is 
going to identify the phonemic inventories of vowels and consonants, find out 
phonotactic restrictions in mono-syllabic words, and draw generalizations on 
morpho-phonemic alternations. 
1.2 Significance of the thesis 
The current study has significance in the following two aspects. First, it does a 
comprehensive and systematic analysis of Xuzhou Mandarin. The phonological 
study of Zhongyuan Mandarin subgroup has not been rich in the literature. 
Documented works usually focus on special issues. The present thesis makes effort 
to study all three aspects of Xuzhou segmental phonology and exhaust the related 
issues. The findings will enrich the knowledge of Xuzhou and deepen the 
understanding of Zhongyuan. 
Second, certain phonological issues in Xuzhou are discussed with reference to 
other Chinese dialects. Cross-dialectal similarities and divergences are identified. 
The phonological generalizations in Xuzhou are explained by the Optimality Theory. 
OT provides the explanation by re-ranking a set of constraints which have 
successfully accounted for similar or different observations in other Chinese dialects. 
The current work will shed light on cross-dialectal studies. 
1.3 Data collection 
Xuzhou Mandarin has internal diversities which are highly related to the 
geographic factor of speech communities and the age factor of speakers. Urban 
speakers' accent has noticeable difference from those of rural areas. Middle-aged or 
elder citizens are not or less affected by Standard Chinese than younger generations. 
Other factors such as educational backgrounds or social status are far less influential. 
Data are mainly collected from Su and LU (1996). It is Dictionary of Xuzhou 
Dialect, one of the series of Modern Chinese Dialect Dictionaries (Li 1999). This 
dictionary is developed from fieldwork reports. Informants were male urban citizens 
in their middle or senior age. (Su and LU 1996:8-9) 
Additionally, contemporary studies of Xuzhou Mandarin documented in Zhang 
et al. (1984 1985) and Li (1985) are taken as resources to verify, confirm and enrich 
the data, because these works focus on the urban accent of the old generation. The 
collection also includes data from Qiao (1999, 2002) and Mao (2003) which show 
interests in special topics of Xuzhou sounds. Since I am a native speaker, my own 
language is occasionally used to make a supplement. 
1.4 Theoretical framework 
The Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993) is adopted to account for 
phonological generalizations drawn in Xuzhou mono-syllabic words. OT is a 
linguistic model which proposes that output forms of Language result from constraint 
interactions. Constraints are universal and violable. Different constraint rankings 
give rise to grammars of different languages. Surface forms of a language are optimal 
outputs that minimally violate higher-ranked constraints. 
1.4.1 The architecture of OT 
The OT grammar is an input-output mechanism. It can be schematically 
represented in (1). Generator {Gen) is a function that takes the input and returns an 
infinite set of output candidates. Evaluator {Eval) is a function that evaluates all 
candidates and selects the optimal output which best satisfies a set of ranked 
constraints. 
(1) Grammar as an input-output mechanism (Kager 1999:19) 
Gen (input) {candi, cand2. . . candn} 
Eval {candi, c a n d ! . . . candn} => output 
Eval has two types of constraints. One is MARKEDNESS constraints which 
enforce structural well-formedness of outputs. They prohibit structures that are 
difficult to produce or to perceive. Markedness constraints only take outputs into 
account. The other is FAITHFULNESS constraints which require preservation of inputs. 
Faithfulness constraints consider both inputs and outputs. 
Constraints are ranked. Higher-ranked constraints dominate lower-ranked 
constraints. Dominance relations are transitive. If Constraint-A outranks Constraint-B 
and Constraint-B outranks ConstrainH, then Constraint-A outranks Constraint-c 
(Kager 1999:21). Violation of higher-ranked constraints is fatal. Other things being 
equal, multiple violations are fatal compared with a single violation of the same 
constraint. 
The basic concepts of the OT grammar can be instantiated by the tableau in (2). 
It analyzes neutralization of voicing contrast in Dutch. Dutch does not have voicing 
contrast in word-final obstruents. 
(2) Neutralization of voicing contrast in Dutch (Kager 1999:16) 
Input: /bed/ *VOICED-CODA iDENT-IO(voice) 
a. [bet] * 
b. [bed] * ! 
The candidates (a.) and (b.) are generated by GEN. The constraint ranking 
* V 0 I C E D - C 0 D A » IDENT-IO(voice) is a fragment of EVAL . The constraint on the 
left-hand of the s y m b o l ' » ' outranks the constraint on the right-hand. *V0ICED-C0D 
is the markedness constraint that disallows a voiced obstruent at the coda position, 
whereas iDENT-IO(voice) is the faithfulness constraint that requires preservation of 
the voicing feature. Two constraints are conflicting. The markedness constraint 
favors candidate (a.), whereas the faithfulness constraint favors candidate (b.). 
The domination of the markedness constraint over the faithfulness constraint is 
strict. Violation of *V0ICED-C0DA is fatal but violation of iDENT-IO(voice) is 
tolerable. Candidate (b.) has a voiced obstruent coda. It incurs fatal violation and is 
ruled out. Candidate (a.) changes the input feature from voiced to voiceless. It 
satisfies the higher-ranked constraint at the expense of violating the lowered-ranked 
constraint. Because of strict domination, (a.) is selected. 
Constraints are universal. The same set of constraints with a different ranking 
can be used to explain preservation of voicing contrast jn English. English has both 
voiced and voiceless obstruents at the coda position. The tableau is illustrated in (3). 
(3) Preservation of voicing contrast in English (Kager 1999:17) 
Input: /bed/ lDENT-IO(voice) *VOICED-CODA 
a. [bet] * ! 
b. [bed] * 
The constraints are reversely ranked in English. The faithfulness constraint 
overrides the markedness constraint. The voicing feature must be preserved even 
though a voiced obstruent coda occurs. Candidate (a.) changes the voicing feature 
and incurs fatal violation of IDENT-IO(voice). Candidate (b.) satisfies the 
higher-ranked faithfulness constraint and wins over candidate (a.). 
1.4.2 OT in the thesis 
The rationale of using OT to analyze Xuzhou segmental phonology is presented 
in this section. I will briefly introduce its adequacy to account for Xuzhou 
phonological generalizations and the theoretical superiority. Detailed will be 
illustrated in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 
OT is adequate to offer an explanation to co-occurrence restrictions. 
Co-occurrence restrictions refer to limitations on sounds and sound sequences. The 
sound patterns that do not have an articulatory or perceptual basis are not empirically 
attested. The markedness constraints in OT require output forms to meet some 
criterion of structural well-formedness. When the constraints are undominated, any 
co-occurrence that violates them will be ruled out from the language. An example 
from Xuzhou is non-cooccurrences of velar consonants with adjacent high front 
vowels. The undominated markedness constraint •VELAR-I in EVAL of the grammar 
eliminates syllables such as *[ki]. 
OT is adequate to offer an explanation to segmental alternations. Alternating 
forms are realized from interactions of universal and violable constraints. 
Markedness and faithfulness are inherently conflicting (Kager 1999:6). The 
constraint ranking determines output forms. The grammar of markedness constraints 
over faithfulness constraints will produce an alternating form of the input which does 
not meet structural well-formedness. Palatalization of velar consonants in Xuzhou 
provides a concrete example. The tableau is illustrated in (4). 
(4) Palatalization in Xuzhou 
Input: /ki/ *VELAR-I IDENT-I0(place) 
a. [ki] * ! 
b. [tpi] * 
In Xuzhou, palatals alternate with velars. They are in complementary 
distribution. Velars never co-occur with a following high front vowel or glide. It is 
under the pressure of the markedness constraint *VELAR-I. (4a.) is a failed candidate 
because the markedness constraint is higher-ranked and the violation is fatal. On the 
contrary to velars, Palatals only occur before high front vowels or glides. The 
alternation in (4b.) changes the place feature. It militates against the faithfulness 
constraint LDENT-IO(place) which requires preservation of the place feature. (4b.) is 
selected because it satisfies the higher-ranked constraint *VELAR-I . The violation of 
the lower-ranked constraint LDENT-IO(place) is tolerable. This example shows that 
constraint interactions can successfully account for segmental alternations. 
OT is superior to rule-based theories. The rule-based theories have two 
problems. One is the rule conspiracy. The rule-based theories state that phonological 
rules are uniformed only when they have structural similarities. The functional unity 
of rules is overlooked. The other is the duplication problem. Morpheme-structure 
rules are distinguished from phonological rules. Two rules that cany the same 
information need to be invoked if they apply in different linguistic propers. It causes 
reduplication. OT avoids the problem of rule conspiracy because it recognizes the 
functional unity of phonological processes by constraints. OT does not have the 
duplication problem since morphological well-formedness constraints are ranked in a 
single hierarchy with phonological well-formedness constraints. 
OT is superior to the constraint-and-repair theories. The constraint-and-repair 
theories introduce surface-unviolated constraints to trigger or block the application of 
rules. Co-existence of constraints and rules cause theoretical complexity. The 
phonological status of rules is doubted because their application is only in response 
to constraints. OT can do the job of constraint-and-repair theories and it offers a 
simpler theoretical model. OT limits grammatical interactions to constraints only. It 
does not demand rules. The GEN function in the grammar provides all structures. The 
EVAL function evaluates the structures and selects the optimal one as output. The 
constraint ranking in EVAL takes full responsibility for surface forms. In this regard, 
OT is conceptually advanced. 
1.5 Organization of the thesis 
The thesis consists of six chapters. They are organized as follows. Chapter 1 
introduces the basics. It states the goal and significance of the thesis, describes 
methodology of data collection and introduces the theoretical framework. 
Chapter 2 examines the phonological system of Xuzhou. It begins with an 
overview of Xuzhou speech sounds. The issues of apical vowels and palatal 
consonants in Standard Chinese are reviewed and discussed. The main body is 
devoted to the study of Xuzhou phonemic inventories. Contrastive segments are 
identified by evidence of minimal pairs. Allophonic relations are proposed on the 
bases of phonetic similarities and complementary distributions. 
Chapter 3 studies the phonotactics of Xuzhou. The phonological status of 
pre-nuclear glides in Standard Chinese is reviewed and discussed. It enlightens the 
study of Xuzhou syllable structure. The focus of this chapter is segmental 
co-occurrences and non-cooccurrences in Xuzhou monosyllabic words. Systematic 
gaps are distinguished from accidental gaps with justification. Generalizations on 
phonotactic patterns are drawn. 
Chapter 4 provides an optimality-theoretic account for Xuzhou phonotactic 
generalizations. Undominated markedness constraints are identified to explain 
systematic gaps. Interactions of markedness and faithfulness constraints provide an 
account for segmental alternations and the preservation of typologically unmarked 
segments. 
Chapter 5 investigates morpho-phonemic alternations under Xuzhou diminutive 
sufFixation. Morpho-phonemic processes are identified based on the generalizations 
of alternating forms. After the review and discussion of different theoretical models, 
the alternations in Xuzhou are explained within the framework of OT. 
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis. It summarizes the main findings and arguments, 
states the contributions, and presents limitations in hope of improvements in future 
studies. 
Chapter 2 Phonemic inventories 
This chapter discusses phonemic inventories of Xuzhou sounds. It begins with a 
general introduction of Xuzhou dialect and reviews previous studies on the 
phonological system of Standard Chinese. The main body is dedicated to phonemic 
inventories of Xuzhou vowels and consonants. The phonological system of this 
language is proposed in the end. 
2.1 Background of Xuzhou dialect 
This section introduces the classification of Xuzhou .dialect in Chinese 
languages and its phonetic inventories of vowels, consonants and tones. The dialectal 
affiliation to the Mandarin family of Xuzhou is a prerequisite to the following 
literature review on Standard Chinese, and the introduction of speech sounds paves 
the way for the discussion of phonemes. 
2.1.1 Dialectal classification 
The classification of Chinese dialects is based on their idiosyncratic 
characteristics (Zhan 2002). Both diachronic and synchronic methods are employed 
to make the delimitation and classification. Linguists take the assumption that 
Modem Chinese evolved from Middle Chinese which had developed from Old 
Chinese. A well-adopted technique is to compare the dialects with Qieyun ('cutting 
rimes'), a dictionary that was published in 601 A.D. and introduced rimes of Middle 
Chinese (Zhan 2002). Since the ultimate goal is to identify varieties of contemporary 
Chinese languages, results of cross-dialectal studies are decisive. 
Modem Chinese are classified into SUPERGROUPS^ (Li 1989, CASS and AAH 
1989 Zhan 2002, Xiong and Zhang 2008). They are Mandarin, Wu, Xiang, Gan, 
Hakka, Cantonese, Min, Jin, Hui, Ping and Tu\ Xiong and Zhang 2008). The term 
1 The term 'supergroup' and 'group' are adopted in accordance with the English version of The 
Language Atlas of China (CASS and AHH 1989) which are used to show delimitation hierarchies. 
2 Tu is newly classified in The Language Atlas of China {CASS forthcoming). It was identified but left 
ungrouped in the old edition (CASS and AHH 1989). 
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Mandarin used in this paper refers to a branch of Northern Chinese. This family 
includes eight groups, namely, Jianghuai ('Yangtze'), Xi'nan ('Southwestern'), 
Zhongyuan (‘Central Plain ) Lanyin ('Northwestern'), Dongbei ('Northeastern'), 
Jilu ('Northcentral'), Jiaoliao ('Peninsular') and Beijing. I am not going to introduce 
specific criteria and linguistic characteristics of each group, because they are 
peripheral to the current study. Details can be found in Li 1989 CASS and AAH 
1989 Zhan 2002, Xiong and Zhang 2008 among others. 
Xuzhou dialect is one of the Zhongyuan Mandarins spoken in the northern 
Jiangsu province of China. The speech community resides in Xuzhou city and the 
surrounding counties. In terms of Geographical Dialect Continuum (Chambers and 
Trudgill 1998) Xuzhou is at the border of Zhongyuan and Jianghuai Mandarins 
(Zhang and Wu 1992 He 2005). The crucial factor to categorize Xuzhou into 
Zhongyuan is the loss of the entering tone (Bao and Yan 1985, Liu 2007). 
2.1.2 Phonetic inventories 
Previous studies of Xuzhou dialect mainly focus on collection and identification 
of sounds in speech (Zhang et al. 1984 1985; Li 1985; Su and LU 1996), and on 
comparison between Xuzhou and Standard Chinese (Su 2002). The achievements are 
notable. An entire picture of speech sounds has been worked out and is to be 
introduced below. 
2.1.2.1 Vowels 
Vowels in Xuzhou are distinguished along three dimensions: backness, height 
and roundedness. Nasality and laminal-apical distinction are also in effect of making 
contrasts, and consequently enrich the sound system. (1) presents a complete 
phonetic vowel inventory. 
(oral-laminal vowels) (nasal vowels) 
X 
(oral-apical vowels) 
(la.) is a chart of Xuzhou oral-laminal vowels and the display is based on 
Daniel Jones's vowel quadrilateral. Backness has a three-way distinction, with the 
slant line in the chart denoting front, the approximal vertical line for central and the 
vertical line for back. Thus this language has front vowels [i, y e, E], central vowels 
[3 B] and back vowels [u, Y, O O, a]. Vowels of the same backness value differ in 
height. Three-way distinction of high, mid and low separates high vowel [i, y] from 
mid vowel [e, E], mid vowel [A] from low vowel [B], and high vowel [u], mid vowel 
[Y, O, 3] from low [a]. Lip-rounding is a third concern on vowel distinction. The left 
side of the slant/ approximal-vertical/ vertical lines lists unrounded vowels while the 
right side lists rounded ones. Two pairs of sounds are distinct only in roundedness: 
unrounded [i] versus rounded [y] and unrounded [r] versus rounded [ ]• 
(lb.) presents three oral-apical vowels in Xuzhou. The place of articulation of [)] 
is close to that of the dental consonants [ts ts^, s], and the place of articulation of [’\] 
is close to that of the retroflex consonants [tg tg^, §’ (]. Fangyan Diaocha Zibiao, ‘a 
dialect investigator's handbook' (CASS 2005:81) describes []] and in Chinese 
languages as high front unrounded apical vowel and high back unrounded apical 
vowel respectively. This will be verified in the current study, [ar] is a rhotic vowel. 
(Ic.) displays nasal vowels, [e] and [ ]are found in open syllables, [i, y, u, a, a] 
never occur in open syllables, and they always co-occur with a [-j(\ coda. 
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Xuzhou has twenty-four consonants as presented in the (2), They can be divided 
into five groups with respect to places of articulation: labial, dental, retroflex, palatal 
and velar. 
(2) Phonetic consonant inventory (Su and LU 1996; with modification) 
manner — 
labial dental retroflex palatal velar 
plosive 
unaspirated P t k 
aspirated ph th kh 
affricate 
unaspirated ts t ? . tp 
aspirated tsh t tqh 
fricative 
voiceless f s § Q X 
voiced V 
nasal m n 
liquid 1 I 
Two modifications are made in (2). First, the palatal nasal [i>] is added in the 
table. It is not included in the dictionary, but Su and LU (1996:4) introduce that when 
the dental nasal n is followed by Xi Yin ('narrow sound') [i/j] or [y/q], it becomes 
palatalized. Since the sound exists in Xuzhou, it is necessary to report it. 
Second, the retroflex approximant [j(} in (2) replaces the voiced retroflex 
fricative [zj in the dictionary. Recent works verify that this is an approximant rather 
than a fricative. Zhu (2007) looks into this sound in Standard Chinese and in many 
northern dialects. He uses five criteria to distinguish approximants and fricatives: 
duration, amplitude, formants, cross-sectional area, and turbulent flow. Evidence 
from Standard Chinese shows that the sound has shorter duration and weaker 
amplitude than [g]. In addition, it has formants but [g] does not (Zhu 2007:4 6-7). 
These properties designate an approximant rather than a fricative. Zhu also checks 
through the data in many northern dialects, including Xuzhou {personal 
correspondence), and decides that the sound should be but not |X1 in these 
languages (2007:7). Therefore, [j(\ is adopted in the current study. 
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2.1.2.3 Tones 
There are four tonal types in stressed mono-syllabic words of Xuzhou. They are 
the dip-rising tone 213, the high level tone 55, the mid rising tone 35 and the high 
falling tone 51, exemplified in (3). 
(3) Xuzhou tones in stressed mono-syllabic words (Su and LU 1996) 
[ma2i3] [ma55] [ma^^] [ma^^] 
'mother' 'hemp' 'horse' 'scold' 
(3) uses Chao Digits (Chao 1930) for transcription. The pitch range is equally 
cut into five scales which offer the referential points of pitch movement. 1 and 5 are 
two polar pitches, 2 is mid-low, 5 is in the middle and 4 is mid-high, [ma^^^] has a 
complex contour tone that starts from the mid-low pitch, falls to the bottom and then 
rises to the middle, [ma^^] has a level tone starting from and holding at the highest 
pitch all the time, [ma^^] has a simple contour tone from the middle to the highest 
pitch, denoting a rising, [ma^^] also has a simple contour tone encoding a sharp fall 
from the highest to the lowest pitch. 
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2.2 Previous studies on phonemic inventories of Standard Chinese 
There have been abundant literatures on phonemic inventories of Chinese 
dialects. This section is going to review the issues relevant to the study of Xuzhou 
vowels and consonants. I will focus on the literature of Standard Chinese because it 
belongs to the same dialectal group with Xuzhou, and they have similar phonological 
patterns in the concerned topics. Works on other Chinese dialects will be addressed 
whenever relevant. 
2.2.1 Concept of Phoneme 
Phoneme is the smallest unit which contrasts word meanings in the sound 
system of a language. It is a mental representation and does not exist in reality. 
Phoneme is recognized in both Structural and Generative phonologies. In his 
fieldwork on the Canadian Athabaskan language Sarcee, Sapir (1933) reports that his 
informant would hear sounds that are not present in speech. For instance, the 
informant insists the difference between t/in/'this one’ and d im ' i i makes a sound', 
which can not be perceived by Sapir's trained ears. Intuitively, the second word has a 
word-final t. This latent consonant would be realized under sufFixation. Another 
example can be drawn from American English. Most native speakers hear a 
difference between t in "writer" and d in "rider" and ignore the difference between 
vowels. The phonetic study reveals that the consonants are identical whereas the 
vowel lengths are different (Kenstowicz 1994:6). 
Phoneme is a phonological concept. It is abstract. In contrast, phone is a 
concrete phonetic unit and can be heard in speech. One concern of phonology is to 
determine valid relations between surface phonetic segments and abstract mental 
constructs (Odden 2005:44). In Standard Chinese, the vowels in [i^ ^] — 'one' and 
[u55] 'house' are phonologically contrastive because they distinguish word 
meanings. The vowels in [an^^] ‘case and ‘courtyard’ are 
phonologically identical and the occurrence of [e] is predictable by the preceding 
glides (Lin 2007:154). In other word, the difference between [i] and [u] are not only 
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phonetic but also phonemic whereas the difference between [a] and [E] is solely 
phonetic. 
The notion of phoneme has not been seriously addressed within the framework 
of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993). OT hypothesizes that the free 
combination of linguistic primitives (e.g. phonological features) and the input are 
identical. The hypothesis is called richness of the base, ROTB in short (McCarthy 
2002:70). Input in OT is universal. It is different from phoneme in the classic 
generative phonology which is a determinate underlying representation for a given 
output. However, OT has not denied the phonological status of phoneme. Learners 
select the underlying representation by lexicon optimization, and they also make use 
of surface alternating forms to determine the underlying form (McCarthy 
2002:77-78). In other words, the underlying form for a given output is still 
identifiable in the rich base. 
The current study of phonemic inventories follows the classic generative 
phonology. It differs from the structural phonology by viewing features as the 
smallest contrastive unit in phonology. The identification of phonemes is mainly 
based on phonetic similarities and complementary distribution, supplemented by 
native speaker's intuition and other means. Identifying the phonemic system is 
important because it paves the way to the subsequent study of segmental alternations. 
The result will facilitate the OT analysis by narrowing down the infinite inputs to 
underlying forms that are more harmonic or regulated than others. 
2.2.2' Apical "vowels" 
Previous works on [y in Standard Chinese are relevant to the study in Xuzhou 
for at least two reasons. First, both languages belong to the same dialectal group 
Mandarin (Li 1989 Zhan 2002 Xiong and Zhang 2008) and apical vowels are 
commonly attested across Mandarin dialects (Karlgren 1915-26, trans, by Chao et al. 
1962:197). Second, both languages have much likeness regarding distributions of 
apical vowels in their sound systems. The kinship relation and similarities in 
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distributional patterns make it feasible and worthy to review the literature of 
Standard Chinese. 
Scholars have agreement on the apical property of [), x] in Standard Chinese, 
but they hold different opinions on classification of the two segments and use 
different notations. The symbols [y are used by people who treat the sounds as 
vowels, and [z, r] (Duanmu 2000:36) or [i] (Lin 2007:72) are used by those who 
consider them to be consonants. The nature of the two apical 'vowels/consonants' is 
under debate. I will not refer to them by 'vowels' or 'consonants' to avoid bias, but 
refer to the segments by their syllable position, nuclei. (4) is a list of proposals and 
selected works on them. V stands for Vowels and C for Consonants. 
(4) Proposals for apical nuclei in Standard Chinese and selected works 
Proposals Selected works 
V 
Vowels 
Karlgren 1915-26; Zhou and Wu 1963; 
Howie 1976; Lin and Wang 1992 
Vowels which are prolongation 
of preceding consonants 
Chao 1934, 1968 
Vowels which are variants of/ i / Fu 1956; Xu 1957 
Vowels which are variants o f / y You et al. 1980 
Vowels with independent 
phonemes /]/ and Huang and Liao 2002 
Vowels which are variants of/i/ , 
independent of /i/ 
Cheng 1973 
Vowels which have the same 
phoneme /i/ with [i] Hsueh 1986 
c 
Syllabic consonants which result 
from prolongation of onset 
consonants 
Duanmu 2000; Lin 2007 
In Standard Chinese, []] only follows dental obstuents [ts], [ts^] or [s] and [‘\] 
only follows retroflexes [t§], [t ] [§] or [z/^J^ Karlgren (1915-26 trans, by Chao et 
al. 1962:197) considers the sounds as vowels because little friction is heard during 
3 The symbols [zj and [^ J are used in different works, [z] represents the voiced retroflex fricative 
whereas [j{\ represents the retroflex approximant. Arguments for [z] or [4] are irrelevant to the current 
issue and will not be introduced here. 
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the production. He also reports that their places of articulation are similar to the 
preceding consonants, and some people do pronounce syllabic [z] for []] or [ for 
But only [sz, tsz] are found, [ts^z] is rarely heard. Chao (1934 in Joos 1957:43; 
1968:24) observes similarities between onsets and nuclei, and describes the nuclear 
segments as vowels that are prolongation of preceding consonants. Zhou and Wu 
(1963:35) use the X-ray spectroscopy to show that the back of the tongue is raised 
when producing [\] or and this is close to a vowel articulation. Howei 
(1976:10-11) is committed to this view “because of the clearly observable formant 
structures indicating that they are definitely vowels". Li and Wang (1992:43-44) 
agree that the sounds should be vowels independent of preceding consonants. They 
argue that are widely distributed in Chinese languages, and these two segments 
do not always co-occur with [ts ts^, s] or [t§, t^^, §, from a cross-dialectal 
perspective. Treating x] in Standard Chinese as syllabic embodiment of preceding 
consonants would isolate them from nuclear sounds in [m]]( 'rice', or [t^]( 
‘low’ in other dialects such as Hefei in Anhui province or Fenyang in Shanxi 
province, and consequently loses significance of typological studies/ 
Besides the debates on the nature of [), \] there exist discrepancies on their 
roles in the phonological system of Standard Chinese. Fu (1956:11) and Xu (1957:23) 
propose N to be the phoneme of three variants [), i] because of their 
complementary distribution and native speaker's intuition. Hsueh (1986:18-20) 
posits that there is only one high vowel phoneme /i/ for variants of [], i u, y]. His 
argument is based on Si-hu ('four types of rimes') and rhyming. The theory of Si-hu 
requires rimes of the same type share the same prenuclear glide, and the theory of 
rhyming requires the rhymed syllables have the same nuclei and codas. To make an 
account for their appearance in Si-hu, u, y are analyzed as combinations of 
phonemes /ji, wi jwi/. Moreover, [i]( ‘clothes [ ‘corpse’ and [t^y]( 
'residence' are grouped into the same rime type in Shi-san Zhe ('thirteen rimes'). 
4 One more argument for [i, being vowels can be found in Zhu (2008). It defines vowels as syllable 
nuclear sounds whose production does not induce noticeable constriction in the oral cavity (Zhu 
2008:459) and classifies [1 i l as vowels. Since the present thesis does not take syllable positions as 
criteria to define vowels, I will not elaborate Zhu's work for the time being. 
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Therefore, Hsueh considers they shall have the same nuclei HI. On the contrary, 
Cheng (1973:13-14) suggests are phonologically different from [i] with 
reference to vowel changes in r-suffixation, where changes of [], iJ are similar to 
that of [u] rather than [i] or [y]. He uses /i/ for the phoneme of [], x] and /i/ for [i]. 
Variants of lil are determined by the preceding consonants. You et al. (1980:333) 
regard the apical/laminal distinction as great. They propose an apical vowel phoneme 
l\l for [1 iJ and III for [i]. Huang and Liao (2002:119) have similar concern but 
makes further distinction by proposing two phonemes /]/ and for [)] and [‘\J 
respectively. 
Although there are various vowel arguments, advocates for apical nuclei being 
consonants have seen agreement. Duanmu (2000:36-37) considers the two sounds as 
prolongation of preceding consonants. They are voiced syllabic consonants with little 
friction, represented by [z] and [r] respectively. The following reasons are provided. 
First, nuclear [z] and [r] are articulatorily similar to their preceding consonants. 
Since approximants and obstruents can become syllabic, they are possible to appear 
as nuclei. Second, these two sounds are articulated "quite different from [i]" 
(Duanmu 2000:37). Third, they can barely rhyme with each other in poetry, neither 
do they rhyme with [i]. Following Duanmu, Lin (2007:72) treats the apical nuclei as 
syllabic consonants and her argument is mainly based on sound production. She 
describes that when producing the syllable, the tongue tip stays in the same position 
within the oral cavity from onsets to nuclei, and there is a lesser degree of 
constriction at the second phase. 
Discussions on the apical nuclei in Standard Chinese are summarized in (5). 
There are two major issues: phonetic nature of the sounds and their phonological 
representations. Five types of evidence have been used to determine whether they are 
vowels or consonants, including (i) places of articulation, (ii) listener's perception, 
(iii) formant structures, (iv) X-ray spectroscopy report, and (v) cross-dialectal data. 
Studies of their phonological representations show considerations on (i) the 
distributional patterns, (ii) sound changes under r-suffixation, and (iii) native 
speaker's intuition, including assignment to Si-hu and rhyming patterns. 
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(5) Types of evidence in studies of apical nuclei in Standard Chinese 
Issues Types of evidence 
Phonetic nature of apical 
nuclei: vowels or consonants? 
° Places of articulation 
° Listener's perception 
° Formant structures 
X-ray spectroscopy report 
° Cross-dialectal data 
Phonological representations 
of apical nuclei 
° Distributional patterns 
Sound changes under £r-sufFixation 
° Native speaker's intuition 
i. Assignment to Si-hu 
ii. Rhyming 
In general, articulatory properties are the major concern of sound classification 
and listener's perception also plays an important role. Previous works agree in three 
aspects. First, the two sounds are produced at the same places with the preceding 
consonants. Second, the vocal tract is opened wider to eliminate constriction. Third, 
little friction can be heard. The articulatory properties of the sounds and their syllable 
position make it reasonable to consider them as vowels or approximants. 
The cross-dialect concerns have null influence on classification of the apical 
nuclei. Chinese dialects are mutually related, but the relationship is built on linguistic 
phenomena of individual dialects, not vice versa. Whether Q, W in Standard Chinese 
are vowels or not is a language-specific issue. The decision shall be made on the 
basis of this language per se. Apical vowels in other dialects do not necessarily exist 
in Standard Chinese. 
Evidence of formant structures and X-ray spectroscopy are not solely in support 
of the argument for vowels. Duanmu (2000:37) argues that approximants like [1] has 
formants as well, and the raise of the tongue back shown in the X-ray study is also 
true in production of [ts ts^ s]. Since formant structures or the dorsal articulation are 
not unique to vowels, the possibility of apical nuclei being approximants cannot be 
denied. 
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Assuming the apical nuclei in Standard Chinese are vowels, a subsequent 
question is about their phonemes. It is a fact that [], are complementarily 
distributed with [i] and native speakers feel the three vowels are the same (Fu 
1956:11; Xu 1957:23). However, the complementary distribution is not sufficient to 
determine the allophonic relation of a group of sounds. Phonetic similarities are also 
necessary determinants. 
You et al. (1980:333) and Huang and Liao (2002:119) suggest vJ are not 
variants of /i/ because apical vowels are produced with the tongue tip and laminal 
vowels are produced with the tongue body. Since the tongue tip and the tongue body 
are two different articulators, the laminal vowel [i] is phonetically distant from apical 
nuclei Therefore, I consider y i] are not allophones of the same phoneme. 
Evidence of sound changes under £>-suffixation is convincing. During the 
morpho-phonemic process, [\] or in base words become in derived words, but 
[i] in base words become jjs^J in derived words (Duanmu 2000:196-197; Lin 
2007:185). It indicates that the underlying forms of apical nuclei and the laminal 
vowel are different. 
Regarding the use of Si-hu, its validity is doubted. Definition of Si-hu in Hsueh 
(1986) is different from that in Wang (1979). According to Hsueh (1986:18) the 
phonological representations of [i, u, y] shall have the same prenuclear glides with 
other rimes in the same Hu. However, Wang (1979:284-285) does not consider 
identical pre-nuclear glides necessary and allows the singleton rime /i u, y/ in their 
respective rime types. Different definitions cause the use oi Si-hu unreliable. 
Although rhyming evidence can be supportive, Hsueh (1986:18) and Duanmu 
(2000:37) disagree on whether the apical nuclei rhyme with [i] or not. Hsueh 
(1986:18-20) draws data from Shi-san Zhe ('thirteen rimes') where [i], [^] and [y] are 
categorized into the same rime type. However, [u] belongs to another rime type in 
Shi-san Zhe (Hsueh 1986:22). Different rime affiliations of [), y i, y] and [u] go 
against Hsueh's one-phoneme argument. Because if i u, y] are allophones of 
the same vowel /i/ as Hsueh suggests, they shall be able to rhyme with each other 
and be assigned to the same rime type in Shi-san Zhe. Now that Hsueh's proposal is 
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not empirically grounded, Duanmu's view that [], ]} do not rhyme with [i] is 
conservative and safe . 
The above discussions indirectly support that apical nuclei are not vowels. The 
assumption that apical nuclei are approximants can settle the disputes. First, it is 
unnecessary for them to have phonetic similarities with the laminal vowel [i]. Second, 
since they are prolongation of preceding consonants, the nuclear positions of base 
words are underlyingly vacant. Under ^r-suffixation, the suffix /-s / is directly 
attached to the onsets, which explains the rime [a J^ in derived words. Third, rimes 
with syllabic approximants are beyond the scope of Si-hu and are not regulated by 
rhyming patterns. Therefore, I consider that apical nuclei are syllabic approximants 
which have the same place of articulation with the preceding consonants. 
5 Thanks to Prof. Gu Yang who bought the rhyming patterns in Tang Poetry to my awareness. x] 
rhymed with [i] in poems composed in the Tang Dynasty (618-907 A.D.). I will not take it as 
contemporary evidence because language changes over time. 
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2.2.3 Palatal consonants 
In Standard Chinese, palatals [tp, tp^, p] are in complementary distribution with 
dentals [ts, ts^, s], retroflexes [t§, §] and velars [k, k^ x]. [tp, t p g] can only 
occur before high vowels [i, y] or pre-nuclear glides [j, q] whereas the other three 
cannot. Opinions differ on which series can be identified with palatals or whether 
palatals are phonologically independent. A list of proposals and selected works are 
presented in (6). 
(6) Identification of palatals in Standard Chinese and selected works 
Phonemes Selected works 
/ts, tsh s/ Hartman 1944; Hockett 1947; Duanmu 2000 2007 
/tp tph q/ Cheng 1973; Wang 1991; Lin and Wang 1992 
/k, k^x/ Chao 1934 (in Joos 1957); Hsueh 1986 
The retroflex series /tg, tg^, g/ are missing from (6). Duanmu (2000:28) 
considers that this exclusion is "probably due to articulatory ease". When producing 
a retroflex, the tongue tip is curled back, which physically tends to push back the 
tongue body. On the contrary, articulation of high front vocoids [i]/|j] or [y]/[q] 
requires frontness of the tongue body. The two mechanisms are conflicting and cause 
articulatory difficulty. 
The dental series /ts, ts^ s/ are proposed in Hartman (1944), Hockett (1947) and 
Duanmu (2000, 2007). Hartman (1944:121) excludes velars by using the criterion of 
phonetic similarity. The consonant [j[J is interpreted as a semivowel because it can 
occur either before or after the nucleus. The retroflexes [tg, tgh, g] are phonetically 
similar to combinations of dental series plus the retroflex semi-vowel [tsj{j ts\ sq], 
while the palatals [tp, t(?h q] resemble the dental series plus the palatal semi-vowel 
[tsj, tshj sj]. Thus retroflexes and palatals are considered to be allophones of dentals 
/ts, tsh S/. 
Hockett (1947:224) treats [tp, q] as palatalization of /ts, ts*", s/ and 
describes that “these consonants with palatalization are articulated with the tip of the 
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tongue behind the lower teeth, the frontal surface of the tongue in contact with the 
upper teeth and the alveolar ridge to produce the closure or friction". He also treats 
[t§, t p , g] as retroflexation of /ts, ts'^ , s/, and describes that "the tongue retracted and 
lifted to the roof of the mouth, so that the tip is behind the alveolar ridge, the contact 
being between an area of the tongue including tip and blade and the roof of the 
mouth, behind the alveolar ridge". 
Duanmu (2007:28) disagrees on the allophonic relation between palatals and 
retroflexes by reason of articulatory difficulty. Duanmu (2007:31-34) argues that 
palatals are consonant-glide combinations and have a special relation with dentals [ts, 
ts^, s]. Evidence is drawn from Cao (1987) which reports two varieties of 
pronunciation among certain speech communities: palatalized dentals [ts ,^ ts^ ,^ 
s^ ] and palatals [tp, tp^, p]. 
Palatal phonemes /tQ, tp^, p/ are proposed by Cheng (1973), Wang (1991), and 
Lin and Wang (1992). Cheng (1973:37) does not see any relations between palatals 
and the other three "distributionally complementing series", and thus he considers 
palatals to exist underlyingly. Wang (1991:134-135) and Lin and Wang (1992:201) 
suggest that, any one of the three series (dentals, retroflexes, and velars) can be 
possible phonemes of palatals, and it is theoretically difficulty to choose a best. They 
remain conservative and assume a series of palatal phonemes. 
Velar phonemes Ik, k^, x/ are proposed by Chao (1934) and Hsueh (1986). Chao 
(1934 in Joos 1957:49) gives due consideration to native speaker's intuition. The 
informant feels [ks, tqi, ku, tpy] or [X3 pi, xu, py] are alliterative series with only 
different vowels. Chao also provides evidence from a secret language, where Initial 
(I) and Final (F) of a syllable is split and become I of [lai] and F of [kF] in a new 
disyllabic word [lai. kF], e.g. [pei] ( ‘north, > [pai-kei]. But [k] becomes [t<?] 
when it is followed by a high front vowel or glide, as in [mi]( 'rice' > [mei-tpi]. 
Hsueh (1986:33) finds alternations between palatals and velars in 
semi-onomatopoeia. He reports that the first and the third syllables in many 
semi-onomatopoeic words have identical onsets. For instance, onsets of the first and 
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third syllables are both [t] in [ti. li. ta. l a ] ( ).However, when the first 
syllable has a palatal onset, the third syllable would have a velar onset as 
correspondent. For example, the onset of the first syllable in [tqi. li. ka. la]( 
is an unaspirated palatal [tp], and the onset of the third syllable is an unaspirated 
velar [k]. 
The proposals and arguments 
in the following. 
briefly summarized in (7). I will discuss them 
(7) Phonemes of palatals in Standard Chinese and arguments 
Phonemes Arguments/Crucial examples 
Its, tsh S/ 
° Articulatory description of phonetic 
similarities between dentals and palatals 
° Alternations between palatalized dentals and 
palatals in certain speech communities 
/t(? t(?h 9/ 
° [tp, tph, Q] in speech 
no relation between [tp, t^^, ] and other three 
series of consonants 
fk, kh’ xJ 
• Native speaker's feeling of palatals and velars 
in alliterative series 
° Alternations between palatals and velars in a 
secret language 
° Alternations between palatals and velars in 
semi-onomatopoeic words 
The criterion of phonetic similarity is crucial but its measurement is tricky. It is 
clear that dentals and palatals are similar in terms of manners of articulation. 
However, velars are also articulatorily close to palatals because the soft palate and 
the hard palate are adjacent. Therefore, both dentals and velars are phonetically 
similar to palatals. 
Although there are lots of languages which have palatalized dentals, alternations 
of palatalized dentals [ts\ ts^ ,^ s^ ] with palatals are drawn from a non-natural 
language and shall not be supportive. Duanmu (2007:31-34) introduces two varieties 
of pronunciation for palatals based on the data in Cao (1987). Variety A uses 
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palatalized dentals and Variety B uses palatals. Thus he suggests there is a link 
between the two sound classes. However, Cao's reports are sociolinguistic findings. 
Variety A is common among children, female speakers and some males. The degree 
of this variety in a single speaker's accent lowers down gradually (Cao 1987:85-86). 
Cao proposes that influences from southern dialects especially JVu, Beijing opera and 
Standard Chinese prescribed in 1913 could be possible causes. According to Cao 
(1987:88-90) the accent of palatalized dentals conveys softness and charm 
recognized by the social value, and this explains why women incline to produce the 
two varieties. Boys also have such an accent because they are affected by mothers 
and sisters during the childhood. The degree of palatalized dentals decreases as 
females get old and males grow up. In other words, the variety of palatalized dentals 
is made-up and short-lived. 
The proposal for /tp tp^, qJ being the phonemes is a conservative strategy, but it 
runs risky of hedging the question, /tp, tg^, p/ shall not be independent phonemes 
because they never contrast with any of the other three series (Hartman 1944:116). 
Lacking evidence makes the judgment difficult but it is an excuse to retreat. 
Empirically, the proposal for palatal phonemes will not cause confusion of sounds in 
speech; but theoretically, this is an attitude of not solving the problem (Hsueh 
1986:34). 
The proposal for the velar phonemes /k, k^, x/ is better justified than the above 
two. Native speaker's feeling of alliterative series is convincing. The game in a secret 
language reflects native speaker's intuition by another means. Alternations in 
semi-onomatopoeic words are substantial evidence because they are phonological 
patterns of a steady-state natural language. 
All in all, I consider palatals [tp, tg^, 9] as allophones of the velar phonemes /k, 
kh, yj in Standard Chinese. The dental proposal is weak in authenticity of data, and 
the palatal proposal fails to account for the non-contrastive relation between palatals 


























2.3 Phonemic inventory of Xuzhou vowels 
This section studies the phonemic inventory of Xuzhou vowels. I will focus on 
vowels in mono-syllabic words. The subsections are arranged according to the height 
dimension. Apical vowels and nasal vowels are discussed in separate parts. 
2.3.1 High vowels 
[i, u, y] are three high vowels in Xuzhou. Their positions in a syllable are 
flexible. Kenstowicz (1994:278) divides segments into three groups concerning their 
roles in a syllable: ones that only occur as nuclei, ones that never appear at the 
nuclear position, and ones that alternate between the nuclear and non-nuclear 
positions, [i u, y] in Xuzhou belong to the third group. Su and LU (1996) use the IPA 
symbols [i, u, y] for vowels and glides in an indiscriminate manner. In this thesis, 
glides are transcribed as [j, w q] for the purpose of distinguishing different roles in a 
syllable. 
High vowels or glides can form minimal pairs. Minimal pairs in a particular 
language refer to pairs of words which differ in only one phonological element and 
have distinct meanings. 






























(8) exemplifies the minimal pairs of high vowels or glides in Xuzhou. The 
vowels [i] [y] and [u] can appear in the same syllable structures like V CV VC or 
CVC, and the glides [j], [w] and [q] can appear in the GV structure. Minimal pairs 
are found in words with different tones. (8a.-d.) demonstrate [i, u, y] in syllables of 
the falling-rising tone 213, the high level tone 55, the rising tone 35 and the falling 
tone 51. Mono-syllabic words in each set of data differ in one and only one segment, 
i.e. the nuclear vowels. This crucial factor differentiates word meanings. (8e.-h.) give 
another four sets of words which have the unique difference in glides and convey 
different meanings. All the evidence show that high vowels/glides are in contxastive 
distribution. Thus /i, u, y/ are the high vowel phonemes. 
2.3.2 Mid vowels 
There are six mid vowels in Xuzhou [e E, a, Y, O, O]. They always occur at the 
nuclear positions. The vowels [e E, 3 o] can appear in isolation, forming a syllable 
on their own. The vowels [r, o] are found in specific contexts, where [r] is always 
followed by the coda [-:(] and [o] is always followed by the coda [-w]. 








(10) r under z-suffixation (Su and LU 1996) 
[tja^V/^ -/ 





The base words in (10) have open syllables with the nucleus [3]. After 
^-sufFixation, the suffixed words obtain the coda [-:(] and the nucleus becomes [r]. 
Lin (2007:182) suggests that word formation processes can induce segmental 
changes. I propose that [Y] and [3] are allophones of the same phoneme /a/, and 
consider the change to [r] is due to the morpho-phonemic process. 
Occurrence of [o] is narrow. It only precedes a syllable-final [-w]. This is in 
contrast with other mid vowels [e, s, 3 o] which can never be followed by [-w]. [o] 
is phonetically more similar to [3 0] than to [e, E] in terms of vowel backness. It is 
much closer to [0] than to [3] regarding vowel roundedness. Thus I propose that [o] is 
a variant of/o/ by reason of complementary distribution and phonetic similarities^. 
This consideration owes to Prof. Jiang-King Ping's insight. 
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[e, £ 3 0] can form minimal pairs, shown in (9). Minimal pairs of the four 
vowels are only found in syllables having the velar onsets [k, k^, x]. The words bear 
a complex contour tone 213. Since the four vowels can occur in syllables which only 
differ in nuclei and the meanings of mono-syllabic words are contrasted, /e, E, 3 0/ 
are four independent phonemes. 
[Y] is always found before a coda [-4J. Xuzhou has a diminutive suffix /-sV ( ). 
Occurrence of the coda [-4] results from diminutive suffixation. I will refer to this 
process as ^suffixation in order to emphasize the importance of the rhotic color in 











a prefix to name 
exclamation 
onomatopoeia 
[B] always co-occurs with a following It only appears under ^-suffixation. 
The base words in (13) have two different nuclear vowels. One is the oral vowel [e] 
and the other is the nasal vowel [ ] .It is not clear whether [B] is realized from /e/ or 
/ae/ because nasal vowels have not been discussed and the phonemic status of [ ] i s 
uncertain for the time being. I will return to this issue after studying nasal vowels. 
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2.3.3 Low vowels 
Xuzhou has two low vowels [a, B]. They can form minimal pairs. (11) illustrates 
two words which only differ in the nuclei and have different meanings. Since [a] and 
[B] are contrastive, they can not be variants of the same phoneme. 
(11) Minimal pairs of o, e(Su and LU 1996) 
[pjcqf^] ‘small box 
[pjB 55] ‘small shoes' 
[a] comes from the phoneme of I d because its occurrence does not require any 
conditioning environment. (12a.) provides all syllable structures that [a] can occur. 
(12b.) illustrates words of a singleton [a] in four tones. The evidence demonstrates 
that its realization does not depend on the surrounding segments or specific tones. 
(12) Occurrences o/<j(Su and LU 1996) 
b. V 
(13) B under ^-suffixation (Su and LU 1996) 
[pV5] + /gy [ p V ] iJLrfa ‘card 
[phagss] + [ P V ] ‘dish’ 





[xwe55] + /aV — [XWRf] 'pregnant' 
[XW 55] + /g,/ [XWBJlf” 'ring' 
2.3.4 Apical "vowels" 
Three apical vowels [y x, af] are found in Xuzhou (Su and LU 1996). Their 
active articulator is the tip of the tongue, making them significantly different from 
laminal vowels whose active articulator is the tongue body. 
[af] never co-occur with other segments. It forms an entire syllable. The words 
of the syllable [af] can bear three tones, as shown in (14). Since realization of the 
vowel [ST] is not conditioned by any phonological environment, I propose that the 
segment M exists underlyingly. 
(15) Occurrences and LU 1996) 
Y 
[ [ 1] 
'son' 
'two' 
[ ] , a r e traditionally described as vowels, but I am going to argue that they are 
syllabic approximants prolonged from onset stridents or approximant. The 
phonological behaviors of [], iJ in Xuzhou have much likeness with the sounds in 
Standard Chinese. First, [], x] only occur in CV syllables. Secondly, [[] only follows 
dental affricates or fricative [ts, ts^, s], and [ ‘ o n l y follows retroflexes [tg, tgh’ g 
Thirdly, [], are complementarily distributed with the high front unrounded vowel 
[i]. 
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(15) presents the distributions of [i, y in Xuzhou. Syllables which are not 
found in this language are marked with the asterisk '*'. It is possible for y i] to be 
variants of the same phoneme because they are in complementary distribution. If so, 
/i/ should be the underlying form for two reasons. On the one hand, [i] has the wider 
distribution. On the other hand, [], iJ can not occur in syllables with zero onset 
whereas [i] can. Since the active and passive articulators of [], are similar to their 
preceding consonants, it is logic to consider their realizations result from progressive 
assimilation. 
(15) Distributions of [i], []] and [iJ 
• 
1 1 1 
p [pi ] 'force' *[P1] *[P1] 
Ph [phi213] 'cleave' *[P ] 
m [ M P 3 ] 'honey' 
f [fi213] 'fly' 
V [VI213] ‘tiny’ *[vi] N V U 
t [ti213] ‘low *[tl] *[nj 
th 'kick' * [ t \ l 
1 [li213] 'chestnut' *[ii] 
ts *[tsi] [TSL213] 'nourish' *[tsil 
tsh [TS 3] 'satirize' 
S *[si] [s ] 'silk' *[siJ 
t? *[tgi] [t? ] 'know' 
t P 'eat' 
*[ i] *[ 1] 'wet' 
'sun' 
TQ 'chicken' n t q ] 
tQh [ tphp] 'seven' 
P 'west' 
[t>i213] 'girlie' *[i>l] 
0 'clothes' *[1] N N 
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However, the fundamental problem is that and [i] are not phonetically 
similar. [\, are produced with the tip of the tongue whereas [i] is produced with the 
tongue body. Hence [], iJ and [i] shall NOT be allophones of the same phoneme. 
If /i/ were the phoneme, motivation for its allophone Q] shall be the dental 
articulator of onset consonants. But evidence shows that dental onsets do not 
necessarily cause the change from N to Q]. [t t^, n, 1] in (16a.) and [ts tsh s] in (16b.) 
are all dental consonants. [\] only co-occurs with onsets in (16b.) but not with those 
in (16a.). Thus the proposal for /i/ being the phoneme of [\] can not explain its 
different phonotactic behaviors with dental onsets. 
(16) Co-occurrences between dental onsets and []] 
a. *tl *n\ *li 
b. ts) ts s\ 
The continuant feature of onsets is as important as their place features. Stridents 
include fricatives and affricates. Among dental consonants, [ts, ts^, s] are stridents 
but [t, t^ n, 1] are not. The entire production of fricatives and the second stage of 
affricates are continuous. Prolongation of stridents can give birth to approximants, 
and the retroflex [j(} is intrinsically an approximant. Since approximants can become 
syllabic and appear as nuclei (Duanmu 2000:36-37), it is reasonable to assume that 
[],iJ are syllabic approximants. 
Therefore, I consider [)] to be the syllabic dental approximant and [\} to be the 
syllabic retroflex approximant^. Notationally [\] shall be [i] and [\} shall be [ J . They 
do not exist underlyingly. Occurrences of [J] and [ J are predictable from onset 
consonants and syllable structures. 
71 would like to acknowledge Prof. Jiang-King Ping's contribution to this idea. She reminded me of 







[ y g ’ + / 3 V 
[t 
5 1 ] + / g V 
2.3.5 Nasal vowels 
Seven nasal vowels are found in Xuzhou mono-syllabic words. They are [i, y, u, 
e, ae, S, a]. They can only occur at the syllable-nuclear positions. Five of them [i, y, u, 
3, a] must be followed by the coda while the other two [e, ae] never precede any 
coda. 
2.3.5.1 Nasal vowels from ^suffixation 
Occurrences of p, y, u, 9, a] are illustrated in (17). Li (1983:45) and Su and LU 
(1996:5) report that these nasal vowels are derived from /ig yg, ug, ag, ag/ under 
er-hua ('^-sufFixation'). 
(17) l y, il 5, a under j-suffixation (Su and LU 1996) 
Base words in (17) have the rimes [ig, yq, uq, sq, aq]. In derived words, the 
coda [-j(\ replaces [-q] and the nuclear vowels become nasal. Since fi, y, u, § a] 
result from the morpho-phonemic process, they are actually nasalized vowels. Thus 








2.3.5.2 Nasal vowels from co-occurrence restriction 
[e, ]are only found in open syllables. They do not co-occur with the coda [-4]. 
Syllables containing them can undergo ^-sufFixation. The nasal vowels in base words 
become oral in derived words. They also change from front vowels to central. This is 
illustrated in (18). 
(18) e, £under ^-suffixation (Su and LU 1996) 
[e] has phonetic similarities with both the front vowel [e] and the central vowel 
[3]. Its phonotactic behavior is similar to that of the central vowel, but is different 
from that of the front vowels, [ae] is phonetically close to both the front vowel [e] 
and the central vowel [e]. It behaves like a non-front vowel in phonotactics. 
(19) Phonotactic behaviors of nasal vowels (Su and LU 1996) 
*He qe qae 
*tge t§e t?ae t§3 
*tghe tg'e 
e § 
*-ie •le •13 
(19a.) shows that the front glide [q-] can not co-occur with front vowels [e] or 
[E]. This can be explained by the same backness value between the glide and the 
vowel. On the contrary, [q-] can co-occur with the nasal vowels. Since adjacent 
identical features are not allowed, the nasal vowels shall not be front. (19b.) shows 
that retroflex consonants do not co-occur with front vowels, but they are compatible 
with the nasal vowels. Thus I propose that [e, ae] are realized from central vowels^. 
8 This consideration owes to Prof. Jiang-King Ping's insight. 
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(20) Correspondence between nasal vowel/coda in XZ and nasal coda in MC 
Example 
Transcription of Rime category Reconstructed 
word in XZ in MC coda in MC 
‘include’ [X 55] 
'dare to' [k 35] Xian 






'goodness' [ 51] Shan 
'language' [j 55] 
‘book’ [pe''] -n 
‘inch [ t s V e ^ ^ ] Zhen 
'cloud' 
‘help’ 
‘wall’ [ T P W 5 ] Dang 
‘light [KWAG2I3] 






‘flourish [ 213] 
'soldier' 
‘weir [t 35] Geng 
'sound' [ 213] 
'winter' 
‘follow [TSHUG55] Tong 
‘use’ 
Linguists assume that Modem Chinese dialects evolve from Middle Chinese. 
(20) makes use of Fangyan Diaocha Zibiao 'a dialect investigator's handbook' 
(CASS 2005:30-80) and lists nine rime categories in Middle Chinese (MC in short). 
Reconstruction of Middle Chinese assumes that Xian and Shen rimes had the [-m] 
coda, Shan and Zhen rimes had the [-n] coda, and the other five rimes had the [-q] 
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coda (Wang 1980:181-207). Three examples are selected from the handbook and 
transcribed into Xuzhou. The results show that [e, se] in Xuzhou were produced with 
the nasal coda [-m] or [-n] in Middle Chinese. The table indicates that [e, ae] can be 
realized from vowel-nasal combination /V+N/. Yet it does not tell whether 
nasalization is synchronic or diachronic. I suggest that it is a synchronic process. The 
analogy is made from (21). 
(21) Comparison between £/e in XZ and -n in SC 
Words in XZ Glossary Words in SC 
[P 'class' • [pan''] 
[ph 51] 'expect' [phan5i] 
[mag5i] ‘slow [man5i] 
[ 35] 'reverse' 
_ 3 5 ] 
‘short’ [twan2i4] 
‘talk M 
[nse"] ‘male [ 35] 
[1^55] 
‘blue 
[tsagsi] 'praise' [tsan5i] 
[tsh 213] 
‘meal’ [tshan55] 
[S 35] 'umbrella' 
[t? ’ ‘exhibition’ [tgaii2i4] 
[tgh 55] ‘tangle [tghan35] 





[Pj 213] ‘fresh’ 
[oj 55] 
'year' [njen35] 
[k 3” 'dare' [kan2i4] 
[khagSi] ‘look’ [ k W ” [X 55] ‘include [xan35] 
[ ‘dark’ [ansi] 
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Words inXZ Glossary Words in SC 
‘stupid’ [P 51] 
[phe~55] 'basin' [pan ] 
[m ‘door [m3n35] 
[fe~35] ‘powder 
[tw ] ‘ton [tW3n55] 
[tV52i3] 'swallow' [tNv3n55] 
[ne~35] ‘you [n3n5i] 
55] 'forest' [lin35] 
[ t s w 213] 
'respect' [tswsn"] 
[ t sW13] ‘village [ t sVsn"] 
[ s e^ ] 'forest' [S3n55] 
'needle' 
[tghe~55] 'heavy' [tghgn’ 
‘body’ [ 3n55] 
'recognize' 




[k ] ‘follow [k3n55] 
[Ich ] 'willing' [ k W ’ 
[xe~35] ‘very [X3n214] 
[ ] ‘boom’ [ 55] 
(21) is a comparison between [ e] in Xuzhou and the [-n] coda in Standard 
Chinese. The first column lists all onset consonants that can precede [se] or [ the 
three medial glides and the four tones in Xuzhou. The second column provides 
Chinese characters and English glossary of the words. The third column displays 
transcriptions of the same words in Standard Chinese. Results show that those words 
with [se] or [e] in Xuzhou are always produced with the dental nasal coda [-n] in 
Standard Chinese, regardless of onsets, glides or tones. 
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Since Xuzhou and Standard Chinese evolve from the same ancestor Middle 
Chinese and they belong to the same dialect group Mandarin in Modem Chinese, I 
assume that /-n/ exist in both languages. The coda /-N/ following central vowels in 
Xuzhou is the dental nasal /-nA It can not be realized in speech because of the 
constraint that prohibits the coda *[-n]. The underlying representation of [e] and [ae] 
are /a/ and M respectively. 
2.3.6 Summary 
This section studies Xuzhou vowel phonemes. Vowel phonemes are determined 
by evidence of minimal pairs. Allophonic relations are identified by phonetic 
similarities and complementary distributions. Nasal vowels are proposed to be 
realized from oral vowels through nasalization. (22) presents a chart of laminal 
vowel phonemes, and the apical vowel M is not included. 
(22) Phonemic vowel inventory 
• V • u 
a 
Minimal pairs of the vowels are exemplified in (23). They can not be found in 
exactly the same syllable structures. (23a.) shows independence of seven vowels [i, 
u e, 0, E, a] excluding [a, sr], (23b.) shows independence of eight vowels [i 
u, 3 0, £ a, ac] excluding [e], (23c.) indicates that [a] and [e] are allophones of 
separate phonemes, and (23d.) indicates that [B] and [a] are allophones of different 
phonemes. 
cannot come to this proposal without Prof. Jiang-King Ping's comment on my original idea. 
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(23) Minimal pairs of Xuzhou vowels 
N [1 ] 'pear' 
/y/ [iy55] 'donkey' 
/u/ [ l u " ] 'stove' 
Id [le^^] 'thunder' 
hi 'fatigue' 
/e/ [1 ] 'come' 
Id [la55] 'residue' 
/i/ [i55] 'aunt' 
/y/ [y55] ‘fish’ 
/u/ 'nothing' 
b! [355] 'goose' 




Id [khe213] 'guest' 
/9 / [ k V ^ ^ ] 'thirsty' 
M [ P V ] 'little rake' 















[p p m f, V] can form minimal pairs, as shown in (24). [v] only co-occurs 
with the high front unrounded vowel [i] and the syllables must bear the high level 
tone 55. Thus (24a.) is the only type of examples for the five labials. Minimal pairs 





'throw oneself on' 
'wood' 
'good fortune' 
2.4 Phonemic inventory of Xuzhou consonants 
This section examines the phonemic inventory of consonants. Subsections are 
organized according to the places of articulation of consonants. Nasals are discussed 
in a separate part because they have syllabic variants. 
2.4.1 Labials 
Xuzhou has five labial consonants [p, ph, m, f, v]. Four of them [p, p^, f v] can 
only appear syllable-initially, [m] is mostly found as an onset, but it can also serve as 
a nucleus. The nuclear nasals will be discussed in the last subsection. 











rimes or bear different tones. Examples are shown in (24b.-d.). Thus they are 
allophones of separate phonemes. 
[V] is the only voiced obstruent in Xuzhou . Its occurrence is narrow, only 
preceding the vowel [i]. Su and LU (1996:4) describe that most words which used to 
be pronounced as [vi] become [we] nowadays, [v] is a labial-dental sound and [w] is 
a labial-velar sound, [v] only co-occurs with [i] but [w] never co-occurs with [i]. I 
consider that [v] and [w] are allophones of the same phoneme owing to their 
phonetic similarity and complementary distribution. Since IvJ is the phoneme of [w], 
it is also the phoneme of [v]. 
As a result, three consonant phonemes can be proposed /p p^, f/, leaving the 
phoneme of [m] to later discussion. 
2.4.2 Dentals 
There are seven dental consonants [t, t^, n, 1 ts ts^, s]. Six of them [t, t^, 1 ts, 
tsh s] can only occur at the syllable-initial position. Like the labial nasal [m], the 
dental nasal [n] can be an onset or a nucleus. 
[t, th n] are dental stops and [1] is a lateral approximant. They can form minimal 
pairs. (25) illustrates four groups of examples. Each group bears one tonal type. 
Since [t, t^, n, 1] can contrast word meanings, they are allophones of separate 
phonemes, /t t^, 1/ are proposed, leaving the phoneme of [n] to later discussion. 
(25) Minimal pairs oft t^ n, /(Su and LU 1996) 
My investigation of [v] was driven by Prof. Jiang-King Ping's doubt on the existence of only 





























Dental stridents are phonologically distinct from dental stops and the lateral 
approximant. (27a.) shows [ts, ts^, s] are contrasted with [t, t^, 1], and (27b.) 
provides an example of [ts, ts^, s] contrasting with [n]. Hence dental stridents and 
non-stridents have independent phonemes, /ts, ts^, s/ are proposed to be underlying 
representations of dental stridents. 
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[ts, tsh s] are dental stridents. Their minimal pairs are exemplified in (26). 
(26a.-d.) are four groups of mono-syllabic words. Words in each group only differ in 
onset consonants, which distinguish word meanings. The four groups are different in 
rhymes and tonal types. 








[ t s V 5 ] 
[S035] 
[ t w s ’ 




















'towards a direction or place' 
'vegetable or fruit flesh' 
‘cook’ 








(27) Minimal pairs of dental consonants (Su and LU 1996) 
2.4.3 Retroflexes 
Xuzhou has four retroflex consonants [t^, t Three stridents [tg, tgh ] 
only appear at the syllable-initial position. The approximant [4] can occur either 
initially in simple mono-syllable words or finally in complex mono-syllabic words 
that undergo ^sufFixation. 






































The retroflexes [tg, t ’ §, can form minimal pairs, as exemplified in (28). In 
(28a.-d.) words in each group have different meanings due to the exclusive 
difference in onset consonants. It indicates that four retroflex consonants are 
phonologically contrastive. They are allophones of different phonemes /t§, tg^, §, j{/. 
2.4.4 Velars 
There are four velar consonants in Xuzhou [k, k^ x, g]. The obstruents [k, k^, x] 
can only occur at the syllabic-initial position, where [g] is never found, [g] can occur 
at the syllable-final position, or become syllabic and form an entire syllable. 
Velar obstruents can form minimal pairs. (29) presents four groups of examples. 
Each group has the only difference in onset consonants which distinguish word 
meanings. Four groups demonstrate minimal pairs of different tonal types, (29) 
shows that [k k^ x] are contrastive regardless of tones. Therefore, /k, k^ xl are 
proposed to be velar phonemes, leaving the phoneme of [g] to later discussion. 
(29) Minimal pairs ofk, jk^ x (Su and LU 1996) 
[ k o 3 5 ] 









There are four palatal consonants [tp, tp^, g, i>]. All of them can only occur at 
the syllable-initial position. While labial and dental nasals [m n] have syllabic 
variants, syllabic is never found. 
[vk] is in complementary distribution with [n]. When n is followed by Xi Yin 
('narrow sound'), the realization is [i>] (Su and LU 1996:4). Xi Yin is a term in 
traditional Chinese phonology. It is contrasted with Hong Yin ('broad sound'). They 
refer to rime types of modem Chinese languages. Rimes beginning with [i]/[j] or 
[y]/[q] are Xi Yin, and rimes beginning with [u]/[w] or non-high vowels are Hong Yin 
(Ding and Li 1981:246). Distributions of [n] and [i>] are illustrated in (30). 
(3 0) Co-occurrences of onset nor i}, with rimes 
a 3 e £ 0 ou e ar) 
n 
i ja P je P jou je m iq 
n 




y ip qae yq 
n 
(30a.-d.) list all rimes in Xuzhou that begin with laminal vowels/glides. Rimes 
in (30a.) do not have pre-nuclear glides. They begin with non-high vowels, [n] can 























h. [tcjo^l 'call' 
[ t i ^ v ] 
'pretty' 
[ 51] 'smile' 
or [y]/[q] respectively. [i>] co-occurs with them but [n] can not. Rimes in (30c.) begin 
with [u]/[w]. [n] can co-occur with them, but the onset [i>] is disfavored. While rimes 
in (30a.-d.) begin with laminal vowels/glides, (30e.) shows a different rime type. [9% 
J, are rimes of apical nuclei. No nasal consonants can co-occur with them. Due to 
their distributional patterns and arituclatory similarities, [n] and [p,] are considered as 
variants of the same phoneme /n/. 
The three palatal obstruents [tq, tp^, q] can form minimal pairs, shown in (31). 
Word meanings are contrasted by the differences of these palatal consonants. Thus 
[tp tph g] are phonologically distinct. 
(31) Minimal pairs oftg, tg^, p(Su and LU 1996) 
The data in (31) have two rime types. Four groups (31a.-d.) begin with the high 
front unrounded vowel [i], and the other four (31e.-h.) begin with the corresponding 
glide [j]. Palatal consonants can only co-occur with [i]/[j] or [y]/[n]. In contrast, 
dentals [ts ts^, s], retroflexes [tg, tg^, g] and velars [k, k^ x] never co-occur with 
rimes beginning with [i]/[j] or [y]/[i|]. They are in complementary distribution with 
the palatal series [tp, tp^, (?]. The following discussion aims to identify the phonemes 
of[t9, tqh 
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There are four rime categories in traditional Chinese phonology, called Si Hu 
('four rimes'). Kai-kou Hu ('open-mouth pronunciation') refers to syllables whose 
rimes do not have a pre-nuclear glide and the nuclei are non-high vowels. Qi-chi Hu 
('level-teeth pronunciation') refers to rimes having an initial i- or He-kou Hu 
('closed-mouth pronunciation') refers to rimes having an initial u~ or w-. Cuo-kou 
Hu Cpursed-mouth pronunciation') refers to rimes having an initial y- or i^. 
Co-occurrences between the four consonant types and Si Hus are illustrated in 
(32). Presence of the plus symbol ‘+’ means co-occurrences are allowed, and absence 
of '+' indicates the opposite. Non-cooccurrences in Xuzhou are grayed out. Two 
pieces of information can be elicited. First, [tp, t p ] are allophones with one of the 
other three consonant types. Evidence is the complementary distribution. Second, 
realization of [tp tph q] is triggered by the following vocoids, because they have the 
same place of articulation. 














[y ] / [ t i - ] ) 
Dentals 
[ts, TSH s] + + 
Retroflexes 
te t?H g] + + 
Palatals 
[t9 tph 9] + + 
Velars 
[K KH X] + + -
The distributional patterns in (32) are insufficient to determine phonemes of the 
palatal consonants. It is logically possible for dentals, retroflexes and velars to be 
assimilated by [i]/[j] or [y]/[q] and become palatalized. I propose that the palatal 
series [t?, tp^, p] and the velar series [k, k x] are allophones of the same phonemes 
with evidence from palatal-velar alternations. 
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[ph] VS. [ph] 
[t] VS. [t] 
[< ] VS. [q] 
[(?] vs. [X] 
[tQ] VS. [k] 
[tp] vs. [k] 
Xuzhou has a group of semi-onomatopoeic words which describe sounds of 
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successive actions. The words are quadri-syllabic and can be formulated as [Ci . 
low°. C f . g], where C stands for consonants, V for vowels, the superscript T for 
tones, (jfor syllables and the dot ‘.’ for syllable boundaries. It is observed that the 
first and third syllables usually have the same onset consonants. Nevertheless, when 
the first syllable begins with a palatal consonant, onset of the third syllable alternates 
between palatals and velars according to the following vowels or glides. The 
alternations are exemplified in (33). 
(33) Semi-onomatopoeic words (Su and LU 1996) 
(33a.-c.) are regular quadri-syllabic words, where [ph] in the first syllable [p i^^ ^] 
is identical with [ph] in the third syllable [p^u^^], [t] in [ti^ ^] with [t] in [ta^^], and [(?] 
in I>i2i3] with [p] in [pja^']. (33d.-f.) show the [q] [x] and [t(?]~[k] alternations. Since 
the phonetic environment of palatals is restricted to a following [i]/[j] or [y]/[i{], 
other phonetic contexts shall induce allophones of palatals. In (33), the allophones 
are velars. This group of semi-onomatopoeic words supports velars being variants of 
palatals. 
Palatal-velar alternations are also found in literary-colloquial readings, shown in 
(34). Words in (34a.) have palatal onsets in the literary readings and velar onsets in 
the colloquial readings. Words in (34b.) have palatal onsets in the colloquial readings 
and velar onsets in the literary readings. Appearance of palatals is conditioned by the 
following high front vowels or glides. The alternations of onset consonants in literary 



















b. [k3g2i3] [tdg2i3] ‘night beir 
[xa§35] ~ [pi 35] 
cry 
Given that palatals and velars are in complementary distribution and they 
alternate with each other in the phonological patterns, I identify palatals [tg, tp^, Q] 
with the velar series [k, k^, x]. Their phonemes are /k, k'^ , x/ because velars have 
wider distribution than palatals. 
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(34) Alternation of literary and colloquial pronunciations (Li 1985) 










Xuzhou has four nasal consonants [m, n, g]. [m, n, rh] usually occur as onsets 
and [q] as coda, [m, n, g] can become syllabic and form an entire syllable [m], [n] or 
[g]. As introduced in section 2.4.5, [i>] and [n] have an allophonic relation. They are 
found in complementary distribution. [i>] only occurs before high front vowels/glides, 
and [n] occurs elsewhere. 










[m] and [n] are contrastive and their minimal pairs are shown in (35). Since they 
can occur at the same position in a word and distinguish meanings, [m] and [n] are 
phonologically distinct, and /m, nl are proposed as two underlying nasal consonants. 
[q] does not occur at the onset position as [m n, do. It is apparently in 
complementary distribution with the other three nasals. Since it is a velar consonant, 
[q] is phonetically distant from [m, n, i)=]. Thus it is realized from a phoneme 
independent of /m, wJ. /g/ is proposed as its underlying form. 
There are syllabic [m, n, g] in Xuzhou. A syllabic nasal constitutes an entire 
syllable. The corresponding mono-syllabic word conveys extra-linguistic information. 
Word meanings are different due to tonal types. Examples are shown in (36). 
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(3 6) Syllab ic nasals 
Words 
[rrf'V [ n " ] / [r) 
[ V W W ] 
55-
Usage Exemplary implication 
Confirmation '(You are going, right?) Yes.' 
Interrogation 'What did you say?' 
Affirmation ‘(Did he go out with you?) Yes. 
A high-level tone 55 makes confirmation as in (36a.) a rising tone 35 raises 
questions as in (36b.) and a falling tone 51 expresses affirmation as in (36c.). As 
long as the syllables bear the same tones, the word meanings are identical. This 
interchangeable relation is termed as free variation, in which one sound can be 
substituted for the other without changing the meaning (Roach 1991:38). It occurs 
between allophones or phonemes. Phonology uses optional rules to explain 
occurrences of variants in free variation (Odden 2005:60-61). Thus the distribution of 
free variation does not conflict with the proposal for three nasal phonemes /m, n q/. 
2.4.7 Summary 
This section studies the phonemic inventory of Xuzhou consonants. Allophonic 
relations are identified with evidence from complementary distribution, phonetic 
similarities, and alternating phonological patterns. Nineteen phonemes /p p^, m, f, t, 
1, n, ts tsh s tgh g k, fch X q/ are proposed. They are displayed in (37) with 
reference to articulatory places and manners. 
(37) Phonemic consonant inventory 
manner - ^ 
labial dental retroflex palatal velar 
plosive 
unaspirated P t k 
aspirated ph th kh 
affricate 
unaspirated ts 
aspirated tsh tgh 
fricative 
voiceless f s X 
voiced 
nasal m n 
approximant 1 I 
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Minimal pairs of contrastive consonants are presented in (38). The velar nasal 
phoneme /g/ can only occur syllable-finally. It is proposed on the basis of articulatory 
differences from other nasals, and the segment is not included in the table. 
(38) Minimal pairs ofXuzhou consonants (Su and LU 1996) 
/p/ [Pi55] 'nose' 
/pv [ ‘tired 
ImJ [mP] 'mystery' 
/f/ 'fat' 
/t/ [to”] 'island' 
/tV [tV5] !beg' 
/n/ [no''] 'brain' 
/y 'old' 
/ts/ [tsu ] 'rent' 
/tsh [tsV13] 'thick' 
/s/ [SU-] 'crisp' 
/t?/ 213] ‘pig’ 
'exit' 
/?/ [ u - ] 'book' 
/ / [•cO 'enter' 
/k/ [ku213] 'estimate' 
/ k V [ k V 1 3 ] ‘cry 
/x/ [XU213] 'shout' 
ImJ [ma35] 'horse' 
/n/ [na35] 'where' 
f. 
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C h a p t e r 3 P h o n o t a c t i c s 
This chapter studies phonotactics of Xuzhou. It examines combinations of 
Xuzhou consonants and vowels, observes legitimate pattemings of sound sequences 
within a syllable, and draws generalizations on co-occurrence restrictions. I will 
discuss places and manners of articulation of segments, their syllable positions, and 
the number of constituents involved in non-cooccurrences. 
3.1 Syllables in Xuzhou 
This section aims to propose the syllable structure of Xuzhou. This work is 
necessary in two aspects. First, it directly influences the discussion of medial glides 
(G). Whether G is part of Rime or Onset is a question to consider. Second, the 
syllable structure is concerned with domains of co-occurrence restrictions. This 
importance will become clear when harmony and disharmony of the same feature are 
found in different syllable positions. 
3.1.1 Previous studies on prenuclear glides in Standard Chinese 
The structure of a Chinese syllable is not linear (Chao 1968; Bao 2002; Duanmu 
2000; among others). A syllable (a) is built up by Onset (0ns) and Rime (Rim), and 
Rime is constituted by Nucleus (Nuc) and Coda (Cod). The hierarchy is 




(C) V (X) 
11 For simplicity, (1) displays the structure of a 'minor syllable' rather than a 'full syllable'. A full 
syllable includes a minor syllable and non-linear constituents such as register, tone, length, etc. This 
clarification owes to Prof. Zhu Xiaonong's suggestion. 
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However, previous studies which address Chinese syllable structures disagree 
on the status of the pre-nuclear glide, or Medial {Med). In the following, I am going 
to review the literature on this issue. Since Xuzhou belongs to the same dialectal 
group with Standard Chinese, I will focus on the medial glides in Standard Chinese. 
Literatures on other Chinese dialects are discussed whenever necessary. 
Chao (1968), following traditional Chinese phonology, treats the medial glides 
as part of Rime. Chao (1968:18-19) divides a syllable into an initial and a final. The 
initial is "the way a syllable begins". It can be a consonant or zero. The final of a 
syllable is "the syllable minus initial". The maximal final consists of three parts: a 
medial, a main vowel and an ending. Chao's initial and final in English are translated 
as onset and rime respectively in Chinese'^ (Chao 2002:11). Other works in Chinese 
refer to the combination of the prenuclear glide, the nuclear vowel and the 
postnuclear glide or consonant as Yunmu ('rime'). 
Duanmu (2000:84-86 2007:25-30, 2009:76-77) separates glides from Rime, 
and proposes that it is a secondary articulation of the onset consonants. Rime only 
includes Nucleus and Coda because the common rhyming part is VX (V stands for 
Vowel and X for Glide or Consonant), see (2). Four arguments are posited within a 
syllable (Duanmu 2009:77-78). First, an observation in Chao (1934 in Joos 1957:42) 
shows that [sw] in English is different from that in Chinese. In English, [sw] sounds 
like two separate segments while in Chinese it sounds like one. Second, every CG (C 
stands for Consonant and G for Glide) in Chinese can be represented as one complex 
sound, see (3). Third the CVX and CGVX syllables are more or less similar in 
duration, indicating that the presence of G does not increase the length of a syllable. 
Hence it is better to use the same syllable structure for both. Fourth, speakers 
sometimes alternate CG with C, see (4). Therefore, Duanmu thinks G is part of Onset 
and CG forms a single segment C^. 
12 Chao (2002) is a Chinese translation of Chao (1968) by Ding Bangxin. The terms Initial and Final 
are transcribed as ('onset') and ('rime') respectively. Chao read part of it and wrote a 
preface for Ding's work, giving credits for its fidelity to the English original. 
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(2) Words that rhyme in Standard Chinese (Duanmu 2009:77(11)) 
[man] 'slow' 
[mjsn] 'noodles' 
[jaen] 'bright colored' 
[tffin] 'egg' 
[tj^n] 'shop' 
[W2en] 'ten thousand' 
[tw^n] 'broken' 








(4) Alternation between palatalized dentals and palatals (Duanmu 2009:77) 
'bird' 
'small' 
Bao (2002:7-24) studies the medial glides in Middle Chinese and in Modem 
Chinese dialects. He suggests that the status of G in a Chinese dialect is not unified 
because the distributions of the glides [j] and [w] are asymmetrical. Bao uses two 
sets of data. One is the fanqie ('reverse cut') entries in Qieyun ('cutting rimes'), on 
the basis of which the phonology of Middle Chinese is studied. The other is Z-words 
in Taiyuan and Datong dialects spoken in Shanxi province of China. Examples are 
shown in (5) and (6) respectively. 
(5) Examples offanqie spelling (Bao 2002:14(15), 16(21-22)) 
G3 
ts'at = t s ' i a + yat 
sag = siak + log 
dzien = dzDi + sien 
m' lsu = mak + V19U 
tsuan = tsia + kuan 
yuai = yuaq + tai 
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(6) Examples of l-wordformation in Taiyuan dialect (Bao 2002:20 (30)) 
(J3 
pa? lai ( < pai ) 'to wag' 
t3? lag (.< teg ) 'scaffold' 
t9? liou ( < tiou ) 'to carry' 
ka? liau ( < kiau ) 'crooked' 
k'U3? lai ( < k'uai ) 'biscuit' 
tS U3? luae ( < ts'uas ) 'a string of 
In both sets, there is an original syllable and two target syllables (J and as. 
(ji shares the same onset with G and shares the same rime with CT3. When di has Q 
whether G goes to 02 or as judges its status in cji. The findings are gi with an 
|j]-glide shares it with CT3 but a i with an [w]-glide shares it with <12 or (J3 randomly. 
That is to say, [j] is part of Rime whereas [w] is undetermined. Bao follows the 
assumption that modem Chinese dialects evolve from Middle Chinese and believes 
that his findings can apply to other Mandarin dialects (Bao 2002:24). 
To sum up, there have been three major proposals for the status of medial glides 
in Standard Chinese. The traditional Chinese phonology considers G as part of Rime, 
Duanmu (2000, 2007 2009) treats G as part of Onset and views it as a secondary 
articulation of the onset consonants, and Bao (2002) suggests that different Gs do not 
have a unified status in a syllable. (7) makes a brief summary. 
(7) Proposals for the status of medial glides in Standard Chinese 
Part of final/rime (Chao 1968; traditional Chinese phonology) 
Final is defined as "the syllable minus initial' 
Part of initial/onset (Duanmu 2009) 
The rhyming part does not include medial glides 
[sw] in Chinese sounds like one sound. 
Every CG in Chinese can be represented as one complex sound. 
The CVX and CGVX syllables are more or less similar in duration. 
Speakers sometimes alternate CG with C. 
Not unified (Bao 2002) 
Evidence from Middle Chinese and modem Mandarin dialects show that 
[j] is part of Rime, but the affiliation of [w] can not be determined. 
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I will discuss G as part of final/rime first. Chao (1968) groups the medial glides 
into finals by giving a definition in (7a.). Traditional studies in Chinese refer to G as 
part of Ymmu ('rimes') without providing an argument for it. Wang and Chang (2001) 
give support to this convention by administering two experiments to test native 
speaker's intuition. They are fanchie and anti-fanchie experiments. Stimuli are 
exemplified in (8) and (9) respectively. 
(8) Stimuli for fanchie experiment (Wang and Chang 2001:248(3)) 
taj xan — tan 
tgan - > pin 
tsaw tug — tsuq 
fag tMg — fag 
t sV) paw — ts^aw 
(9) Stimuli for anti-fanchie experiment (Wang and Chang 2001:253(7)) 
CTl Cl2 (J3 
tan 
- > taj xan 
9 in 
- > pig 
tsug — tsaw tug 
The first is fanchie experiment. 25 college students are asked to fuse two 
syllables into one by choosing Onset from the input cji and Rime from the input CT2. 
Each test pair has two syllables which never have the same G The result shows that 
subjects prefer to maintain G from the input a i in the output, and G in the input ai is 
disfavored in the output regardless of the glide types. The second is anti-fanchie 
experiment. 70 college students are asked to choose from two alternatives to break 
up a syllable. Each test item has five syllables. An input CTI and two output pairs 
(j2+cr3 are given. In one pair, G and Rime of the input <Ji move together, becoming 
Rime of the output 03. In the other pair, G and Onset of ai move together, becoming 
Onset of the output ai . The result is that subjects tend to choose the pair in which G 
moves with Rime of the input a . Wang and Chang (2001:256) conclude that the 
medial glides are "more reasonably grouped with the Rime" in Mandarin syllables. 
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Next, I will look into Duanmu's arguments. Since G does not belong to the 
rhyming part, it is taken as part of Onset (Duanmu 2009:76). This reasoning runs 
hasty because there are two other possibilities. First, G can be independent of both 
Onset and Rime, dominated directly by the syllable a . Second, G can be part of Rime, 
parallel to the rhyming part. The second case empirically exists in Taiwanese (Chung 
1997:293). In Taiwanese, G does not rhyme but affects the rhyming pattern. For 
instance, [an] can rhyme with [jan] or [wan], but [jan] and [wan] never rhyme with 
each other. If G was part of Onset, [jan] and [wan] would be indifferent to rhyming. 
But this is not true. 
Duanmu (2009:77) uses the [sw] example in Chao (1934) to support the C^ 
proposal. This shall not be evidential if we trace back to the original work. Chao 
(1934) makes a comparison between [sw] of [swei] in the English word 'sway' and 
in the Chinese word Sui ( ‘age ). He points out that [s] and [w] in 'sway' are two 
independent sounds because [s] is not labialized for most of its duration, whereas [s] 
and [w] in Sui should be considered as one single sound because [s] is completely 
labialized and the nuclear vowel begins immediately after the [s]-production. 
However, Chao (1934:42) also says that "But in similar syllables in other tones or 
with other initial consonants, there is more independence in the [u]-element". Chao's 
idea is that CG in Chinese speech has difference performances, influenced by tones 
and consonantal types. He does not claim CG in general forms a single sound. 
Another argument is that since every CG in Chinese can be represented as one 
complex sound, it shall be C^. Representing CG as one sound is one of proposals in 
Duanmu (2009:25). He thinks of a complex sound as the merger of two sounds, 
where merger is viewed as gestural overlap. The crucial requirement is that "all 
features in a complex sound are simultaneous, in the sense that no sequential timing 
difference can be used distinctively" (Duanmu 2009:26). In other words, if C and G 
are not produced at the same time, they shall not be a complex sound. Chao's [sw] 
discussion above shows that C and G can be produced sequentially. 
Duanmu also considers, since the CVX and CGVX syllables are more or less 
similar in duration indicating that G does not increase the syllable length, it is better 
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to use the same syllable structure C^ for them. However, this argument is not fully 
developed. On the one hand, it is not clear to what extent the duration is similar. On 
the other hand, the short duration of G shall not be a reason to treat it as a secondary 
articulation because G is transient in nature. Other term for G is 'semi-vowel'. 
Regarding the status of G in a syllable, the phonological behavior shall be more 
decisive than the physical duration. 
Mai (1999) designs a small experiment when studying G in Cantonese. Both 
Guangzhou Cantonese speakers and Beijing Mandarin speakers read the word Gua 
( 'melon') as [kwa]. They are asked to slow down as much as possible. The result 
shows that Cantonese speakers lengthen [a], whereas the Mandarin speakers lengthen 
[w] and [a]. G is closely bound to Onset for Cantonese speakers, but it is independent 
of Onset for Mandarin speakers. He concludes that the two groups of speakers 
probably have different feelings toward G in their languages (Mai 1999:66). This 
evidence appeals to native speaker's intuition and supports G as independent of 
Onset in Mandarin. 
Furthermore, Duanmu mentions that sometimes CG alternates with C and 
provides two examples. One is [nj] [ji] alternation in [njau]/[jiau]( ‘bird’) and 
the other is [sj]~[p] alternation in [sjau]/[pau]( 'small'). According to my 
knowledge, [njau] can alternate with [jijau] but not Qiau]. [sjau] is a non-native 
pronunciation. It is usually heard among Cantonese native speakers who begin to 
leam Mandarin. [(?] can not co-occur with [au], and there shall be a [j] sound between 
them. 
Finally, I turn to Bao (2002) which proposes [j] is part of the Rime but [w] is 
indeterminate. The proposal is statistically-based. 321 fanchie entries separate [j] 
from Onset, and 46 entries group it with Rime. Only 15 entries group it with Onset. 
367 versus 15 indicates a noticeable preference for [j] as part of Rime. But the 
number of syllables containing [w] is small. Bao (2002:18) confesses that whether 
[w] are patterned with Onset or Rime in the fanchie data "do not shed light on the 
precise constituency". 
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Given the above discussion, I will follow the traditional Chinese phonology and 
treat the medial glides as part of Rime in Standard Chinese. This treatment is 
supported by native speaker's intuition in Wang and Chang (2001) and Mai (1999). It 
agrees with Bao's analysis of [j] and does not offend his reports on [w]. On the 
contrary, Duanmu's view of G being a secondary articulation of Onset is not well 
justified, and will not be adopted. 
3.1.2 Prenuclear glides in Xuzhou syllable structure 
A Xuzhou syllable has maximally four segments, including Onset, Medial, 
Nucleus and Coda. The nucleus is mandatory while the other three constituents are 
optional. The onset position is usually occupied by consonants, represented by C. 
Glides are hosts of the medial position, represented by G. Vowels only occur in the 
nuclear position, represented by V, Both glides and nasal consonants can occur at the 
coda position, and the segments are represented by X. Thus the constituency of a 
Xuzhou syllable can be linearly expressed as (C)(G)V(X), with braces denoting 
'optional'. 
Previous studies of Xuzhou syllables group G into Rime (Li 1985; Su and LU 
1996; among others). Although this treatment is not justified, it is consistent with the 
riming dictionary of Middle Chinese which displays G as part of Rime. In terms of 
rhyming, medial glides do not belong to the rhyming part. However, I have not found 
a pair of rhyming syllables with different Gs. It implies that glides might have 
influence on ‘not to rhyme'. 
Two nursery rhymes are exemplified in (10). The rhyming syllables are [ts '^e^^] 
and [tghwe55] in (10a.) [tp^jo^^] and [ t V ” ’ [sa^ " ] and [tj 213] (lOb.). (10) shows 
that rhyming starts from the nuclear vowels, and the rhyming syllables have 
maximally one type of glides. 
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(10) Xuzhou nursery rhymes (Li 1985:349 351) 
b. 
ta5i tpy5i la ta5i tshess 1 
WS tS035 tgNveSs 2 
tghwe55 tpje— ku35 kwa5i t p V S 1 
mu35 tse2i3 2 
tse2i3 i213 S jow51 i213 S 3 
— — 
mu35 51 Pi213 tM213 4 
Without evidence showing that glides belong to the onset part, I will take a 
conservative position and include it within the rime. I treat G as parallel to the 
rhyming part VX. The structure of Xuzhou syllables is proposed in (11). Rhy refers 








(G) V (X) 
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3.1.3 Onsets and rimes 
Xuzhou has twenty-three onset consonants, shown in (12). The onsets are 
displayed in terms of their places of articulation. Since the dental stridents [ts, ts^, s] 
exhibit different phonotactic behaviors from dental non-stridents [t, t^, n, 1], they are 
separated into two columns. 
(12) Xuzhou onsets (Su and LU 1996) 
Labials Dentals Retroflexes Palatals Velars 
P t ts tp k 
tsh tgh 




There are thirty-seven rimes in non-suffixed mono-syllabic words, shown in 
(13). They can be divided into five groups: (a.) rimes without medials, (b.) rimes 
with [j]-medial, (c.) rimes with [w]-medial, (d.) rimes with [q]-medial, and (e.) rimes 
with apical nuclei. Since the apical vowel |>] never co-occurs with any other sound, 
it is irrelevant to the following discussion. 
(13) Xuzhou rimes (Su and LU 1996) 
i iq y yg u ug 
e e £ ae 9 a OW 0 
je je j P ja m jow P 
we we we wae W3 wa wag 
d. qe I[ 
I 3C 
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3 . 2 C o - o c c u r r e n c e s w i t h i n r i m e s 
This section studies co-occurrences within rimes. I will focus on the 
co-occurrence restrictions where certain sounds can NOT be combined together. 
Non-cooccurrences of sounds are stated in terms of their places/manners of 
articulation and their positions in a syllable. Generalizations are drawn from 
non-cooccurrences at the end of this section. 
3.2.1 Co-occurrences within rimes without medials 
A rime without medials consists of an obligatory nucleus and an optional coda. 
Both vowels and syllabic approximants can take the nuclear position. The nuclear 
vowels in Xuzhou are provided in (14) in terms of height, backness and roundedness. 
Since the syllabic approximants [i, J do not co-occur with any sound in the rime, 
they are beyond the current discussion. 
(14) Xuzhou nuclear vowels (Su and LU 1996) 
front Central Bac c 













Only two sounds can occur at the coda position. They are the high back rounded 
glide [-W] arid the velar nasal [-g]. (15) lists the combinations of nuclei with the [-w] 
coda. The asterisk symbol '*' indicates 'not found in this language'. 




"EW *aew 3W aw 
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(20) Non-high front nuclei do not co-occur with the high back coda. 
(21) Rounded nuclei do not co-occur with unrounded coda. 
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The nuclei in (15a.) are high vowels, and the nuclei in (15b.) are non-high 
unrounded vowels. Both of them can not precede [-w]. In (15c.), [ow] is allowed but 
*[ow] is not found in this language. In the previous chapter, I argued that [o] and [o] 
are allophones of b ! because of their complementary distribution and phonetic 
similarities. The realization of [o] undergoes regressive assimilation. Since 
*[aw] and *[3W] are not found, it can be inferred that the rhyme part of a Xuzhou 
syllable does not allow co-occurrence of low and high vocoids. Non-coocurrences 
can be stated as follows. 
(16) High vocoids do not co-occur. 
(17) Unrounded nuclei do not co-occur with the rounded coda. 
(18) Low vocoids do not co-occur with high vocoids in rhymes. 
The combinations of nuclei and the [-g] coda are listed in (19). The nuclei in 
(19a.) are high vowels, and those in (19b.) are non-front unrounded vowels. Rimes in 
(19a.) and (19b.) are legitimate, showing that high vowels or non-front unrounded 
vowels can co-occur with the velar nasal coda. However, the nuclear vowels in (19c.) 
and (19d.) can not appear with [-g]. Vowels in (19c.) are non-high front, and those in 
(19d.) are non-high rounded. Thus the non-cooccurrences can be stated in (20-21). 
(19) Combinations of nuclei and [gj-coda 
y 
3 . 2 . 2 C o - o c c u r r e n c e s w i t h i n r i m e s w i t h / m e d i a l 
Rime includes Medial and Rhyme. Rhyme refers to the rhyming part of a 
syllable, consisting of Nucleus and Coda. Xuzhou has the rhymes shown in (22). For 
the purpose of expository convenience, they are displayed according to places of 
articulation of nuclear vowels. 
(22) Rhyming parts in Xuzhou 
front Central Bac c 














[j] is the high front unrounded glide. (23) shows the combinations of the 
pre-nuclear [j-] and the rhyming parts. 
(23) Combinations of[j-] and rhyming parts 
The nuclei in (23a.) are high vowels. None of them can appear with the medial 
glide. Since both are high vocoids, their non-cooccurrences can be described by the 
statement in (16) repeated below. The nuclei in (23b.) are non-high vowels. All can 
co-occur with the medial except for [e] in *[je] and [sg] in *[j3q]. Since [e] and [e] 
are both front unrounded vowels and [E] can follow [j-], there is no reason to prevent 
[e] from the glide. Thus the absence of [je] is considered as an accidental gap. 
(16) High vocoids do not co-occur, (repeated) 
13 Syllables [i] [ii] [y] are not transcribed as [ji] [wu] [qy] even though homorganic glides can be 
occasionally heard in speech. Since high vowels are produced with narrow opening of the oral cavity, 




*jug :ju *m Ijy 
E je 
The legitimate rime [js] shows that [j-] and [a] are compatible. The well-formed 
rime [jaq] indicates that the medial [j-] and the coda [-g] can appear in the same 
syllable. Besides, [sg] is an acceptable rhyme in Xuzhou. Since there is no phonetic 
motivation to reject the rime *[j3g], it shall be conceivably accepted. Thus its 
absence is viewed as an accidental gap. 
3.2.3 Co-occurrences within rimes with p^-medial 
[w] is the high back rounded glide. Combinations of the pre-nuclear [w-] and 
the rhyming parts are shown in (24). 
(24) Combinations of[w-] and rhyming parts 
a. *wi *wig *wy *wyg *wu *wug 
b. *wow *wo 
c. we we we w ws *w3g wa wag 
The nuclei in (24a.) are high vowels, and the nuclei in (24b.) are rounded 
vowels. None of them are allowed to follow the high back rounded glide. Rimes in 
(24c.) are permissible except for *[w3g]. Since [w-] can immediately precede the 
mid central vowel [a] (e.g. [ws]) and it is compatible with a velar nasal coda [-q] (e.g. 
[wag]), there is no reason to reject the rime [wag]. Therefore, its absence is taken as 
an accidental gap. Non-cooccurrences of (24a.) can be described by (16), and 
Non-cooccurrences of (24b.) is stated in (25) 
(16) High vocoids do not co-occur, (repeated) 
(25) The rounded medial does not co-occur with rounded nuclei, 
3.2.4 Co-occurrences within rimes with i^-medial 
[H] is the high front rounded glide. Combinations of the pre-nuclear [q-] and the 
rhyming parts are displayed in (26). 
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(26) Combinations of [q-] and rhyming parts 
i p 
The nuclei in (26a.) are high vowels, the nuclei in (26b.) are rounded vowels, 
the nucleus in (26c.) is the low back unrounded vowel [a], and the nuclei in (26d.) 
are front oral vowels. None of them can follow [q-]. Non-cooccurrences of (26a.) can 
be described by (16). Non-cooccurrences of (26b.) can be described by (25). 
Non-cooccurrences of (26c.-d.) are stated in (27-28). 
(16) High vocoids do not co-occur, (repeated) 
(25) The rounded medial does not co-occur with rounded nuclei, (repeated) 
(27) The front rounded medial does not co-occur with low back nuclei 
(28) The front rounded medial does not co-occur with front nuclei. 
The nuclei in (26e.) are front nasal vowels and the mid central vowel [a]. The 
rimes are found in Xuzhou except for *[q3g]. By comparing (26d.) with the first two 
rimes in (26e.) we can find that oral and nasal vowels have different phonotactic 
behaviors. I have argued in the previous chapter that the nasal vowels [e] has the 
underlying representation /an/ and the nasal vowel [se] has the underlying 
representation /BII/. The vowel phonemes are central which does not have any 
conflict with the front value of /y/. 
Absence of in (26e.) is accidental with the following reasons. First, 
[q] and [3] can co-occur because [qa] in (26e.) is legitimate. Second, [a] and [-q] can 
co-occur because [sq] in (22) is an acceptable rhyme in Xuzhou. Third, the high front 
rounded vowel [y] which corresponds to the glide [q] can co-occur with the coda [-q], 
showing that articulations of the two sounds are not conflicting. Thus the rime [qsg] 
shall not be excluded from this language. 
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3 . 2 . 5 G e n e r a l i z a t i o n s a n d s u m m a r y 
I will summarize this section by drawing generalizations from non-occurrence 
statements. There are two considerations. On the one hand, the generalizations shall 
express the exact sound features acting on co-occurrence restrictions. On the other 
hand, the generalizations shall identify crucial rime positions. For instance, [w-] shall 
not PRECEDE a rounded vowel but [-w] must FOLLOW a rounded vowel. The medial 
and coda positions are important. 
(29) Phonotactic generalizations I 
HEIGHT co-occurrence 
a. High vocoids do not co-occur. 
b. Low vocoids do not co-occur with high vocoids in rhymes. 
ROUNDEDNESS co-occurrence 
c. Nucleus and Coda have the same value of roundedness. 
d. Medial and Nucleus can not both be rounded vocoids. 
BACKNESS co-occurrence 
e. Non-high front Nucleus does not co-occur with high back Coda. 
f. The front rounded vocoid does not co-occur with the low back vowel. 
g. The front rounded vocoid does not co-occur with front vowels. 
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3 . 3 C o - o c c u r r e n c e s b e t w e e n o n s e t s a n d r i m e s 
This section examines co-occurrences between onsets and rimes. I am interested 
in co-occurrence restrictions on adjacent and non-adjacent segments, and the number 
of syllable constituents that are involved. Subsections are arranged according to 
places of articulation of onset consonants. Co-occurrences between onsets and apical 
nuclei are discussed in the last part. Generalizations are drawn as a summary. 
3.3.1 Co-occurrences between labial onsets and rimes 
Combinations of labial onsets and rimes without medials are presented in (30). 





d. 'vsg *va vag ^vow *vo 
Syllables in (30a.) can be found in Xuzhou except for *[f3]. Since [po] [p '^o] 
[mo] are acceptable, labial consonants can precede the non-high back rounded vowel 
[o]. Thus [f] and [o] shall be compatible. The absence of [fo] is considered as an 
accidental gap. 
(30b.) shows labial onsets can not co-occur with the mid central unrounded 








[-g]. For example, [pag] [p sg] [mag] [fag] in (26a.) are acceptable. It indicates that 
a single [3] in the rime is not favored. Since the mid central vowel [a] is weightless, 
the monophthongal rime can not form a stressed syllable Non-cooccurrence can be 
stated in (31). 
(30c.) shows that labial onsets can not precede the rime [ow]. Given that labials 
can co-occur with the nuclear [D], and both [o] and [o] are non-high back rounded 
vowels, the nuclear [o] shall not be rejected. Therefore, what is incompatible with the 
onsets is the coda [-w]. It has the labial articulator as labial onsets do, and it does not 
occur at the nuclear position. Non-cooccurrence is stated in (32). 
It is clear in (30d.) that the voiced labial fricative [v] can not. co-occur with any 
rimes with non-high nuclei. In the previous chapter, I proposed that [v] and [w] are 
variants of the vowel phoneme /u/. [w] is found to co-occur with non-high nuclei, as 
shown in (24). Since allophones of the same phoneme are in complementary 
distribution, [v] does not appear with non-high nuclei. 
(31) Labial onsets do not co-occur with the monophthongal rime [g]. 
(32) Two labial segments do not co-occur as syllable margins. 
Combinations of labial onsets and rimes with the nuclear [i] or the medial [j-] 
are displayed in (33). 
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d. fi *fig 
vi *vig 
e. *fj£ *fje *iga *jgag * w 
*vj8 *vje *vj2e *vj3 *vja *vjag *vjow *vjo 
Onsets in (33a.) are labial stops. All syllables are permissible except for *[mjag]. 
Since labial oral stops [p p*"] can co-occur with the rime [jag] (e.g. [pjag] and 
[phjag]), the labial place of [m] shall not prevent the co-occurrence with [jag]. 
Besides, [m] can precede jja] as in [mja] and is compatible with the coda [-q] as in 
[mig], indicating that the nasal manner does not block the co-occurrence. Hence 
absence of [mjag] is treated as accidental. 
Syllables in (33b.) have the rime [je]. Both [j] and [E] are front vocoids. They 
are different constituents within a syllable, [j] is Medial and [e] is Nucleus. The data 
shows that [j] and [e] are incompatible when the syllable has a labial onset. 
Non-cooccurrence is stated in (34) by addressing the palatal articulation of [j]. 
Co-occurrence restriction in (33c.) is similar to that in (30c.). Non-cooccurrence 
statement in (32) is repeated below. 
In (33d.) labial fricatives can co-occur with the high front unrounded vowel [i]. 
Since the labial fricatives can be patterned with the coda [-q] as in [fag] and [fag] in 
(26b.) there is no phonetic motivation to reject [fig] and [vig]. Thus they are treated 
as accidental gaps. (33e.) shows that labial fricatives are can not appear with the 
glide [j-] within a syllable. Non-cooccurrence is stated in (35). 
(34) The palatal Medial after a labial Onset does not co-occur with the low front 
unrounded Nucleus. 
(32) Two labial segments do not co-occur as syllable margins, (repeated) 



















(VU ^vug *vwe ^vwe V^WE ^vwae *vw3 *vwa *vwag 
Syllables in (36a.) have the nuclear vowel [u] or [3]. Labial onsets are 
compatible with the rounded nucleus [u]. Combinations of labials and the rime [uq] 
is absent by accident, because the onset consonants and the nasal coda [-g] can 
appear in the same syllable as (33a.) shows. While labials reject a single [a] in the 
rime the rejection becomes void when the pre-nuclear glide [w-] is between them. 
It indicates that the weightless [a] need another segment in the rime to build a 
stressed syllable. This is illustrated in syllables with labial onsets and the rime [ws]. 
All syllables in (36b.-c.) are not found in Xuzhou. The rimes in (36b.) have the 
medial [w], and their nuclei are non-high vowels other than [a]. The onset in (33c.) is 
the voiced labial fricative [v] which disfavors the high back rounded vocoids [u]/[w]. 
Non-cooccurrences can be stated in (37) by addressing the labial articulation of 
rounded vocoids. The exception of data in (36a.) can be explained by markedness or 
phonological weight, which will be elaborated in the next chapter. 
(37) Labial onsets do not co-occur with labial vocoids. 
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Combinations of labial onsets and rimes with the nuclear [u] or the medial [w-] 
are listed in (36). 
















Combinations of labial onsets and rimes with the nuclear [y] or the medial [q-] 
are displayed in (38). 






^vyq *vqe ^vqae 
mip 
*VI[9 
None of the above syllables are acceptable in Xuzhou. Since rounded vocoids [y] 
or [q-] are labial sounds. The statement in (37) can describe the non-cooccurrences, 
as repeated below. 
(37) Labial onsets do not co-occur with labial vocoids. (repeated) 
3.3.2 Co-occurrences between dental onsets and rimes 
Dental onsets are divided into non-stridents [t, t^, n 1] and stridents [ts, ts^, s] 
because the two sound classes show different phonotactic behaviors. I will begin 
with the discussion of dental non-stridents. 
Combinations of non-stridents and rimes without Medial are shown in (39). 



















tag ta tag tow to 
t^ag tha thag thow th 
nag na nag *now no 
lag la lag low b 
Syllables in (39a.) are found in Xuzhou except for *[te] *[t''e] *[le] and *[now]. 
Absence of these four syllables is viewed as accidental for the following reasons. 
First, dentals can be patterned with the mid front unrounded vowel [e], e.g. [te] [t^e] 
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tja tjag tjow 
t'jor) *thj0W 
Ija Ijag Ijow 
*nja njag njow 
(lyaq) (iwow) 
[le]. Second, the consonants accept a nasal vowel nucleus, e.g. [ ts] [t^ 'ae] [1 ].Since 
the vowel [e] and the nasal feature are compatible with dental non-stridents, [te] [t'^ e] 
[le] are conceivably legitimate. Third, both the dental obstruents and sonorant can 
precede the rime [ow], e.g. [tow] [t'^ow] [low], indicating that dental non-stridents 
are compatible with [ow]. 
Syllables in (39b.) are not acceptable in Xuzhou. They are systematic gaps. It is 
similar to the case in (30b.) where labials can not be patterned with a single [3] in the 
rime. Non-cooccurrence can be stated as follows. 
(40) Dental onsets do not co-occur with the monophthongal rime [3]. 
Combinations of dental non-strident onsets and rimes with the nuclear [i] or the 
medial [j-] are listed in (41). According to Su and LU (1996:4) when the dental /n/ 
precedes a high front vocoid, the nasal becomes the palatal [i>]. The phonotactic 
behavior of [i>,] is similar to that of other dental non-stridents. It is discussed in this 
subsection but not in the subsection of palatal onsets. 
(41) Combinations of dental non-strident onsets and rimes with [iJ/ff-J 
Syllables in (41a.) are found in Xuzhou except for *[tje] *[t^je] *[thja] •[t^jow] 
*[nje] and *[nja]. I treat them as accidental gaps because other consonants of the 
same dental non-strident class can co-occur with the rimes \]e] [ja] [jow]. For 





niq * nj€ 
a 
b 
syllables with [ja], and there are the well-formed [tjow] and [Ijow]. 
In (41b.) the rime [je] has two front segments, [j] and [E] are different 
constituents within a syllable, [j] is Medial and [e] is Nucleus. The data shows that 
their combination is disfavored by dental onsets. The phonological pattern is similar 
to (33b.) where labial onsets do not accept the rime *[JE]. Non-occurrence can be 
stated in (42). 
(42) The palatal Medial after a labial Onset does not co-occur with the low front 
unrounded Nucleus, (repeated) 
Combinations of dental non-strident onsets and rimes with the nuclear [u] or the 
medial [w-] are given in (43). In (43a.) all syllables except for *[nwe] *[lwe] *[nwe] 
*[ tVaq] *[nwag] *[lwag] are found in Xuzhou. The exceptions are taken as 
accidental gaps because the rimes [we] [we] [wag] are not rejected by other dental 
non-stridents. For instance, [twe] [twe] [twag] are legitimate syllables. 
(43) Combinations of dental non-strident onsets and rimes with [ u]/[ w-] 
tu tug twe twe twae t W 9 twaq 
t^u t^uq thwe t V s tVffi t V a 
nu nug *nwe *nwe nwffi nw3 *nwaq 
lu lug *lwe Iwe lw2e l W 3 *lwag 
b. *twe *twa 
*tVE • t V a 
*nw8 *nwa 
*lw8 *lwa 
In (43b.) the nuclear vowels are [e] and [a], [e] is the lowest front oral vowels, 
and [a] is a low back vowel. It can be hypothesized that dental non-strident onsets 
disfavor a rime having a high glide and a low vowel. However, syllables like [tja] 
and [Ija] in (40a.) are acceptable in Xuzhou. The rime [ja] consists of a high glide 
and a low vowel. This evidence goes against the hypothesis. Thus absence of 
syllables in (43b.) is treated as accidental. 
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Combinations of dental non-strident onsets and rimes with the nuclear [y] or the 
medial [q-] are displayed in (44). The palatal nasal [i>] is discussed here because it is 
an allophone of the dental nasal /n/. 
(44) Combinations of dental non-strident onsets and rimes with [y]/[ q-] 
*ty *tyg *tqe •tqae *tq3 
*tV *thyg * t V 
ly •Iqe *lqae 
ny *nyg *nqe *nqae *nq3 
(r>y) 
(44) carries two messages. First, dental stops do not co-occur with either [y] or 
[q-] but dental nasal or lateral can. Stops are obstruents and nasals/lateral 
approximant are sonorants. Sonorants have greater sonority than obstruents (Prince 
and Smolensky 2004:151). Cross-linguistically, low-sonority onsets are preferred. 
Other things being equal, an onset stop is more favored than an onset sonorant 
(Smith 2003:3). Therefore, missing syllables in (44a.) are taken as accidental gaps. 
The second message is that dentals can co-occur with the vowel [y] but not the 
glide [q-]. Both [y] and [q] are realized from the vowel /y/. Since vowels have high 
sonority than consonants, they prefer the syllable peak position to the syllable margin 
position. Absence of [q] can be explained by its medial position. The gaps are 
systematic. Non-occurrence can be stated in (45). 
(45) ‘ Dentals do not co-occur with the high front rounded glide. 
Next, I will look into dental strident onsets [ts feh s]. Combinations of dental 
strident onsets and rimes without medials are presented in (46). All syllables in (46a.) 
are acceptable in Xuzhou, whereas all syllables in (46b.) are not. The rime in (46b.) 
consists of the mid central unrounded vowel [a] only. It is similar to the data in (39b.) 
where dental non-stridents can not appear with the monophthongal rime [a]. 
Non-occurrence can be described by the statement in (40). 
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tse tse tse 
ts^e ts^e ts^ 
se se se 
*tS3 
*S3 
tsag tsa tsag tsow tso 
ts^aq ts^a ts^ag ts^ow ts 
saq sa sag sow S3 
(40) Dental onsets do not co-occur with a light rime [a], (repeated) 
Combinations of dental strident onsets and rimes with high vowel nuclei 
medials are shown in (47). 
(47) Combinations of dental strident onsets and rimes with medials 
*tsi *tsig *tsje *tsje *tsjae *tsj3 *tsja *tsjag *tsjow *tsj3 
•ts^i *ts4g •tshje *tshj3 *tshja *ts^jow *tshj 
*si *sig *sje *sje *sjae *sj3 *sja *sjag *sjow *sjo 
tsu tsug tswe tswe *tswe tSWffi tSW9 *tswa *tswag 
ts^u ts^ug ts^we ts^we *ts^we t s V t sVa * t sVa *ts^waq 
su sug swe swe *SWE swae SW3 *swa *swag 
*tsy *tsyg *tsqe *tsi[ *tsq9 
*tshy *tshyg * t s V 
*sy *syg *si{e *sq3 
Rimes in (47a.) and (47c.) have the high front unrounded vowel [i] or glide [j-], 
or the high front rounded vowel [y] or glide [q-]. None of them can follow the dental 
stridents. Non-cooccurrence is stated in (48). 
(48) Dental stridents do not co-occur with high front vocoids. 
Rimes in (47b.) have the high back rounded vowel [u] or pre-nuclear glide [w-]. 
All can co-occur with dental strident onsets except for [WE] [wa] and [wag]. I treat 
them as accidental gaps because there is no phonetic motivation to rule them out. If 
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the height difference between the glide and the vowel is vital to *[W6] *[wa] and 
*[wag], [tswae] shall not be legitimate because [w-] is high and [ae] is low. If [tswas] 
was allowed because of a nasal sound in the rime, *[tswag] should also be legitimate 
due to the nasal [g]. Since both the place of height and the manner of nasal can not 
explain their absence, [WE] [wa] and [wag] are potentially acceptable by dental 
strident onsets. 
3.3.3 Co-occurrences between retroflex onsets and rimes 
Combinations of retroflex onsets and rimes without medials are presented in 
(49). 
(49) Combinations of retroflex onsets and rimes without medials 
All syllables in (49a.) are found in Xuzhou except for *[t?a] *[tfa] * .Since 
the voiceless retroflex fricative [§] can be followed by the low back unrounded vowel 
[a], the retroflex consonants as a natural class do not reject the nucleus [a]. Thus the 
absence of [tga] [tg '^a] [^a] are viewed as accidental gaps. 
The nuclei in (49b.) are non-high front vowels, which are disfavored by the 
retroflex onsets. The front nasal vowels [e, ] c a n follow the retroflexes freely 
because they are realized from hn/ and /mJ respectively. The phonemes are central 
but not front. Non-cooccurrence is stated below. 




t^Nvs tghwa tg^wag 
gwa wag 
* g 
(52) Retroflex onsets do not co-occur with high front vocoids. 
Rimes in (51b.) have the high back rounded vowel [u] or pre-nuclear glide [w-]. 
All syllables are found in Xuzhou except for *[:(we] *[4we] •[:[wa] *[:[waq]. 
Since [t§] [tgh] [j(\ can appear before [uq] and [t§] [§] can precede [we] [we] 
[wa], retroflex consonants as a natural class do not reject the four rimes. The 
exceptions are taken as accidental gaps. 
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Combinations of retroflex onsets and rimes with high vowel nuclei or medials 
are displayed in (51). Rimes in (51a.) and (51c. ) have the high front unrounded 
vowel [i] or glide [j-], or the high front rounded vowel [y] or glide [q-]. All syllables 
are not allowed in Xuzhou. Non-cooccurrence is stated in (52). 
(51) Combinations of retroflex onsets and rimes with medials 
*tgjae * *tgjow 

















(54) Palatal onsets do not co-occur with non-high nuclei. ‘ 
(55) Palatal onsets do not co-occur with high back rounded vocoids. 
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3 . 3 . 4 C o - o c c u r r e n c e s b e t w e e n p a l a t a l o n s e t s a n d r i m e s 
Combinations of palatal obstruents [tp, q] and rimes are presented in (53). 
Rimes in (53a.) do not have medial glides. They can not co-occur with the palatal 
onsets. Rimes in (53b.) have the high front unrounded vowel [i] or glide jj-]. All of 
them can follow the palatal onsets. Rimes in (53c.) have the high back rounded 
vowel [u] or glide [w-]. None of them are compatible with the palatals. Rimes in 
(53d.) have the high front rounded vowel [y] or [q-], and all can co-occur with the 
palatals. Non-cooccurrences can be stated in (54-55). 
(53) Combinations of palatal obstruent onsets and rimes -
*tpe *t9e *t(?e *t(?a *tQag *tpow *tQO 
*tphe *tpha 
*Qa *(?0W 
tQi tpig tpje tQje tpj® tpjs tpja tQjag tQjoW t9P 
tqH tQ'iq tp'je tphje tphp tphja tphja tphjag tqhjow 
pig pje je Pjae pja qjag pjow pjo 
*tQU *t(?we *tQwe *tpwE *tQwae *tpw3 *tQwa *tQwag 
*t a 
*pu *pwe *QW8 *Qwae *PW9 *Qwa *(?wan 
tgqe tpqse tpip 
tphqa 
pue pqa 
d. tpy tpyg 
tpV tphyg 
QY Pyr) 
3 . 3 . 5 C o - o c c u r r e n c e s b e t w e e n v e l a r o n s e t s a n d r i m e s 
Combinations of velar onsets and rimes are displayed in (56), 
(56) Combinations of velar onsets and rimes 
a. 
b. 
ke ke ke k ks ksg ka kaq kow ko 
khe k^e kh kh^g khd k^aq k W kho 
xe xe X8 X X3 xsg xa xag xow xo 
*ki *kig *kje *kje *kj2e *kj3 *kja *kjag *kjow *kjD 
*khje *khj *khja *khjag *khjo 
*xi *xiq *xje *xje *xj2e *xj3 *xja *xjag *xjow *xjo 
ku kuq kwe kwe kw£ kwae kw9 kwa kwag 
khu k^ug k^we k V e k^we kVae khwa k^wag 
xu xug xwe xwe XWE XWffi XW3 xwa xwag 
*ky *kyq *kqe *ki|9 
*khy *khyg * k V 
*xy *xyg *xiie *Xl[ 
Rimes in (56a.) do not have medials and their nuclei are non-high vowels. They 
are compatible with the velar onsets. Rimes in (56b.) have the high front unrounded 
vowel [i] or glide [j-]. They never co-occur with the velar onsets. Rimes in (56c.) 
have the high back rounded vowel [u] or glide [w-]. All of them can follow the velar 
onsets. Rimes in (56d.) have the high front rounded vowel [y] or glide [q-]. Their 
co-occurrences with the velar onsets are not found. Non-cooccurrence can be stated 
in (57). ‘ 
(57) Velar onsets do not co-occur with high front vocoids. 
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3.3.6 Co-occurrences between onsets and rimes with apical nuclei 
All vowels and glides discussed in the previous sub-sections are laminal, whose 
active articulator is the tongue body. In this section, I will examine combinations of 
onset consonants and apical nuclei [f J , the syllabic approximants whose articulation 
involves movement of the tongue tip. 
The apical nuclei never co-occur with any medial or coda. Each syllabic 
approximant forms an entire rime. Their distributions in Xuzhou syllables are narrow. 
(58) provides combinations of onset consonants and apical nuclei. 
(58) Co-occurrences between onsets and apical vowels 
(58a.) illustrates that [J] can only follow dental stridents [ts, ts^, s], and (58b.) 
illustrates that [J can only follow retroflexes [tg tg^, g, (]. Legitimate co-occurrences 
between apical nuclei and their preceding consonants have strong phonetic 
motivation. The onsets and the nuclei share the same places of articulation. In terms 
of places of articulation, dentals and retroflexes are coronal sounds. Considering the 
narrow distribution of [j, J and their close relations with the onsets, the statement is 
made in terms of co-occurrence instead of non-cooccurrence. I view the syllable 
consisting of one sound but not two sounds, and thus exclude it from the following 
statement. 








3 . 3 . 7 G e n e r a l i z a t i o n s a n d s u m m a r y 
Generalizations are drawn in (60) as a summary of co-occurrence and non-
cooccurrence statements in the above discussion. 
(60) Phonotactic generalizations II 
LABIAL co-occurrence 
a. Labial consonants do not co-occur with high rounded vocoids. 
b. Labial fricatives do not co-occur with high front glides. 
CORONAL co-occurrence 
c. Coronal continuants do not co-occur with high front vocoids. 
d. Syllabic approximants only co-occur with coronal continuants. 
e. Retroflex consonants do not co-occur with front vowels. 
f. Anterior consonants do not co-occur with the monophtongal rime [a]. 
PALATAL and VELAR co-occurrence 
g. Palatal consonants only co-occur with high front vocoids. 
h. Palatal glides do not occur between non-palatal onsets and the low front 
vowel. 
i. Velar consonants do not co-occur with high front vocoids. 
The relation between 'coronal' and 'palatal' in (60) needs to be clarified. 
Following Gussenhoven and Jacobs (1998:75) and Odden (2005:28), I define 
coronal as segments articulated with the blade or tip of the tongue raised from the 
neutral position, and treat palatal consonants as [coronal]. Among coronal segments, 
palatals are produced with the tongue blade, and dentals/retroflexes are produced 
with the tongue tip. In Xuzhou palatals show different phonotactic behaviors from 
others. Therefore, I use 'coronal' for dentals and retroflexes, and display 'palatal 
co-occurrence' independently. 
The consonant class 'coronal continuants' involves dental stridents, retroflex 
stridents, and the retroflex approximant. The inclusion of affricates and exclusion of 
the lateral shall be explained. First, an affricate is a sequence of a stop followed by a 
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homorganic fricative (Ladefoged 2006:66). In Xuzhou, the dental or retroflex 
affricates at the onset position can extend to produce syllabic approximants at the 
nuclear position. They are grouped into the continuant class because of this 
phonotactic behavior. Second, a lateral is articulated with airstream obstruction at a 
point along the center of the oral tract (Ladefoged 2006:15). I treat the lateral in 
Xuzhou as [-continuant] because it behaves different from other continuants such as 
[s j(] but similar to stops such as [t 
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C h a p t e r 4 O T A c c o u n t f o r X u z h o u p h o n o t a c t i c s 
This chapter is devoted to explain Xuzhou phonotactics by adopting Optimality 
Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004). I will briefly introduce the basic 
concepts of OT and evaluate its merits over previous approaches. The focus of this 
chapter is an optimality-theoretic analysis of phonotactic generalizations drawn in 
Chapter 3. I argue that the phonotactic behaviors result from a specific hierarchy of 
universal constraints. The ranking of constraints is put forward in the end. 
4.1 Optimality Theory 
Optimality Theory is a linguistic model proposing that output forms of language 
arise from interaction of conflicting constraints. It makes the following assumption. 
Universal Grammar (UG) provides a set of general constraints. The constraints are 
intrinsically conflicting and violable. They are operative in individual languages. The 
grammar of a language resolves the conflicts by ranking the universal constraints in a 
domination hierarchy. Languages differ in the way how constraints are ranked. 
4.1.1 Basic concepts 
Optimality Theory is an input-output mechanism recognizing a direct mapping 
between two levels of representations. It has three components, i.e. Lexicon, 
Generator and Evaluator. Lexicon (LEX) contains lexical representations which are 
inputs. Generator (GEN) contains information about the representational primitives 
and their universally unchangeable relations (Prince and Smolensky 2004: 5), and 
generates output candidates. Evaluator (EVAL) contains a set of ranked constraints, 
evaluates the constraint violations (or the harmonic values) of candidates, and selects 
the candidate that incurs least serious violations to be the optimal output. 
Constraints and their ranking in EVAL play a principal role to explain how 
languages are structured. Universality and violability are two properties of 
constraints (Kager 1999:10-12). Universality states that the phonological markedness 
constraints shall have typological motivation, or be phonetically grounded in 
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articulation or perception. Violability speaks of constraints as violable, but violations 
shall be minimal. Strict domination is an essential property of rankings. The notion of 
'strict' says that violation of higher-ranked constraints is fatal, and it can not be 
compensated for by satisfaction of lower-ranked constraints (Kager 1999:22). The 
notion of 'domination' expresses the relation of UG constraints in individual 
languages. 
4.1.2 Comparison with rule-based theories 
The rule-based theories in Generative Phonology are established in Chomsky 
and Halle (1968) and developed thereafter. The core concepts are rewrite rules and 
derivation. The structural changes and structural conditions are incorporated in rules. 
Rules are applied during a serial derivation. Structural changes take place when the 
conditioning environments are met. Rule application gives rise to a new phonological 
representation. An underlying form passes through a number of intermediate 
representations on the way to its surface form. 
The rule-based approach has two deficiencies. First, it fails to recognize the 
functional unity of phonological rules. Linguistically significant generalization is 
attained via structural sameness. Rules are collapsible only when they have structural 
similarity and are adjacently ordered in the stages of derivation. However, Kisseberth 
(1970:293) argues that the unit of a set of rules may not depend on the similarity of 
structural descriptions, but lie on the similarity of their function. The study of 
Yawelmani shows that two phonological processes, consonant reduction and vowel 
epenthesis, are in action to avoid two-consonant clusters at the word margin (*#CC, 
*CC#) or three-consonant clusters (*CCC). The rules are structurally different and 
adjacent ordering is unnecessary, but they have the same effect. This kind of rule 
conspiracy is not accounted for in rule-based theories. 
Second, the rule-based approach causes the Duplication Problem (Kenstowicz 
and Kisseberth 1977:136-145). It distinguishes morpheme-structure rules (MSRs) 
from phonological rules. MSRs are operated within a morpheme. They supply 
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predictable feature values which are not specified in the lexicon. The application is 
prior to that of phonological rules. In Yawelmani, the feature [back] in the vowel 
system is predictable. Segment-structure rules are a subset of MSRs which assign 
[+back] to vowels that are [+round] or [-high]. In the later stage, the phonological 
rule of vowel harmony assigns [+round] to an unrounded vowel when it is preceded 
by a rounded vowel of the same height. However, when /i/ is rounded by harmony, it 
changes to [u] rather than *[y]. The MSRs predict that all rounded vowels are back, 
but they are disabled in the proper of phonological rules. The harmony rule has to be 
revised to include this information. Repetition of information causes the 
Reduplication Problem. It makes the phonology of a language more complex, and 
reduces linguistic significance of generalizations. 
While rule conspiracies are not accounted for in rule-based theories, it is within 
the scope of Optimality Theory (Kager 1999:87). The success of OT rests upon two 
factors. First, structural well-formedness is defined on surface forms. Markedness 
constraints in OT require that output forms meet the criterion of well-formedness. 
The structural changes aim to satisfy the constraints as much as possible. They are 
functionally unified. Second, OT separates structural changes from their triggers. 
GEN produces a variety of output candidates with different structural configurations. 
All are sent to EVAL for evaluation. Different languages could select different optimal 
outputs to avoid violation of the same constraint. Although the phonological 
processes are distinct, their ultimate goal is the same. 
OT solves the Duplication Problem vacuously because the direct input-output 
mapping avoids it. In rule-based theories, MSRs functions to supply feature values to 
the lexicon and provides underlying representations to phonological rules 
(Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977:136). The problem happens because MSRs can not 
apply in phonology. In OT, morphological well-formedness constraints are ranked in 
a single hierarchy together with syllable well-formedness constraints (Kager 
1999:122). Both types evaluate the same set of output candidates. Since OT only 
recognizes two representations: input and output, there is no intermediate stage. As a 
result, OT does not bother to enable or disable a constraint at certain stages. 
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4 . 1 . 3 C o m p a r i s o n w i t h c o n s t r a i n t - a n d - r e p a i r t h e o r i e s 
Constraint-and-repair theories emerge before Optimality Theory. Phonologists 
notice the problems such as rule conspiracy and duplication, and introduce 
surface-unviolated constraints to block phonological processes or to trigger 
application of repair strategies (Kager 1999:56-57). Research in this line still sticks 
to the derivational concept. Various proposals are made for interaction between 
constraints and rules. Theory of Constraints and Repair Strategies (Paradis 1988) and 
Persistent Rule Theory (Myers 1991) are two representatives. 
Paradis (1988:75-97) argues that morphology and phonology are interactive. 
Phonological constraints can be effective in the lexicon. A constraint does not 
accomplish any change. It either blocks the phonological processes whose outputs 
would violate this constraint, or triggers application of a phonology operation, repair 
strategy. Repair strategies are only responsible for constraints, and they are 
context-free. Phonological processes that are not repair strategies could have 
context-sensitive rules, whose description includes both the structural change and the 
structural condition. 
Myers (1991:315-344) invokes the notion of Persistent Rules. A persistent rule 
functions the same as a constraint. It affects the phonological elements such as 
segments, syllables or foot structures without reference to their environments, 
whereas an ordered rule includes the reference. A persistent rule is unordered and can 
apply whenever the structural description is met. It is an expression of 
language-particular restrictions on the structure of phonological elements. If a 
persistent rule produces a structure that is impossible in the language, its output is an 
intermediate representation which will be repaired by other means. 
As the representative models show, constraint-and-repair theories can solve the 
problems in rule-based theories by stipulating a context-free constraint or persistent 
rule that is effective both in the lexicon and in the proper of phonological processes. 
However, theoretical complexities arise due to co-existence of constraints and rules. 
On the one hand, theoretical apparatus are increased by adding constraints and repair 
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strategies to rules and rule orderings. On the other hand, implementation of 
constraints is cumbersome. Surface-unviolated constraints can be violated at some 
intermediate stages, and repair strategies shall be triggered to make the structure 
well-formed. 
Optimality Theory is eligible to do the job of constraint-and-repair strategies, 
and it is a simpler model by limiting grammatical interactions to constraints only 
(Kager 1999:57). First, OT eliminates structural changes. The function GEN supplies 
all structures. The desirable form is somewhere in the pool of output candidates. 
Second, constraints in OT exist in Universal Grammar (UG). The functions EVAL in 
individual languages have the same set of universal constraints. They give rise to 
different grammars in the consequence of language-specific rankings. 
Two major properties Generality and Universality make OT outstanding (Prince 
and Smolensky 2004:246-247). While constraint-and-repair theories define 
well-formedness by constraints and rules, OT only uses constraints to define it. 
Hence the constraints in OT are more general. In constraint-and-repair theories, if a 
constraint in one language (LI) is surface-violated in the other (L2), L2 does not 
recognize such a constraint. OT does not have a distinction of violable/inviolable 
constraints. All constraints are violable, and they are incorporated in the EVAL 
functions of all languages. Therefore, the constraints in OT are universal. 
4.1.4 Summary 
To sum up, OT views grammar as a device to select the most harmonic output 
from an infinite candidate set by means of language-specific rankings of universal 
constraints. This model is superior to rule-based theories because it can solve the 
problems that root in application of rules and rule orderings. It exceeds 
constraint-and-repair theories by providing a simpler theoretical model without 
reducing the explanatory power. 
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4 . 2 P r e v i o u s s t u d i e s o n p h o n o t a c t i c s w i t h i n a s y l l a b l e 
The phonotactic constraints within a Chinese syllable have been discussed 
within the framework of auto-segmental phonology. Co-occurrence restrictions are 
found to exist between (a) onset and glide (*[twa], Standard Chinese), (b) onset and 
nucleus (*[fi], Standard Chinese), (c) onset and coda (*[k'^au], Cantonese), (d) glide 
and nucleus (*[djy], Standard Chinese) as well as (e) nucleus and coda (*[up], 
Cantonese). I will mainly review the studies of Cantonese phonotactics in order to 
introduce different approaches by addressing the same issue. 
There have been three major proposals. Yip (1988) uses the syllable structure 
building rule to explain co-occurrence restrictions in Cantonese. In the study of the 
constraints on the co-occurrence between rounded vowels and the labial consonants 
in Cantonese, Yip (1988:81-82) claims that the [+rounded] feature of back vowels is 
unspecified until the redundancy rule assigns this value to the vowels. This analysis 
accounts for the different distributions of front and back rounded vowels in relation 
to labial consonants. She argues that the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP; 
McCarthy 1986) plays a role of the Morpheme Structure Constraint (MSG) on labials, 
and it blocks the co-occurrence of two adjacent segments with the same feature value. 
The example in (1) is cited from Yip (1988:82). 
At the point of creating onsets, only the front vowels are specified as 
[+rounded], which automatically entails the assignment of a labial articulator node, 
i.e. Labial, whereas the back vowel's roundedness feature is unspecified. In Step (i), 
pu is permissible but pii is not because the latter violates the OCR The redundancy 
rules in Step (ii) are applied to add values to the unspecified features. [+rounded] is 
assigned to the back vowel and consequently generates the labial articulator node. In 
Step (iii) the back vowel is characterized as Labial. Thus, -up is prohibited. But if n 
is the coda, the syllable is allowed because the Coronal articulator of the coda does 
not conflict with the nucleus Labial. Therefore, Cantonese has [pun] but does not 
accept *[pup] or *[pu]. 
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(1) Syllable structure building rule in Tip (1988:82) 





Labial unspecified Labial Labial 
OCP: (not violate OCP) (violate OCP) 




(Hi) Create codas: 





Labial Labial Labial 
(violate OCP) 
Labial Labial Coronal 
(not violate OCP) 
Zhang (1991) makes a further step from Yip's analysis and studies the operation 
of the OCP on the co-occurrence between the labialized velar consonant and the back 
rounded vowel (e.g. •[k'^au]), and the co-occurrence between the labialized velar 
consonant and the labial consonant (e.g. *[k^ip]). He suggests that the difference 
between the major and secondary articulatory features influences the application of 
* 
the OCP or the redundancy rules. His arguments can be summarized in (2). 
(2) Modified syllable structure building rule in Zhang (1991:507) 
a. If [labial] is the major articulatory feature (e.g. [p] in [pau]) the application 
follows Yip's order, and the OCP operates before the redundancy rules. 
b. If [labial] is the secondary articulatory feature (e.g. [k*] in •[k'^au]), the 
redundancy rules are applied after building the coda, and the OCP is applied 
after the redundancy rules 
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The syllable [pau] is found in Cantonese. Labial is the major articulatory feature 
of p. According to (2a.), the OCP operates before the redundancy rule assigns the 
feature value to u. Thus no identical features co-occur. The syllable *[k^au] is not 
allowed. Labial is the secondary articulatory feature of According to (2b.) the 
OCP is applied after the redundancy rule, that is, after u obtains the Labial node. The 
labial-labial co-occurrence causes violation, and *[k^au] is ruled out. 
Cheng (1990) studies the co-occurrence restrictions in Cantonese by appealing 
to the feature geometry of vowels. Cheng (1990:111) proposes that vowels should be 
specified for the degree of stricture and thus there are major and/or minor articulators. 
Specifically, the difference between front and back vowels is represented by the 
presence of the Coronal articulator for the [+front] vowels and its absence for the 
non-front vowels. The Dorsal articulator is responsible for [+high], and its absence 
indicates non-high. The Labial articulator specifies the [+rounded] value of a vowel, 
and its absence for unrounded vowels. Cheng's proposal for the vowel geometry of 
Cantonese vowels is presented in (3). 
(3) Feature geometry of Cantonese vowels in Cheng (1990:112) 
coronal 
high high 
dorsal coronal dorsal labial dorsal 
high 
labial 





The checking of the OCP violation focuses on the major articulator of the 
rightmost segment and operated from right to left throughout a syllable. Take three 
syllables for example, [po] *[po] and *[op]. The major articulator of o is dorsal, that 
of d is labial, and the articulator of p is labial. When the OCP checks from right to 
left, po passes because the checking is from dorsal to labial and finds no adjacent 
identical articulators. *pd is ruled out because the checking is from labial to labial 
and the labial co-occurrence violates the OCP. *op is rejected because the OCP 
checkes both major and minor articulators of the lefthand segment. Since o has the 
labial articulator, its co-occurrence with the labial p militates against the OCP and is 
prohibited. 
Previous works on Chinese phonotactics shed light on my study of Xuzhou 
Mandarin in two aspects. First, the phonotactic constraints in Chinese dialects can 
exist between any segments in a syllable, regardless of their sequential arrangement. 
This is related to the phonological domains within a syllable, and concerns the topic 
of syllable constituency. Second, interactions of articulatory features are main forces 
that work on co-occurrences or non-cooccurrences. This insight helps with the 
explanation for Xuzhou phonotactics within a theoretical model of constraint 
interactions. 
However, both the syllable structure building rule and the feature geometry of 
vowels have their weakness. They are language-particular implementations and lack 
of universal implications. On the contrary, Optimality Theory can account for 
phonotactics with a set of universal constraints. Take the labial co-occurrence 
restriction for example. In Xuzhou, bilabial consonants do not co-occur with the 
front rounded vowel [y] but they can co-occur with the back rounded vowel [u]. 
Explanations can be made in different theoretical models. 
One is to apply the syllable building rule. The [+rounded] feature of /u/ is 
initially unspecified and thus it does not have the [Lab] articulator. Its co-occurrence 
with labial consonants does not bring two adjacent identical features. Hence OCP is 
not violated. The redundancy rule assigns [+rounded] to it after OCP's checking. In 
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regard to /y/ its [+rounded] feature is specified underlyingly. The co-occurrence with 
labial consonants would produce two adjacent [Lab] features which violates OCR 
Thus the syllables are prohibited. 
A second way is to study the feature geometry of Xuzhou vowels and propose 
that [Lab] is the major articulator of /y/ but the minor articulator of /u/. OCP checks 
from the major articulator of the rightmost segment. Therefore, OCP identifies [Lab] 
of /y/ and its co-occurrence with an adjacent [Lab] feature. The syllables are ruled 
out due to the violation of OCP. But OCP's checking ignores [Lab] of /u/ because it 
is minor, and only finds one [Lab] feature carried by the consonants. Hence the 
syllables are acceptable. 
The third explanation is offered by OT. It is not accidental to observe the same 
co-occurrence restriction in Xuzhou and Cantonese. Cross-linguistic evidence shows 
that back rounded vowels are less marked than front rounded vowels. That is to say, 
/u/ is less marked than /y/. In language typology, if a language has a front rounded 
vowel, it also has a back rounded vowel (Maddieson 1984). Within the framework of 
OT, the faithfulness constraints MAX-Z/-IO and M A X - Y - I O require the preservations 
of inputs u and y respectively. The difference in markedness can be formulated by 
the universal hierarchy MAX-ZT-IO » M A X - Y - I O . The labial co-occurrence 
restriction is operated by the co-occurrence constraint *LAB LAB . The ranking 
MAX-W-IO » *LAB LAB » M A X - 1 0 is able to account for the presence of [pu] 
and the absence of *[py]. 
The OT analysis is superior because it represents universality of cross-linguistic 
observations. The universal hierarchy MAX-M-IO » M A X - Y - I O meets the study in 
language typology. Besides, the universal constraints can be re-ranked to *LAB LAB 
» MAX-W-IO » M A X - J - I O for legitimate syllables [pu] and [py] in Language A. 
They can also be re-ranked to MAX-Z/-IO » M A X - y - I O » *LAB LAB to explain 
illegal syllables *[pu] and *[py] in Language B. The contribution to typological 
discussions is not found in the other two models. 
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4 . 3 C o n s t r a i n t i n t e r a c t i o n s i n X u z h o u p h o n o t a c t i c s 
This section examines the constraints that act on non-cooccurrences or restricted 
co-occurrences of segments within a Xuzhou syllable. Logical possibilities to avoid 
constraint violations are provided and discussed. The constraint hierarchies that 
explain the phonotactic patterns are proposed. 
4.3.1 Co-occurrence restriction on height 
In Xuzhou, high vocoids can not co-occur within a syllable. Vocoids include 
vowels and glides. I have proposed in Chapter 2 that both glides and vowels in 
Xuzhou speech are allophones of underlying vowels. Co-occurrences of high vowels 
are presented in (4). UR is the short form for 'underlying representation' and SR is 
short for 'surface representation'. 
(4) Co-occurrences of high vowels 
UR SR 







(4) tells that two identical high features can not co-occur adjacently. Within the 
framework of OT, prohibition of adjacent identical elements can be implemented by 
co-occurrence constraints. They are context-sensitive markedness constraints which 
require the output forms meet certain criterion for structural well-formedness. The 
constraint in (5) offers an account for non-cooccurrences of high vocoids. 
(5) *[+high] [+high] a 
‘No co-occurrence of adjacent high vowels/glides within a syllable.' 
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Another co-occurrence restriction on height is between low and high vocoids 
within rhymes. Specifically, the vowel /o/ in the underlying form bvJ becomes the 
mid vowel [o] in the surface form. The constraint in (6) rules out *[DW]. 
(6) *[+low] [+high] RHYME 
'Low and high vowels/glides do not co-occur within rhymes.' 
The treatment of as a low vowel needs to be explained. In phonology, the 
categorization of a segment takes two factors into consideration. One is the 
substantive properties of the segment. The other is the phonological contrast 
between/among segments. First the segment o is phonetically described as a mid-low 
back rounded vowel. Grouping it with low vowels does not go against its height 
property. Second, Xuzhou has a three-way distinction of height. Two features [high] 
and [low] are adequate to show vowel contrasts. The [+low] d is differentiated from 
the [-low, -high] o which in turn differs from the [+high] u. The phonetic detail of 
'mid-' does not affect phonological categorization. Third, this treatment will not 
cause trouble to the distinction of low vowels. There are two low back vowels: d and 
a They have different values of roundedness. With the above reasons, the back 
rounded vowel d is treated as [+low] in Xuzhou. 
There are several ways to avoid potential violations of the co-occurrence 
constraint. First, the low segment is raised. Second, the high segment is lowered. 
Third, a mid vowel is inserted between them. Fourth, the low segment is deleted. 
Fifth, the high segment is deleted. 
All the above operations would violate FAITHFULNESS constraints, which require 
that outputs preserve the properties of inputs. An inserted non-high segment does not 
have the corresponding input, which violates the constraint family of segment 
correspondence, D E P - I O . A deleted segment does not realize the input, which violates 
the constraint family of segmental preservation, M A X - I O . The segment whose feature 
is changed violates the constraint family of featural identity, IDENT-IO. The specific 
constraint to preserve the place feature content is LDENT-IO(place). The constraints 
are listed in (7-10). 
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(7) DEP-IO (Kager 1999:75) 
'Output segments must have input correspondents.' 
(8) M A X - I O (Kager 1999:55) 
'Input segments must have output correspondents.' 
(9) IDENT-IO (Kager 1999:55) 
'Correspondents in input and output have identical feature content.' 
(10) IDENT-I0(place) (Kager 1999:132) 
'Correspondents in input and output have identical place features.' 
The legal [ow] shows that the first solution works in Xuzhou phonology. The 
analysis is illustrated in the tableau (11). The solid line denotes 'domination'. It 
means the constraint on the left-hand dominates the constraint on the right-hand. The 
index points to the optimal output, and the violation in grey cells does not 
contribute to select the winner. 
Input: bvJ *[+l0][+hi]RHYME M A X - I O DEP-IO I LDENT(+hi) lDENT(+lo) 
a. ow * ! 
b. u * ! 
C. 0 * ! 
d. 03W *! 
e. 30 I * ! 
f. ^ ow * 
No change happens to candidate (a.). The co-occurrence is excluded because it 
violates *[+LO][+hi]RHYME. Candidates (b.-c.) fail because they violate M A X - I O which 
disallows deletion. Candidate (d.) is ruled out because it violates D E P - I O which 
prohibits insertion. Candidate (e.) fails because it violates LDENT(+hi) which requires 
preservation of the feature [+high]. Yet candidate (f.) is selected even though it 
violates LDENT(+lo). This is because LDENT(+lo) is lower-ranked. The violation is not 
fatal. The constraint hierarchy is summarized in (12) where ‘ denotes 'crucial 
ranking'. 
( 1 2 ) *[+LO][+HI]RHYME, DEP-IO, M A X - I O , LDENT(+hi) » IDENT(+1O) 
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4 . 3 . 6 C o - o c c u r r e n c e r e s t r i c t i o n o n palatals and velars 
In Xuzhou, Nucleus and Coda must have the same value of roundedness 
whereas Medial and Nucleus can not both be rounded. The co-occurrence data are 
shown in (13). 







/ien/ D• ] 
/ua/ [wa] 
/uo/ *[wo] *[wo] 
/yo/ 
(13a.) shows that segments in rhymes share the same roundedness feature, either 
[+rounded] or [-rounded]. This is a case of harmony, a phonological state where 
segments in a certain domain share a particular feature (Kenstowicz 1994:347). (13b.) 
shows that segments ahead of Coda can be both [-rounded] or have different values 
of roundedness, but two rounded vocoids are banned. 
Harmony is treated as feature agreement within a phonological or 
morphological domain. Cole and Kisseberth (1994) propose the Optimal Domains 
Theory (ODT). The primary idea is that features are parsed in domains, and there are 
no assumptions on the underlying specification or underspecification of elements in 
the domains. 
Lin (2000) studies the vowel harmony in Yangu dialect spoken in Shandong 
province of China. In this language, mid vowel nuclei undergo rounding or backing 
processes regressively, and undergo the fronting process progressively. She proposes 
two subsyllabic domains. One is the rhyme domain where the rounding or backing 
processes happen. It includes Nucleus and Coda. The other is the minimal syllable 
domain where the fronting process happens. It includes Onset and Nucleus. (Lin 
2000:147). 
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Following Lin (2000), I assume the subsyllabic domains exist in Xuzhou 
phonology. The rhyme domain including Nucleus and Coda is evidenced by the 
height co-occurrence in (11) and roundedness co-occurrences in (13a.). The minimal 
syllable domain including Onset, Medial and Nucleus is evidenced by roundedness 
co-occurrences in (13b.). 
Harmony is modeled as alignment constraints in OT. McCarthy and Prince 
(1993) propose the Generalized Alignment Constraint in (14). 'Cat' is the short form 
for 'category'. It ranges over grammatical and phonological categories. 'Edge' 
concerns the domain of alignment. It can be the left/right edge or both. The definition 
is read as 'for any Cati, there is a Cat! whose Edge is the same with the Edgei of 
Cati'. 
(14) Generalized alignment (McCarthy and Smolensky 1993:2) 
Align (Cati Edgei Cat Edge =def 
V Cati 3 Cat2 such that Edgei of Cati and Edge of Cat2 coincide. 
Where Cati, Cati e ProsCat u GramCat 
Edgei, Edge2 e {Right, Left} 
The alignment constraint that takes effect in Xuzhou can be formulated in (15). 
It rules out any rhyme whose constituents have different roundedness values. 
(15) ALIGN (round, edge; rhyme, edge) 
'Align the roundedness feature to both edges of the rhyme.' 
One more constraint shall be called on to account for the prohibition of two 
adjacent rounded segments in the minimal syllable domain 'am'. The co-occurrence 
constraint in (16) is able to explain the data in (13b.). 
(16) *[+round] [+round] cm 
'No co-occurrence of adjacent rounded segments in dm. 
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4 . 3 . 6 C o - o c c u r r e n c e r e s t r i c t i o n o n palatals and velars 
In Xuzhou, non-high front Nucleus does not co-occur with high back Coda. 
This generalization has two crucial factors. First, when there are disagreements on 
both height and backness, the co-occurrences are not allowed. Second, this 
phonotactic restriction takes effect within the rhyme domain. Data are shown in (17). 














(17a.) presents the data described by the non-occurrence generalization. (17b.) 
is to compare with (17a.). It shows that when Nucleus and Coda have the same value 
of height, the rhyme can be acceptable. (17c.) demonstrates that the non-occurrence 
generalization does not apply in the minimal syllable domain, where two segments 
can differ in both height and backness. 
The constraint that disfavors a non-high segment followed by a high segment 
within the rhyme domain is proposed in (18). And the constraint that disfavors a front 
segment followed by a back segment within the rhyme domain is proposed in (19). 
(18) * [-high] [+high] RHYME 
'Non-high and high segments do not co-occur in rhymes.' 
(19) *[-back] [+back] RHYME 
'Front and back segments do not co-occur in rhymes.' 
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It is the coaction of (18) and (19) that can explain the non-cooccurrences of 
non-high front segments and high back segments. In OT terminology, the two 
constraints are under local conjunction. The constraints Ci and Ci are conjoined as a 
single composite constraint which is violated if and only if both are violated within 
the domain 5 (Kager 1999:392). The constraint family and the specific constraint to 
account for Xuzhou phonotactics are provided in (20) and (21) respectively. 
(20) [Ci & C2]s (Kager 1999:393) 
(21) [*[-hi][+hi] & *[-bk][+bk]] KHVME 
'Segments within the rhyme can not differ in both height and backness.' 
All the above constraints can not account for the absence of *[qa] in Xuzhou 
syllables. As is proposed in Chapter 2 the high front rounded glide [q] is an 
allophone of the vowel /y/, and the low back unrounded vowel [a] is the surface form 
of Id. The conflicts between the two segments can be understood from an 
articulatory perspective, yand o differ in all the three dimensions of vowels, namely, 
height, backness and roundedness. The production of *[qa] causes much articulatory 
difficulty. Hence the phonological system bans its realization. 
•[qa] is the only combination of segments that has conflicts in all three 
dimensions. Given this idiosyncratic property, the constraint in (23) is proposed. It is 
modeled after an analogous constraint in Kager (1999:260), presented in (22). The 
constraint in (23) is simpler than a local-conjoined constraint with three component 
constraints, and it is sufficient to offer an account. 
(22) *sr] (Kager 1999:260) 
'No as before tautosyllabic r.' 
(23) *ya] 
'No jKbefore tautosyllabic a 
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There is another co-occurrence restriction. The front rounded vocoid does not 
co-occur with front oral vowels. Specifically, *[qe] and *[i[e] are not accepted, 
shown in (24a.). But [ij] is found to co-occur with front nasal vowels [qae] and [qe], 
shown in (24b.). I have proposed in Chapter 2 that these nasal vowels are realized 
from central vowels and the dental nasal. (24a.) are illegal because two front vowels 
co-occur. (24b.) are acceptable because the vocoids do not have the same backness 
value. 
(24) Co-occurrences of yandfront vowels 
UR SR UR SR 
/ye/ *[qe] / ye/ *[qE] 
UR SR UR SR 
/ ysn/ [qe] / yBn/ [qae] 
The co-occurrence constraint in (25) is at work. It prevents co-occurrences of 
two front vocoids. (25) would exclude legitimate words such as [tpje^^] ‘elder 
sister') where the front j and e co-occur. Survival of these words owes to interaction 
of the palatal co-occurrence constraint and the backness co-occurrence constraint, 
which will be discussed in section 4.3.6. 
(25) *[-back] [-back] ^ 
‘No co-occurrence of adjacent front vowels/glides within a syllable.' 
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4 . 3 . 6 C o - o c c u r r e n c e r e s t r i c t i o n o n p a l a t a l s and velars 
Co-occurrences of labial consonants and rounded vocoids are displayed in (26). 
(26a.) shows that labials do not co-occur with any rounded glides. (26b.) shows that 
labials can co-occur with the nucleus [u] but disfavor the nucleus [y]. (26c.) shows 
that labials can accept the rounded glide when there is a nucleus [a]. 
(26) Co-occurrences of labials and rounded vocoids 
UR SR UR SR 
/pue/ *[pwe] /pua/ *[pwa] 
/ p W *[pNve] / p W *[pVa] 
/mue/ *[mwe] /mua/ *[mwd] 
/file/ *[fwe] /fua/ *[fwa] 
UR SR UR SR 
/pu/ [pu] /py/ *[py] 
/ p V [pNi] / p V *[pV] 









Rounded vocoids are labial segments. The absence of (26a.) in Xuzhou can be 
attributed to the labial co-occurrence restriction. The phonotactic constraint states 
that two adjacent labials can not co-occur. It takes effect within the minimal syllable 
domain, but does not work within the rhyme domain. As is described in section 4.3.2, 
segments in rhymes must agree in roundedness. Thus a more general constraint is 
proposed in (27). 
( 2 7 ) * L A B LAB AM 
‘No co-occurrence of adjacent labial segments in Gm• 
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(26b.) violates (27). The difference between (26a.) and (26b.) lies in the role of 
rounded vocoids in a syllable. When /u/ is realized as the nucleus [u], the syllable is 
accepted. But when it becomes the glide [w], the syllable is banned. This is because 
Nucleus is the syllable peak, and ideally input V's need to be parsed as peaks rather 
than margins (Prince and Smolensky 2004:150). Therefore, the nuclear position is 
less marked than the medial position regarding syllabification of a vowel. The 
faithfulness constraint in (29) can account for the co-occurrences of labial onsets 
with the nuclear [u]. It is modeled after the more general constraint in (28). 
( 2 8 ) M A X - V - I O (Kager 1999:178) 
(29) MAX-Z^IO/NUC 
'The input /u/ has an output correspondent at the nuclear position.' 
(26b.) also shows a comparison between the back rounded vowel /u/ and the 
front rounded vowel /y/. In language typology, if a language has a front rounded 
vowel, it also has a back rounded vowel (Maddieson 1984; Flemming 2003:2). A 
back rounded vowel is less marked than a front rounded vowel. Different phonotactic 
behaviors of M and /y/ are subject to markedness of segments. Since /u/ is less 
marked, it is less restrictive to obey the labial co-occurrence constraint. This relation 
can be expressed by the constraint hierarchy in (30). 
( 3 0 ) MAX-ZZ-IO/NUC » • L A B L A B AM » M A X - Y - I O / N u c 
In (26c.) two labial segments co-occur within a syllable and the nucleus is not 
[u]. The nucleus is the mid central vowel [a]. The production of [a] requires less 
articulatory effort than other vowels, and this vowel is perceptually less salient than 
other vowels. The monophthongal rime [-3] can not constitute stressed syllables. 
Stressed syllables are heavy and unstressed syllables are light. The notion mora 
has been invoked to represent 'weight-bearing unit'. A heavy syllable consists of two 
moras and a light syllable of one (Hyman 2003:10). The constraint in (31) prohibits 
light syllables. 
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(31) (Kager 1999:283) 
‘No light syllable.' 
In Xuzhou, I define those syllables whose rime is a short vowel as monomoraic 
syllables. They can only appear in unstressed words. I assume that front and back 
vowels can be lengthened in open syllables. The underlying /CV/ becomes [CV:] in 
surface. The notation ': denotes 'long'. A syllable such as [te] shall be [te:] in narrow 
transcription. Syllables with long vowels are heavy and they satisfy the constraint 
On the contrary, central vowels can not be lengthened. Poverty of long central 
vowels is cross-linguistically grounded. The lack of long [i] is found in Yakima 
Sahaptin and the lack of long 0 ] is found in Yiddish. It can be explained by the 
inherent weakness and low sonority of central vowels (Topintzi 2006: 242). 
When the pre-nuclear glide [w] appears in the monophthongal rime [-3] the 
light syllable becomes heavy and the violation of is avoided. Yet the 
labial-cooccurrence constraint is sacrificed. The constraint hierarchy in (32) can 
account for legitimate syllables in (26c.). 
( 3 2 ) » *LAB LAB AM, D E P - I O 
The following tableau analyzes selection of [pwa]. Candidate (a.) makes no 
change from the input. It violates the higher-ranked constraint Candidate (b) has 
an inserted labial-velar segment. It violates both * L A B LAB OM and D E P - I O 
constraints. The violations are not fatal because these two constraints are 
lower-ranked. Thus candidate (b.),is selected. 
Input: /pa/ *LAB LAB DEP-IO 
a. pa * ! 
b. pwa * * 
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There is a special restriction on labial fricatives. While labial stops [p, p^, m] 
can co-occur with high front vowels or glides, labial fricatives never co-occur with 
high front glides. Stops and fricatives differ in continuation of articulation. The 
constraint in (34) prevents a continuant labial segment from co-occurring with high 
vocoids. 
(34) *LAB[+cont]-[+hi] 
'No labial fricative before a high vowel/glide.' 
Labial fricatives can co-occur with high front vowels but not glides. Two sets of 
data are provided in (35) for comparison. 
(35) Co-occurrences of labial fricatives and high front vocoids 
UR SR UR SR 
/ fb / *[fj3] /fi9/ *[rp] 




The legitimate syllables in (35b.) can survive from violation of (34) because the 
underlying high vowel is parsed into Nucleus. For vowels, Nucleus is a less marked 
syllable position than Medial. The requirement to preserve a nuclear /i/ can be 
formulated in (36) and the general requirement to preserve the vowel /i/ is in (37). 
( 3 6 ) M A X - I - I O / N U C 
‘The input /i/ has an output correspondent at the nuclear position.' 
( 3 7 ) M A X - I - I O 
‘The input /i/ has an output correspondent.' 
The constraint hierarchy in (38) can account for co-occurrences of labial 
fricatives with the nuclear [i] but not with the medial [j]. 
( 3 8 ) MAX-7- IO/NUC » *LAB[+cont]-[+hi] » M A X - > I O 
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4 . 3 . 6 C o - o c c u r r e n c e r e s t r i c t i o n o n palatals and velars 
Coronal continuants can not co-occur with high front vocoids. The data are 
shown in (39). A markedness constraint that prevents their co-occurrences is 
proposed in (40) where T stands for high front vowels or glides. 



















/ t s V *[tsV] 
/sy/ *[sy] 
/t?y/ 
/§y/ *[ y] 
UR SR 
/tsya/ *[tsq9] 
/ t s V * [ t s V ] 
/sya/ *[sq3] 
/tgys/ *[ 3] 




'No coronal continuant before a high front vowel/glide.' 
Syllabic approximants can only co-occur with coronal continuants within a 
syllable. Xuzhou has two syllabic approximants [j, J . They are prolongation of 
preceding consonants. The two segments do not exist underlyingly. The 
co-occurrence data are provided in (41). 









A single consonant onset can not form an entire syllable under the effect of the 
markedness constraint in (42). 
(42) Nuc (Prince and Smolensky 2004:108) 
'Syllables must have nuclei.' 
The underlying consonants are not parsed into the nuclear position due to its 
low sonority. In Xuzhou, coronal stridents are prolonged and syllabic approximants 
are generated consequently. Approximants are perceptually more prominent than 
fricatives and affricates. (43) presents the universal sonority scale of sounds. 
Approximants are the subtype of liquids. 
(43) Sonority Scale (Prince and Smolensky 2004:15) 
|low V| > |high V| > |liquid| > |nasal| > |voiced fricative| > |voiceless fricative| 
>|voiced stopi > (voiceless stop| 
Studies of syllable structures suggest that a more sonorous sound is more 
harmonious at the syllable peak and a less sonorous sound is more harmonious at 
syllable margins (Prince and Smolensky 2004:159-177). The markedness constraint 
in (44) is at work to prohibit obstruents from realizing at the nuclear position. 
( 4 4 ) *NUC[.son] 
'No obstruent nuclei.' 
The nuclear position need to be filled. Inserting a segment is a possible solution, 
but it violates the faithfulness constraint DEP-IO . Extending the input segment to the 
nuclear position is another means, but it violates the faithfulness constraint 
INTEGRITY in (45). This constraint goes against multiple output correspondents, yet it 
avoids the violation of DEP-IO which would be incurred by an epenthetic segment 
(Smith 2002:98). 
(45) INTEGRITY (McCarthy and Prince 1995:124) 
'Input segments do not have multiple output correspondents.' 
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The dental lateral and nasal have the same place of articulation with /ts, ts'^ , s/ 
and they are sonorants. They do not follow a tautosyllabic dental strident because the 
former do not share the same [continuant] feature with the latter. The faithfulness 
constraint in (46) preserves this manner of articulation. 
(46) LDENT(+cont) 
‘The input and output correspondents have identical [+continuant] feature.' 
The emergence of syllabic approximants can be analyzed in the tableau (47). 
Input:/siy Nuc DEP-IO *NUCf.sonl LDENT(+COnt) INTEGRITY 
a. s * ! 
b. se * ! 
c. s * ! 
D. S1S2 * ! * 
e. S1I2 * ! * 
f. ^ S1I2 * 
Candidate (a.) makes no change from the input. It violates the markedness 
constraint NUC. Candidate (b.) has an inserted vowel which violates the faithfulness 
constraint DEP-IO . Candidate (c.) parses the obstruent into the nucleus. It violates 
*NuC[.son]. Candidates (d.-f.) have syllabic consonants that share the same place of 
articulation with the input segment. They correspond to the input and this relation 
violates INTEGRITY. Candidate (d.) has the obstruent nucleus and violates *Nuc[-son]. 
The nucleus of candidates (e.) becomes [-continuant]. This goes against 
LDENT(+cont). Candidate (f.) is the winner. It is selected because the constraint 
INTEGRITY is lowered-ranked and the violation is tolerable. The constraint hierarchy 
is summarized in (48). 
( 4 8 ) Nuc, DEP-IO, *Nuq-s n], LDENT(+cont) » INTEGRITY 
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Retroflex consonants do not co-occur with front oral vowels, but they can 
appear before nasal vowels. The data are shown in (49). 
(49) Co-occurrences of retroflex and front vowels 
UR SR UR SR 
/t?e/ *[t?e] /tge/ 
/t?he/ 
*[ e] /§£/ 
/-le/ *Ue] /•le/ 
UR SR UR SR 
/tgan/ [t?e] /tgBn/ [t 
/tghgn/ / t g W [tgh ] 
/§3n/ [ e] 1 mJ [ 
/•ipn/ Ue] [ 
The difference between the two data sets rests in the backness value of the 
nuclear vowels. The underlying vowels in (49a.) are front and those in (49b.) are 
central. Non-cooccurrences of retroflex consonants and front vowels are due to 
articulatory difficulty. The articulation of a retroflex segment raises the tongue tip 
and curls it backward. This movement physically causes retraction of the tongue 
body. But the articulation of a front vowel/glide involves fronting of the tongue. The 
opposite directions of the tongue movement makes it hard to produce syllables like 
*[t§e] or *[ie]. 
The markedness constraint that prohibits co-occurrences between retroflex 
consonants and front vowels is proposed in (50). 
(50) *Retroflex-V[.bk] 
'No retroflex before a front vowel/glide.' 
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4 . 3 . 6 C o - o c c u r r e n c e r e s t r i c t i o n o n p a l a t a l s a n d v e l a r s 
Palatals only co-occur with high front vocoids whereas velars never co-occur 
with high front vocoids. I have argued in Chapter 2 that palatals and velars are 
variants of the velar phonemes. The co-occurrence data are provided in (51). 
(51) Co-occurrences of velars and high front vocoids 
UR SR UR SR 
/ki/ [tpi] *[ki] /kie/ [tpje] *[kj8] 
/kV [tg'i] *[k'i] /k^ie/ 
/xi/ [Pi] *[xi] /xie/ [ e] *[xj£] 
UR SR UR SR 
/ke/ [ke] /ku/ [ku] 
/k^e/ [k^e] / k V [k^i] 
/xe/ [xe] *[pe] /xu/ [xu] *[pu] 
(51a.) shows that when a velar consonant precedes a high front vowel within the 
same syllable, it can not be realized at the surface form. The markedness constraint in 
(52) is at work, where T stands for high front vowels/glides. 
( 5 2 ) *VELAR-I 
'No velar before a high front vowel/glide.' 
There are several ways to avoid the constraint violation. First, either of the input 
segments changes the place features. Second, a non-high vowel is inserted between 
them. Third, one of the segments is deleted. The analysis is illustrated below. 
Input: /xi/ *VELAR-I IDENT-IO/NUC D E P - I O M A X - I O IDENT-IO/ONS 
a. xi * ! 
b. xe * ! 
c. xu * ! 
d. xei * ! 
e. X * ! 
f. i * ! 
g , pi * 
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Candidate (a.) has no difference from the input. It violates the markedness 
constraint *VELAR-I . Changing the place feature of the nuclear vowel can generate 
candidates (b.) and (c.). The vowel in (b.) is lowered and the vowel in (c.) is retracted. 
Both violate the constraint (54) that preserves the feature of nuclear vowels. 
( 5 4 ) IDENT-IO /NUC 
'Correspondents in input and output at Nucleus have identical feature content.' 
Insertion of a segment between the two input segments gives rise to candidate 
(d.). It violates the faithfulness constraint DEP-IO . Deletion of either segment 
produces candidates (e.-f.). Both violate the faithfulness constraint M A X - I O . 
Changing the place feature of the onset consonant produces candidate (g.). It violates 
the faithfulness constraint in (55) which preserves the feature of onsets. 
( 5 5 ) IDENT-IO /ONS 
'Correspondents in input and output at Onset have identical feature content.' 
Selection of the optimal candidate goes to (g.). It indicates that the violated 
constraint IDENT-IO/ONS is lower-ranked than others and can be sacrificed. The 
constraint hierarchy is summarized in (56). 
( 5 6 ) *VELAR-I, IDENT-IO/NUC, DEP-IO, M A X - I O » IDENT-IO/ONS 
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Palatal glides do not occur between non-palatal onsets and the low front oral 
vowel. The data are shown in (57). 
(57) Co-occurrences of iand e 
f. 
UR SR 


















The onset consonants in (57a.-d.) are not palatal. They can not co-occur with the 
rime [je]. The legitimate syllable in (57f.) has zero onset. The glide [j] fills in the 
onset position to satisfy the markedness constraint ONSET in (58). 
(58) ONSET (Kager 1999:93) 
'Syllable must have onsets.' 
The comparison between (57a.-d.) and (57f.) tells that /i/ and Izl within the rime 
domain can not co-occur. Since both are front vowels, they have the same feature 
[-back]. The co-occurrence constraint in (59) plays a role. 
(59) *[-back] [-back] _ 
'No co-occurrence of adjacent front vowels/glides within the rime.' 
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In (57e.), the glide jj] does not occupy the onset position. It is Medial. Its legal 
appearance before [e] is due to the markedness constraint PALATAL-I which requires 
palatals shall precede high front vowels or glides. The constraint is shown in (60), 
where T stands for high front vowels/glides. 
( 6 0 ) PALATAL-I 
‘A palatal segment must precede a high front vowel/glide.' 
The analysis of a legitimate syllable is illustrated in the tableau (61). 
(61) 
Input: /kie/ •VELAR-I PALATAL-I *[-bk][-bk]_ IDENT-IO/ONS 
a. kje * ! • 
b. tQ£ • I * 
c. tgje * * 
Candidate (a.) makes no change from the input. It violates *VELAR-I which 
prohibits a velar before a high front vocoid. Candidate (b.) changes the velar onset to 
palatal. It satisfies *VELAR-I . The high vowel is deleted from (b.). It satisfies 
*[-bk][-bk]RiME but violates PALATAL-I. Candidate (c.) changes the place feature of the 
onset. It incurs violation of *[-bk][-bk]_. Both (b.) and (c.) violate the faithfulness 
constraint IDENT-IO/ONS. Candidate (c.) is selected, indicating that the constraints 
violated by (c.) shall be lowered-ranked than others. The constraint hierarchy is 
summarized in (62). 
( 6 2 ) *VELAR-I, PALATAL-I » *[-BK][-BK]RIME IDENT-IO/ONS 
Another co-occurrence restriction is found between non-anterior consonants and 
the monophtongal rime [-3]. Only retroflex and velar consonants are reported to 
precede this rime (Su and LU 1996). I assume that the underlying /a/ becomes the 
back vowel [r] after retroflexes or velars. 
This consideration has an articulatory basis. In the retroflex production, the 
tongue tip is raised upward and curled backward towards the post-alveolar area. In 
the velar production, the tongue back is raised towards the velum. Both can 
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physically retract the immediately following mid central vowel from the neutral 
position to back. On the contrary, anterior consonants can not trigger the retraction 
because it lacks phonetic motivation. 
Back vowels can be lengthened which will increase the syllable weight, whereas 
central vowels can not due to its intrinsic weakness or low sonority. I treat open 
syllables with the rime [-3] as mono-moraic and open syllables with the rime [-Y] as 
bi-moraic. The bi-moraic syllable is heavy and can form a stressed word. The 
analysis is shown in the tableau (63). 
(63) 
Input: /ka/ iDENT(bk) 
a. ks * ! 
b. kv * 
Candidate (a.) remains unchanged and it violates the markedness constraint *cjjx 
which disallows a light syllable. Candidate (b.) violates the faithfulness constraint 
iDENT(bk) which requires backness preservation, (b.) wins over (a.), indicating that 
violation of the markedness constraint is fatal. Thus overrides iDENT(bk). The 
hierarchy is summarized in (64). 
(64) » iDENT(bk) 
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4 . 4 S u m m a r y 
In this chapter, I have provided an optimality-theoretic account for Xuzhou 
phonotactics. I have shown that co-occurrence generalizations drawn in Chapter 3 
can be explained by the interactions of universal and violable constraints. 
Non-cooccurrences result from the undominated markedness constraints. Alternating 
forms are realized under the competition of ranked constraints. 
The constraints in (65) operate in Xuzhou phonotactics within a syllable. The 
crucial rankings are summarized in (66) and other constraints are undominated. 





4. * [ - h i ] [ + h i ] RHYME 
5. *[-bk][+bk] RHYME 
6. r*[-hi][+hi]&*[-bk][+bk]] RHYME 
7. * Y A ] < T 






















27. M A X - I O 
28. MAX-ZZ-IO/NUC 
29. MAX-Y-IO/NUC 
30. M A X - > I O / N U C 




34. ALlGN(round, edge; rhyme, edge) 
(66) Crucial constraint rankings in Xuzhou phonotactics 
1. *[+lo][+hi]RHYME DEP-IO, MAX-IO, lDENT(+hi) >> lDENT(+lo) 
2. MAX-Z/-IO/NUC » *LAB LAB AM » MAX-^-IO/NUC 
3. » *LAB LABCXM, DEP-IO 
4. MAX-I-IO/NUC » *LAB[+cont]-[+hi] » MAX-Z-IO 
5. Nuc, DEP-IO, *NUC[.son], lDENT(+COnt) » INTEGRITY 
6. *VELAR-I IDENT-IO/NUC, DEP-IO, MAX-IO » IDENT-IO/ONS 
7. *VELAR-I PALATAL-I » *[-bk][-bk]RIME, IDENT-IO/ONS 
8. *crM » iDENT(bk) 
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Chapter 5 Morphophonemic Alternations under ^suffixation and OT Account 
^-sufFixation is a morphophonemic process in Xuzhou dialect. This chapter is 
going to examine segmental changes under ^-suffixation. It begins with the 
description of basic facts and draws generalizations from them. Previous studies on 
diminutive suffixation in Chinese dialects are then introduced and discussed. An 
optimality-theoretic analysis is built up as an advanced approach to explain the 
observations of ^-suffixation in Xuzhou. The chapter is closed with a summary of 
crucial constraint rankings. 
5.1 Phonological representations of the suffix 
Many Chinese dialects in the Mandarin family have the diminutive suffix Er 
( ) .The -suffixation in Beijing Mandarin has been well-studied. There are two 
assumptions on the phonological representation of the suffix. Lin (1989:112) and 
Zhang (2000:427) assume it is a retroflex approximant, and Wang (1993:180-185) 
treats it as a single [posterior] feature under the coronal articulator. 
I propose that the diminutive suffix in Xuzhou is an independent segment /-sr/ 
rather than a feature. It has both the vocalic feature and the rhotic feature. When the 
rimes /ig, yg, ug, ag/ in stems are suffixed, they become Oq, y^, lit, aqj in suffixed 
words. [-J(] is the realization of the suffix with the vocalic feature missing. If the 
suffix is a feature, it shall be attached to the coda and incompatible features in the 
coda are deleted. The results shall be yg-, uiy, ag ]^ ' is the diacritic for the 
rhotic feature) which are not found in Xuzhou. If the suffix is a segment, it replaces 
the coda directly and the nasal feature is preserved under certain faithfulness 
constraint and passed on to the nucleus. 
According to the description in Li (1983), the surface form can be a retroflex 
segment or just the rhotic "color". I will use [4] for the former and the rhotic diacritic 








(2) [pVl]+/9V -> [ p V ] 
[m:)5i]+/gV 
[mj 55]+/gV [ 1 ^ 5 ] 
[ma35] + /gV [mcq^] 
[ja55] + /3V — [jcqf5] 
[xwa2i3] + /G./ [XWCL[213] 
5 . 2 B a s i c f a c t s o f ^ s u f f i x a t i o n i n X u z h o u 
Xuzhou has 37 rimes in unsufFixed mono-syllabic words. They are listed in (1). 
Rimes in (la.—b.) can co-occur with onset consonants but the rime in (Ic.) can not. 
Nuclei in in (la.) are laminal and those in (Ib.-c.) are apical, (la.) is further divided 
into four groups according to the rime-initial segments. Base words with the rimes in 
(la.-b.) can be suffixed with the diminutive marker /-an/. 
(1) Xuzhou rimes without affixation 
non--highV e e e se 3 sg a aq ow 0 
[i]o rU] i ig je j P • ja jag jow p 
M ( )r [w] u uq we we WE wae W3 wa wag 
[y]< y yq 
b. apical nuclei I 
rhotic nucleus 
The following data are drawn from literatures. (2-4) and (7-11) are from Li 
(1983) and (5-6) are from Su and LU (1996). One modification is made to Li's data. 
Since Li uses [3] and Su and LU use 0 ] to denote the low central unrounded vowel, I 
will use [B] for the segment in order to be consistent with the data in previous 
chapters. 
The base words in (2) have open syllables whose nuclei are back vowels. The 
suffix is attached to the syllable directly. ^-sufFixation does not cause any sound 





(6) [ X £ 5 5 ] + / s r / 
+ /aV 







'crowds of people' 










[ t W / s V 
[XW3’ + /sn/ 
[ k n ' 1 
[thjn55] 
[ X W Y I 3 5 ] 
[ 
The base words in (6) have open syllables whose nucleus is the front low oral 
vowel [e]. The suffix is attached to the syllable, and /E/ becomes the low central 
vowel [B]. 
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The base words in (5) have open syllables whose nucleus is the front mid nasal 
vowel [€]. I have argued in Chapter 2 that nasal vowels do not exist underlyingly. 
The input of [e] is hnl. During suffixation, the coda fnl is replaced and /s/ remains 
unchanged. 
The base words in (4) have open syllables whose nucleus is the front mid oral 
vowel [e]. The suffix is attached to the syllable, and /e/ becomes the mid central 
vowel [3]. 
The base words in (3) have open syllables whose nucleus is the mid central 









[ y g V / ^ y 
51]+/9V 
[pag2i3] + /3V 






[W 55] + /g./ 
The base words in (8) have closed syllables with the velar nasal coda [q]. The 
suffix replaces /g/ but the nasal feature is preserved. The oral nuclear vowel becomes 
nasal. 
(9) [ti5i]+/3V 
[tqy5i] + /an/ 
— [ t j s f ] 
-> [t 51] 
‘little place’ 
‘sentence’ 
The base words in (9) have open syllables. The high vowels in base words 
become glides in suffixed words. This is because front vowels have articulatory 
conflicts with the rhotic suffix. Articulation of front vowels needs to move the tongue 
body forward, whereas articulation of the suffix curls back the tongue tip which 
physically retracts the tongue body. The mid central vowel /g/ is inserted to solve the 
problem, /i y/ tends to remain by means of glide formation. 
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The base words in (7) have open syllables whose nucleus is the front low nasal 
vowel [ae]. I have argued in Chapter 2 that the front low nasal vowel [ae] has the 
input hmJ. Thus the sufFixation process involves replacement of /n/ and the low 
vowel /B/ remains unchanged. 
‘little bean' 
'buddy' 
(11) [tow5i] + M 
The base words in (11) have the coda [w] which results from glide formation of 
the vowel IvJ. The suffix is compatible with a preceding /u/ and can be attached to 
the stem directly. But direct attachment causes a trouble to (11). It gives rise to a 
complex coda *[vq] which is not allowed in Xuzhou. I propose that IvJ and /sV at the 
coda position are contracted and produce the rhotacized [w-]. As a result, the derived 
syllable contains a simple coda bearing the rhotic feature of the suffix. 
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(10) [ts/i3]+/gV -> [tsar2i3] ‘fmger 
[t§f] + M + [t§g>55] ‘nephew’ 
The base words in (10) have open syllables. I have argued in Chapter 2 that 
syllabic approximants do not exist underlyingly. They are prolongation of the 
preceding consonants. The inputs of base words shall be /ts/ and /tg/. Thus the suffix 
can be directly attached to the syllable and occupies the nuclear position. 
Li (1983) uses the same IPA symbols [-5j(] to represent the surface rime forms in 
(9) and (10). As my analysis shows, [-3] after the glides [j-] or [q-] is an inserted 
segment, whereas [-af] after the stridents [ts-] or [t§-] is realized from the suffix. I 
propose that the vocalic feature is lost when the suffix occupies the coda position, 
and it is preserved when the suffix occupies the nuclear position. The difference can 
be attributed to certain markedness constraints on syllable positions. 
-> 
To sum up, the morphophonemic alternations under ^-suffixation 
in (12), and generalizations are stated in (13). 
illustrated 
(12) Morphophonemic alternations under suffixation 
/-U+3C/ [-iqj 
/-0+3f/ 
/-a+an/ -> [-cqJ 














(13) Generalizations on morphophonemic alternations 
• When the stem does not have a coda, the suffix is attached as a coda. 
(i) The central vowel becomes back. 
(ii) The front non-high vowel becomes central. 
(iii) The mid central vowel b ! is inserted, and the high front vowel 
becomes a glide. 
• When the stem has a dental nasal consonant coda, the suffix replaces the 
coda. 
• When the stem has a velar nasal consonant coda, the suffix replaces the 
coda, and the nuclear vowel becomes nasal. 
• When the stem has a labial-velar glide coda, the coda becomes rhoticized. 
• When the stem does not have a nucleus, the suffix is attached as a nucleus. 
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5.3 Previous studies on diminutive sufflxation in Chinese dialects 
“Er sufflxation" is a cover term in traditional Chinese phonology to label the 
morpho-phonological process of diminutive affixation. When er )l is a full word, it 
means 'son; child'. It can also function as a suffix to express the diminutive meaning. 
The suffix behaves as a full segment, a prosodic unit or a bundle of features in 
different Chinese dialects. In this section, I am going to review three different 
approaches that have been used to analyze Chinese diminutive suffixation and argue 
that the Optimality Theory is a theoretical model par excellence. 
5.3.1 Feature-geometric approach 
Mao (2003:54-58) adopts the model of feature geometry in Wang (1995, 1997) 
to analyze Xuzhou ^-suffixation. The suffix is viewed as a floating feature [posterior] 
under the place node [coronal]. The daughter feature [distributed] under [coronal] 
does not appear. The retroflex property is implied by the presence of [posterior] and 
the absence of [distributed]. 
Three phenomena are discussed. First, [-e -ae, -e, -e] in the base words become 
-34] in the suffixed words. Mao (2003:56) proposes that the underlying 
representations of the rimes shall be /ai, an, ei, en/, and the codas are changed by 
attaching the floating feature to the place node of /n/ or /i/. An example is shown 
below, where the IPA symbol ' r ' denotes the diminutive suffix in his work. 
(14) Account for ^-suffixation to /-en/ (Mao 2003:56) 
+ 
[p ace] [place] [bont] pon] [p 
[ c c ^ r ] ^ r ] [(or] [las] 
ace] 
[cor] 
[dis] [liiid] [pi)s] 
sr 
[place] 
m] [p^s] [did] 
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Second, he is interested in ^-sufFixation to the base words with the velar nasal 
coda [-g]. According to Mao (2003:57), the floating feature lands to the place node of 
/g/ first. Since the duration of a Chinese syllable is fixed, the [dorsal] feature drops 
and the [nasal] feature reattaches to the nuclear vowel in order to operate the 
production of the retroflex sound. His account for ^-suffixation to /-iq/ is shown in 
(15). 
(15) Account for ^-suffixation to [-ig] (Mao 2003:57) 
+ 
[place] [place] [cont] [^on] 
[dor] [lias] 
[ d i C ^ o s ] 
[P ace] 
[cior] 
[place] [cont] [son] [p 
[cor] [dor] [nas] [c 
N s ] [dis] [pos] yos] 
ace] 
or] 
Third, Mao addresses the change of [-3] in the base word to [-r:(\ in the suffixed 
word. This is explained from the articulatory perspective. The mid central vowel /a/ 
is produced with the tongue body at the neutral position. Production of the [pos] 'r ' 
involves raising the tongue tip upward and curling it backward, and the tongue body 
is physically retracted. Coarticulation of /a/ and the [pos] 'r ' causes the tongue 
position of the vowel to move from central to back (Mao 2003:56). His analysis is 
illustrated in (16). 












Mao's account makes contributions to the study of Xuzhou ^suffixation within 
the framework of generative phonology, and the analysis goes deep into features. His 
explanation for vowel changes in (16) is reasonable. However, the arguments in (14) 
and (15) are not strong. They have explanatory weakness. I am going to discuss them 
with reference to Wang (1993 1997) where the geometry of segmental features in 
Beijing Mandarin is proposed and developed. 
I begin with ^-suffixation to the dental coda /-n/ in Xuzhou. The dental coda is 
changed. Mao suggests that the nasal segment is lost and the [pos] feature is 
incorporated in the nucleus, as (14) shows. Beijing Mandarin has the same 
morphophonemic phenomenon. Wang (1993:190-194; 1997:7-8) explains the process 
from the base word [p^an] ‘dish to the suffixed word [ph ] ‘dish’ dim.) 
by feature changing. (The dot ' beneath [a] denotes the rhotic color.) The derivation 
is presented in the following schema. 
(17) Derivation of feature changing (Wang 1993:192) 
ASP 
P-
NSL— ASP SON NSL— ASP SON SON— ASP SON SON 
lab low lab low pos 
pos 
lab low pos lab low pos 
In (17) ‘ASP-lab’ 'low', 'nasal', and ‘pos’ are the feature representations of 
/ph/ /a/, /n/ and the floating suffix respectively. The nasal coda has dental articulation 
which is the default coronal feature. The attachment of the feature [pos] changes the 
coda to a retroflex nasal. Since Beijing Mandarin does not allow a retroflex nasal, the 
feature [NSL] is delinked, and the root feature [SON] which dominates [NSL] is 
activated. The resultant rime consists of a retroflex vowel plus a retroflex coda. 
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On the contrary to (17) the analysis in (14) deletes the root node of the dental 
nasal /n/. It is not logical because the suffix does not have a root node and is not able 
to cause deletion of another root node, [pos] is dominated by the default coronal 
feature, and it is reasonable for the suffix to land under the root node of /n/. Mao's 
analysis lacks explanation for the root node deletion. 
Next, I come to ^-suffixation to the velar coda /-g/ in Xuzhou. Mao proposes 
that the dorsal feature of /-g/ drops because the duration of a Chinese syllable is fixed. 
Wang (1993 1997) has discussed diminutive suffixation to rimes with velar codas in 
Beijing Mandarin. In this language, the velar coda becomes rhotacized in suffixed 
words. For instance, the base word [x'^ag] ('egg yolk') changes into [x'^ag] 
(‘egg yolk', dim.) (Wang 1997:2). She explains that feature addition applies to stem 
rimes which do not have the coronal articulator. The derivation of [n-'av/] 
('bird', dim.) is presented as follows. 
(18) Derivation offeature addition (Wang 1993:189) 
a a G 
M- ^ 
N S L 
P-
S O N — N S L S O N S O N — N S L S O N S O N — N S L S O N S O N 
dis low md dis 
pos 
low '' md 
V 
pos 
w \ / n dis lo  V md dis low\/ md 
pos pos 
In (18) ‘NSL-lab ‘low’’ ‘SON-md and ‘pos are feature representations of/nV, 
/a/, /ul and the floating suffix respectively. The default feature that dominates [pos] is 
coronal. It has no conflict with the dorsal feature of /u/, and can land beneath the 
place node of the coda. The incorporation of [pos] turns all the rime segments into 
complex segments, "with [pos] added to ALL existing features of the segments" 
(Wang 1993:188). 
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Since Mao states that his study follows the theoretical model in Wang (1995, 
1997) the root node of /-q/ in (15) shall not be deleted. Given that the suffix is a 
feature by Mao's assumption, it is possible to produce a rhotacized velar nasal coda. 
Then there is no problem with duration because only one segment occupies the coda 
position. But if so, the result becomes *[-g-] which distorts the real data in Xuzhou. 
In sum, the feature geometry model does not suffice to account for the 
diminutive suffixation in Xuzhou. Wang's (1993 1997) proposal is based on 
articulation. If the stem-final segment and the suffix are compatible, both are 
preserved. It has the inference that if two stem-final segments have the same place 
features, their compatibilities with the suffix shall be equal. For instance, both /u/ and 
/g/ in Beijing Mandarin are preserved under suffixation. However, /u/ is preserved 
whereas /g/ is dropped in Xuzhou. To explain this asymmetry, a context-free 
constraint shall be invoked to penalize the rhoticized velar nasal *[-g-]. 
5.3.2 Constraint-and-repair approach 
Lin (1993:649-682) analyzes six cases of rime change under suffixation in four 
northern or northwestern Mandarin Chinese dialects by the operation of ordered rules 
in response to inviolable constraints. Rime change happens to stem-internal segments 
or tones under certain morphological conditions. The morpheme responsible for rime 
change is a degenerate suffix consisting of elements less than a segment. The element 
can be a prosodic unit such as mora (p.) or features. 
Lin proposes that rime change is effected by affixation and conditioned by 
morphological output constraints. The surface expression of an affix results from 
interactions between the Affix Manifestation Principle (AMP) which requires affix 
preservation and templatic constraints, syllable-structure constraints or feature 
configurational constraints which prevent the complete expression of the affix. Lin's 
proposal can be illustrated by the analysis of “er rime change" in Jiyuan dialect at 
Henan province. 
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Jiyuan has three generalizations. First, the er-changed rimes tend to have 
fronted and rounded segments. Second, a front rounded glide [q] is added to a 
non-low vowel. Third, a low vowel and its coda are merged. The generalizations 
suggest that the suffix is [-back, +round]. Two templatic constraints in (19) are at 
play. The first constraint states that a suffixed word is mono-syllabic and the second 
constraint states that a low vowel can not precede a coda. 
(19) Templatic constraints (Lin 1993:664) 
(a) a (b) 
[+lo] . • 
Derivation from the stem tail to the suffixed rime [6] is shown in (20). CD is 
the coda-delinking rule. It is motivated by the templatic constraint (19b.). The stem 
coda / is deleted. FA is the feature-association rule. It is motivated by the AMP. The 
suffix [-back, +round] is associated to the root node projected by the unassociated |i. 
RR is the redundancy rule. It fills unspecified features. SM is the segmental-merger 
rule. It is motivated by the templatic constraint (19b.). 
(20) Derivation of er rime in Jiyuan (Lin 1993:666) 
CD FA&RR — SM 
X ^ M-
a i a If d 
The insight of Lin (1993) is that rules are motivated by constraints. It has 
advantage over a rule-based analysis where rules are stipulated by language-specific 
phonological or morphological processes. A rule-based analysis misses the 
generalization that a group of rules are applied for a common purpose (Lin 
2001:213). 
The problem of Lin (1993) is that the analysis requires many language-specific 
stipulations. It is not as good as Optimality Theory. The OT analysis uses universal 
constraints to account for diverse cross-linguistic outputs, whereas the Lin's (1993) 
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analysis has both universal and language-particular constraints. Besides, rules in the 
latter are applied in response to constraints, indicating the crucial role of constraints 
in a grammar, and thus the theoretical status of rules is suspect (Lin 2001:195). 
5.3.3 Optimality-theoretic approach 
Lin (2001) discusses dialectal variation upon er suffixation in Zhejiang Wu 
dialects within the framework of Optimality Theory. The OT analysis accounts for 
the seemingly contradictory realizations of the suffix in seven Wu dialects by 
different rankings of the same set of universal constraints, rather than language-
specific rules and constraints. It can be illustrated by the study of Wenzhou and Yiwu 
suffixations. 
Four constraints and two constraint rankings are proposed to account for two-
syllable outputs in Wenzhou and one-syllable outputs in Yiwu, shown in (21-22). 
Max-st is the constraint requiring that an input element in the stem has an output 
correspondent. Max-af requires that an input element in the affix has an output 
correspondent. Uniformity disallows coalescence. *[af]pw removes a prosodic word 
solely consisting of the affix. *[+nas V] prevents a nasal vowel. This constraint 
shows up in (22) for a full citation of Lin (2001:205), and it does no harm to the 
discussion of dialectal variation. 
(21) Two-syllable output in Wenzhou (Lin 2001:202) 
dau + q Max-st Max-af i Uniformity •Mpw 
a. dau. q * 
b. dau i •! 
c. dag *! i 
d. dog 1 1 *i 
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(22) One-syllable output in Tiwu (Lin 2001:205) 
dog + n 
*[+nas,V] *[af]pw Max-af Max-st Uniformity 
a. dog.n i *t 
b. do:g * ! 
c. do:n * 
d. d6:n *! i * 
The constraint ranking for Wenzhou is Max-st, Max-af, Uniformity » *[afjpw. 
In (21), the suffix forms an entire syllable in candidate (a.). It violates *[af]pw. Since 
the violated constraint is lower-ranked, this candidate wins. Candidate (b.) is 
eliminated by Max-af because it does not realize the suffix. Candidate (c.) is 
eliminated by Max-st because /u/ in the stem is deleted. Candidate (d.) contains 
coalescence of /a/ and /u/ into [o]. It violates Uniformity and is ruled out. 
The ranking for Yiwu is *[+nas,VJ, ""[afjp^ Max-af» Max-st » Uniformity. 
In (22) the suffix forms an entire syllable in candidate (a.). It is eliminated by the 
constraint *[af]pw. Candidate (b.) is eliminated by Max-af because it does not realize 
the suffix. Candidate (c.) deletes /u/ in the stem. It wins because the violated 
constraint Max-st is lower-ranked. Candidate (d.) has a nasal vowel. It violates the 
undominated *[+nas V] and fails in the competition. 
Zhang (2000) studies a particular issue in Chinese diminutive sufFixation within 
the framework of OT. He examines the interaction between the diminutive suffix and 
the nasal codas of base words in Beijing Mandarin and other Chinese dialects. The 
suffix is assumed to be a full segment /-(/. Upon Beijing ^-suffixation, the nasal 
codas in both /CVn/ and /CVg/ are lost, the vowel in /CVn+:[/ remains oral, but the 
vowel in /CVg+j[/ becomes nasal. 
Zhang hypothesizes that in the base words, the nasality induced by the /q/-coda 
is perceptually more salient than the nasality induced by the /nZ-coda. It is tested by 
an aerodynamic experiment. Results show that (i.) the vowel in /CVq/ has longer 
nasal airflow duration than the vowel in /CVn/, and (ii.) the proportion of the nasal 
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airflow in the overall glottal airflow during the nasalized portion of the vowel in 
/CVg/ is no less than during the nasalized portion of the vowel in /CVn/. Hence the 
hypothesis is supported. 
Zhang (2000:427) argues that the realization difference between /CVq+^/ and 
/CVn+i/ reflects the difference in their stem forms. He proposes two constraints 
Max[ nas]g and MAX[+nas]A to distinguish faithfulness to the nasal features of /q/ 
and /n/. Max[F] is different from Ident[F]. When an input segment is completely 
deleted in the output, Max[F] is violated whereas Ident[F] is vacuously satisfied 
(Zhang 2000:430). 
19 Chinese dialects with two nasal codas /n/ and /q/ are investigated. An 
implicational hierarchy is observed. That is, if the nasalization of /n/ is preserved, the 
nasalization of /g/ is preserved (Zhang 2000:448). Thus MAX[+nas]n never outranks 
MAX[+nas]g. 
The constraint rankings for Beijing and Liaocheng are presented in (23-24). 
Dialectal variation is explained by different rankings of the same set of universal 
constraints. TEMPLATE is the templatic constraint requiring that suffixed forms must 
be mono- syllabic. MAX[+nas]g requires that [+nasal] of the input /g/ is preserved in 
the output. *Vnas penalizes a nasalized vowel in non-nasal environments. 
MAX[+nas]a requires that [+nasal] of the input /n/ is preserved in the output. 
REALISEAFFIX and *COMPLEXCODA are not present in the tableaux because they are 
undominated in all these dialects. 
(23) Constraint ranking for Beijing (Zhang 2000:441) 
CVn+i TEMPLATE ' MAX[+nas]Q *VNAS MAX[+nas]n 
T CV^, • 
C V I H *! 
* ! 
c v n + i 




(24) Constraint ranking for Liaocheng (Zhang 2000:450) 
CVn+JL TEMPLATE • V 
* nas 
MAX[+nas]q MAX[+nas]N 
^ CV:L * 
C V I H * ! 
C V * ! 
C V Q N 
CSfl i *I 1 
% 1 1 
^ C V I 
1 1 1 
1 
* 1 1 
• 1 1 
• 1 
1 t 1 1 
As (23) and (24) show, when the input is /CVn+Ji/, both dialects have the output 
[CV^] because *Vnas outranks Max[+nas] in both grammars. When the input is 
/CVq+^Z, the output in Beijing is [CV^J. It has a nasal vowel before a non-nasal 
segment. This candidate wins because MAX[+nas]g overrides *Vnas and [+nasal] of 
/g/ is preserved at the expense of violating lower-ranked *Vnas. On the contrary, the 
output in Liaocheng is [CV:(J. The optimal candidate has an oral vowel because *Vnas 
dominates MAX[+nas]q and a nasal vowel would incur fatal violation. Disyllabic 
candidates never win because both dialects have the undominated constraint 
TEMPLATE which demands mono-syllabic suffixed words. 
Lin (2001) has two major insights. First, suffixation can be studied by a 
constraint-based theoretical model. Rules no longer take a place in phonology and 
morphology. Second, suffixation in different Chinese dialects can be explained by 
the same set of constraints. The constraints are universal and thus they are found in 
different grammars. The ranking of constraints are language-particular. The 
cross-dialectal difference results from different constraint rankings. 
The insightful idea in Zhang (2000) is that the nasal features of /q/ and /n/ shall 
be treated differently. It explains why the vowels before /q/ and /n/ could have 
different realizations in suffixed words. The proposal ofMAX[+nas]q» MAX[+nas]n 
as a fixed ranking across Chinese dialects contributes to the study of linguistic 
typology. 
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5 . 4 O p t i m a l i t y - t h e o r e t i c a c c o u n t 
This section aims to provide an optimality-theoretic account for the 
generalizations drawn in section 5.2. Subsections are arranged according to different 
types of morphophonemic processes. The constraints at work and their interactions 
are examined. The constraint hierarchy is proposed at the end of each subsection. 
Besides, the interaction of vowel retraction/insertion and coda deletion is analyzed 
by the sympathy theory within the framework of OT. 
5.4.1 Suffixation 
At the beginning of this chapter, I assume that the diminutive suffix is /-sV. It is 
one segment with both the vocalic feature and the rhotic feature. The semantic 
meaning of the suffix is carried by the rhotic feature. 
There are two observations in Xuzhou ^-suffixation. First, when the stem does 
not have a coda, [-4] becomes the coda of the suffixed word. Second, when the stem 
does not have a nucleus, [3f] becomes the nucleus of the suffixed word. They are 
exemplified in (25a.) and (25b.) respectively. 
/pNi + g-/ [ P V ] 'small shop' 
/ma + sV — 5 ] 'small pieces 
/ts + 9*/ 'finger' 
/t§ + 3*/ 'nephew' 
In both data sets, the suffix is attached to the stems. It indicates that the suffix 
must be realized. Besides, both the stem and the suffixed word are mono-syllabic, 
showing that the suffix must be syllabified in the same syllable. These facts satisfy 
the markedness constraints in (26) and (27). 
(26) REALISEAFFIX (Zhang 2000:440) 
'Affixes must be realized.' 
(27) TEMPLATE (Zhang 2000:440) 
'The suffixed form must be one syllable.' 
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The vocalic feature of the suffix drops in (25a.) but it is preserved in (25b.). The 
difference can be attributed to the distinct syllable positions of the suffix. If I was 
realized as a coda *[-3f], the suffixed word would have a vowel coda. It violates the 
constraint in (28). The specific content of ‘ ’ is ‘V’ here, shown in (29). 
(28) *COD/X, (Prince and Smolensky 2004:170) 
'No coda.' 
(29) *COD/V 
'No vowel coda.' 
The realization of at the coda position is paid off by violation of the 
faithfulness constraint in (30) which penalizes the change of [-consonantal] feature 
between input and output correspondents. 
(30) iDENT(-cons) 
'Correspondents in input and output have identical [-cons] feature.' 
The analysis of (25a.) is illustrated in the tableau (31). Candidate (a.) does not 
have the suffix. It violates REALISEAFFIX which requires realization of all affixes. 
Candidate (b.) has the suffix which is syllabified into the next syllable. It violates the 
mono-syllabic template but satisfies the *COD/V requirement. Candidate (c.) has a 
vowel coda and violates *COD/V. Candidate (d.) preserves the suffix by keeping the 
rhotic feature and losing the vocalic feature. It satisfies the constraints overriding 
iDENT(-cons) and is selected. iDENT(-cons) is sacrificed, indicating its lower ranking. 
(31) 
Input: /ma+aV REALISEAFFIX TEMPLATE * C O D / V iDENT(-cons) 
a. ma * ! ; 
b. ma.ar i *! 
c. mas' * ! 
d. T ma^ * 
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The data in (25b.) can also be explained. An example is shown in the tableau 
(32). Candidates (a.) and (b.) have the same problems with (31a.) and (31b.) 
respectively. Candidate (c.) violates IDENT(-cons) because the vocalic feature is 
missing. Candidate (d.) satisfies all the constraints and becomes the winner. 
( 3 2 ) 
Input: /ts+g*/ REALISEAFFIX TEMPLATE * C O D / V IDENT(-Cons) 
a. ts * ! 
b. ts.af *! 1 
c. ts^ * ! 
d. tS3^  
The constraint hierarchy can be summarized in (33) where ' » ' denotes 'crucial 
outranking'. 






(34) a. /pe + an/ 
/kwe + 3f/ 
/X£ + SV 
/xie + sV 
b. /kd + sr/ [krt] ‘body height 
/this + an/ [thjn55] -‘butterfly 
Both data sets in (34) show the change of vowel backness. The conditioning 
environment is the suffix M . ^-suffixation involves a retroflex movement of the 
tongue tip. The articulator is raised and curled back. The suffix itself involves a 
[+back] feature which is parallel to [posterior] in Mao's (2003) discussion within the 
feature geometry model. 
The change of vowel backness implies a requirement that the vowel preceding 
the rhotic suffix must be [+back]. While both [-J and [-q] are back segments, [-q] 
can follow a front vowel. For instance, in the legitimate syllable [t^iq] ‘listen’) 
the [-back] vowel [i] and the [+back] nasal [g] are compatible. This is because 
articulation of the velar [g] involves raising the back of the tongue against the velum. 
It does not include any backward movement of the tongue and thus has no influence 
on the preceding vowels. Therefore, the backness agreement only applies to The 
markedness constraint in (35) plays a role. 
(35) *V[.bkR 
'No [-back] vowel before the retroflex approximant.' 
(34a.) and (34b.) differ in the vowel backness of suffixed words. In (34a.), front 
vowels become central rather than back. Central vowels are [+back] in nature. The 
change satisfies *V[.bk]"l. The vowels do not change to back to be faithful to the 
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5 . 4 . 2 V o w e l r e t r a c t i o n 
Vowel retraction in Xuzhou ^sufFixation occurs in the stems with open syllables. 
Under ^-sufFixation, the non-high vowels become central and the mid central vowel 
becomes back. Examples are provided in (34), 
W l ] 
[ k W i ] 
[X • f ] 
original feature value as much as possible. The faithfulness constraint at work is in 
(36). 
(36) IDENT (back) 
'Correspondents in input and output have identical backness value.' 
Interaction of the above two constraints can be illustrated in the tableau (37). 
The vowel in candidate (a.) remains front. Its backness value is different from the 
suffix and violates *V[.bk]l. The vowel in candidate (b.) changes to central. It satisfies 
*V[.bk]^but violates IDENT(bk). The vowel in candidate (c.) changes to back. It incurs 
fatal violation of IDENT(bk). Candidate (b.) wins the competition because it reaches a 
compromise between the two constraints. 
(37) 
Input: /pe + ar/ *V[.bkR iDENT(bk) 
a. pe l * ! 
b. psJL * 
c. p n • j* 
In addition to these two constraints, the constraints in (33) are in need to realize 
the suffix at the coda position. Full analysis of vowel retraction is illustrated in (38). 
Input: /xe+sV REALISE 
AFFIX 




a. xe * ! 
b. xe.ar * ! 
c. xesT * ! * 
d. XEl * ! * 
e. xcq. • I* • 
f. XB^ * * 
In (38) candidate (a.) does not have the suffix. It violates REALISEAFFIX. 
Candidate (b.) syllabifies the suffix into another syllable. It violates TEMPLATE. 
Candidate (c.) has a vowel coda and the nucleus does not agree with the coda in 
backness. It violates both *COD/V and *V[_bk>l. The nucleus in candidate (d.) does not 
agree with the coda in backness, and the vocalic feature of the suffix is missing. It 
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violates both *V[_bk}l and IDENT(-cons). Candidate (e.) incurs fatal violation to 
IDENT(back) because the vowel changes two degrees of backness. It also violates 
IDENT(-cons) due to lack of the input vocalic feature in the suffix. Candidate (f.) is 
similar to (e.) but its violation to IDENT(back) is mild. It is selected as the optimal 
output because the constraints it violates are lowered-ranked. 
While front vowels change to central in (34a.) the central vowel changes to 
back in (34b.). The stepwise retraction needs to be explained. The change from /a/ to 
[r] indicates that the [+back] property of the central vowel and the back vowel has 
different degrees. It is weak in the central vowel and strong in the back vowel. In this 
regard, the - in stem does not show strong respect to the constraint *V[.bk]^ , and the 
retraction is called on. Although the vowel backness change violates LDENT(back), 
the violation is tolerable because the faithfulness constraint is lower-ranked. The 
constraint interaction is illustrated in (39). 
Input: /ka + sV iDENT(bk) 
a. k^i * ! 
b. k r i * 
Full analysis of the central vowel retraction will not be discussed because the 
constraint hierarchy for the front vowel retraction is adequate to explain both. It can 
be summarized in (40). 
( 4 0 ) REALISEAFFIX, TEMPLATE, * C O D / V » 
» iDENT(bk), iDENT(-COns) 
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5 . 4 . 3 V o w e l i n s e r t i o n 
Vowel insertion is found between high front vowels in stems and the suffix. The 
data are shown in (41). The IPA symbol ‘9•’ in the input is different from 'a' in the 
output. /sV in the input denotes the suffix, [a] in the output is an inserted segment. 
(41) /ti + sr/ -> [ t p f ] ‘little place’ 
/ky + sV — ‘small sentence’ 
/i/ and /y/ are front vowels. Their backness value does not agree with the [+back] 
suffix. It is logically possible to change them to central or back vowels. The previous 
subsection shows that changing front vowels to central is a better solution, because it 
respects the markedness constraint *V[-bk]:L and does not violate the faithfulness 
constraint iDENT(back) seriously. Vowel retraction will generate suffixed words such 
as *[tij(i or 
The high central vowels do not show up in (41) because Xuzhou does not allow 
any high central vowel. The markedness constraint in (42) is at work. I use the 
symbol to represent any high central vowel. 
(42) *i 
‘No high central vowel.' 
Under the pressure of *i, the mid central vowel is inserted to entertain the 
backness agreement. The cost is violation of the faithfulness constraint D E P - I O that 
requires an output has an input correspondent. The specific constraint in Xuzhou is 
D E P - V - I O defined in (43). 
(43) DEP-V-IO 
'No vowel insertion.' 
When /a/ is inserted between /i/ and the suffix, /il can be realized at the medial 
position through glide formation. However, mid vowels cannot become glides and 
they must stay at the nuclear position. If /a/ is inserted between Id and the suffix, it 
will create a complex nucleus *[-E9-]. The constraint in (44) prohibits its occurrence 
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in speech. This explains why vowel retraction happens to non-high vowels and vowel 
insertion happens to high vowels. 
(44) *ComplexNUC 
'Nuclei are simple.' 
The analysis of vowel insertion can be illustrated in the tableau (45). The basic 
constraints for sufFixation 'REALISEAFFIX, TEMPLATE, * C O D / V IDENT(-cons)' are not 
shown to avoid redundancy. Their interactions with *V[.hk]l and IDENT(back) have 
been illustrated in (38). 
Input: /ti+gV •COMPLEXNUC I * j IDENT (bk) D E P - V - I O 
a. tlL * ! 
b. t i l i *! * 1 
c. tirq. *F* I 
d. t j s i 1 • 
The vowel in candidate (a.) does not agree with the suffix in the backness value. 
It violates * [ .The vowel in candidate (b.) incurs fatal violation of *i and its 
change to central violates IDENT(back) once. The vowel in candidate (c.) incurs 
IDENT(back) twice because the backness is changed by two degrees. A vowel is 
inserted in candidate (d.). It violates D E P - V - I O but satisfies the higher-ranked 
constraints. Hence it is selected. The constraint hierarchy can be summarized in (46). 
( 4 6 ) REALISEAFFIX, TEMPLATE, * C O D / V * i , *COMPLEX^"^ » *V[.BK]I 




'strap of shoes' 
(47) a. /miq + an/ 
/fag + 3f/ 
/paq + sr/ 
b. /pan + 37 + [v^^^] ‘notebook 
/wBn + 9-/ [WB:(f5] ‘to play' 
The nasal segments are deleted because they can not co-exist with [j(\ at the 
coda position in suffixed words. Their co-existence would cause complex coda such 
as or *[-rq] in a syllable. In Xuzhou, the coda position can be occupied by at 
most one segment. The markedness constraint in (48) takes effect. 
(48) *COMPLExC°° (Kager 1999:97) 
'Codas are simple.' 
A solution to avoid the complex coda is to contract the consonants and produce 
a retroflex nasal *[r)J. This segment preserves the coda in the stem and realizes the 
suffix by obtaining its rhotic feature. Absence of *[r\] in Xuzhou is enforced by the 
markedness constraint in (49). 
(49) . 
'No retroflex nasal.' 
Since (49) blocks coda contraction and REALISEAFFIX requires that the suffix 
must be realized, the nasal segment is deleted. The deletion violates the lower-ranked 
faithfulness constraint in (50). 
( 5 0 ) M A X - N - I O / C O D 
'Input nasal segments must have output correspondents at the coda position.' 
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5 . 4 . 4 C o d a d e l e t i o n a n d v o w e l n a s a l i z a t i o n 
The nasal coda in stems is deleted under ^-suffixation. If the coda is a velar 
nasal /g/, the oral nuclear vowel in stems become nasal in suffixed words. If the coda 
is a dental nasal /n/, the vowel in stems remains oral. The data is show in (47). 
Interaction of the above three constraints can be instantiated in the tableaus (51). 
Input: /wBn+ 3f/ REALISEAFFIX *COMPLEXC D M A X - N - I O / C O D 
a. w m * ! 
b. WBI^ * ! 
c. WBix * ! 
d. WB^ • 
Candidate (a.) does not realize the suffix /-SV. It violates REALISEAFFIX. 
Candidate (b.) realizes the suffix but has two segments at the coda position. It 
violates *COMPLEX^°°. Candidate (c.) has a retroflex nasal. It violates *i\. Candidate 
(d.) achieves affix realization and avoids violation of the coda constraint. Deletion of 
the nasal segment violates the faithfulness constraint M A X - N - I O / C O D . Since this 
constraint is overridden by others, the violation is tolerable. As a result, candidate (d.) 
is the winner. 
Deletions of two nasal segments are different. While /-n/ is deleted completely, 
the nasal feature of Aq/ is preserved in the nuclear vowel. Zhang (2000:427-478) 
discusses similar phenomena in Beijing Mandarin. He proposes the constraints in (52) 
and (53) to distinguish faithfulness to the nasal features of /g/ and /n/. 
(52) MAX[+nas]G (Zhang 2000:440) 
'If /g/ is the input, then [+nasal] must be in the output.' 
(53) MAX[+nas]A (Zhang 2000:440) 
‘If/n/ is the input, then [+nasal] must be in the output. 
Zhang (2000:439) considers that if a segment has a stronger nasal percept, its 
nasal feature is more faithfully preserved. The ranking in (54) is posited to explain 
nasal feature preservation in /CVg+^Z and complete nasal deletion in /CVn+ /. 
(54) MAX[+nas]g » MAX[+nas]a (Zhang 2000:440) 
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Return to the data in Xuzhou. The nasal feature of /g/ is preserved to satisfy the 
faithfulness constraint MAX[+nas]g. The nasal feature of /n/ is lost because it will 
create a nasalized vowel which is disallowed by the constraint in (55). 
(55) *VN (Kager 1999:28) 
'Vowels must not be nasal.' 
The constraint interactions can be illustrated in the following tableaux. 
(56) 
Input: /pag+3f/ MAX[+nas]G * V N A S A L MAX[+nas]n 
a. pcq. * ! 
b. pdq. • _ 
(57) 
Input: /p9n+sr/ MAX[+nas]G *VNASAL MAX[+nas]N 
a. p^l * 
b. pdl * ! 
In (56) the input nasal segment is /g/. Candidate (b.) wins over candidate (a.) 
because MAX[+nas]q outranks *VNASAL- The nasal vowel preserves the nasal feature 
of /g/ and is selected. In (57), the input segment is /n/. Candidate (a.) wins over 
candidate (b.) because *Vnasal outranks MAX[+nas]n. A nasal vowel is forbidden at 
the cost of losing the nasal feature. 
The analysis of coda deletion and vowel nasalization is illustrated in (58). 
Input: 






































a. paq * ! f . • . - - . ‘ ,•>-
b. pag.g* * ! 
c. pagan * 
.. 
d. pagi * ! t * 1 
e. p a i • 1 * 
f . ^ p o i * * 
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I will not explain the tableau to avoid redundancy with (51) and (56-57), but a 
final remark needs to be addressed on the constraint rankings. (58) carries two 
messages. First, as long as the first four constraints 'REALISEAFFIX, TEMPLATE, 
*COD/V *COMPLEXCOD’ are undominated, candidates (a.-d.) are ruled out. Second, as 
long as 'MAX[+nas]Q » * V N A S A L » MAX[+nas]N' is ensured, candidate (f.) can win 
over candidate (e.). The nasal deletion constraints do not have crucial ranking 
relation with the constraints M A X - N - I O / C O D or IDENT(-cons). Therefore, the 
constraint hierarchies can be summarized in (59) and (60) separately. 
( 5 9 ) REALISEAFFIX, TEMPLATE, *COD/V, *COMPLEX^°°, MAX[+nas]q 
» MAX-N-IO/COD, IDENT(-cons) 
(60) MAX[+nas]g » •Vnasal » MAX[+nas]n 
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5 . 4 . 5 C o d a c o n t r a c t i o n 
When the stem has a vowel at the coda position, the coda and the suffix are 
contracted and produce a rhotacized segment in the suffixed word. The data is shown 
in (61). 
(61) /tou + an/ 
/iou + 3f/ 
'little bean' 
‘buddy. 
Preservation of the vowel coda satisfies the constraint in (62) which prohibits 
/u/-deletion. 
( 6 2 ) MAX-ZZ-IO/COD 
‘The input /u/ has an output correspondent at the coda position.' 
Co-existence of the stem coda and the suffix would produce *[-\\q] and violate 
*COMPLExCo° which requires simple codas. The compromise is reached by 
contracting two segments into one. The analysis of coda contraction is illustrated in 
(63). Since vowel-raising and glide-formation are not morphophonemic processes, 
their constraints are not included. 
Input: /tou+aV REALISE 
AFFIX 




a. tow * ! 
b. tow. 3- *I 
c. towsn * ! * 
d. tow * ! * 




Candidate (a.) does not realize the suffix. It violates REALISEAPFIX . Candidate 
(b.) syllabifies the suffix into another syllable. It violates TEMPLATE. Candidate (c.) 
preserves the vocalic feature at the coda position. It violates *COD/V. Besides, two 
segments occupy the coda position, violating *COMPLEX^°°. Candidate (d.) also has 
a disfavored complex coda. Candidate (e.) incurs fatal violation of MAX-zi-IO/cOD 
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which does not allow /uZ-deletion. Candidates (d.-f.) lose the vocalic feature of the 
suffix and violate IDENT(-cons). Since this constraint is lower-ranked, the violation is 
tolerable. As a result, candidate (f.) is selected. The constraint hierarchy can be 
summarized in (64). 
( 6 4 ) REALISEAFFIX, TEMPLATE, * C O D / V *COMPLEX^°°, MAX-W-IO/COD 
» IDENT(-Cons) 
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5.4.6 Suppression of vowel retraction/insertion under coda deletion 
Vowel retraction and vowel insertion in open syllables have been discussed in 
sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3. The generalization is that vowels before the coda must 
be [+back] in surface forms. However, this generalization is disabled when the stem 
has a closed syllable. For instance, the suffixed word [ml[] (‘fame ) has a front 
vowel [i] before [- []. Its underlying representation is /mig+sV. An intervening coda 
separates the nucleus from the suffix but it is not realized in suffixed words. This is a 
linguistic phenomenon of non-surface-true opacity. Within the framework of OT, the 
phonological opacity can be explained by the sympathy theory. 
5.4.6.1 Sympathy theory 
The sympathy theory is proposed by McCarthy (1999:331-399) to accommodate 
the phonological opacity within the framework of OT. There are two types of 
opacities. One is non-surface-apparent opacity. Linguistic generalizations can give 
rise to surface forms. If the crucial condition for a generalization to apply is invisible 
in the surface form, the over-application is non-surface-apparent. The other is 
non-surface-true opacity. If the crucial condition is visible in the surface form but the 
generalization does not apply, the under-application is non-surface-true. 
An example of non-surface-apparent opacity can be drawn from Tibetan 
Hebrew (McCarthy 1999:333). This language has interaction of epenthesis and 
deletion. The input /des?/ undergoes vowel epenthesis {dese?) and glottal deletion 
{dese). The output [dese] with an inserted vowel [e] does not show the conditioning 
environment of the word-final consonant cluster. 
Bedouin Arabic supplies an example of non-surface-true opacity (McCarthy 
1999:334). The low vowel /a/ is raised to [i] in open syllables. However, the input 
/badw/ undergoes vocalization and becomes [badu]. The surface [a] in an open 
syllable is not raised. 
McCarthy assumes that certain non-surface representation plays an active role 
in opacity. In Hebrew, dese?W\ih a glottal stop establishes a relation between /des?/ 
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and [dese]. In Bedouin Arabic, badw is a closed syllable and thus vowel-raising is 
blocked. Even though *[dese?] and *[badw] fail to surface, they contribute to select 
the outputs. 
The sympathy theory offers an account for opacity in terms of core OT postulate, 
constraint rankings and violation (McCarthy 1999:334). The idea is that a designated 
failed candidate has an influence on the optimal candidate. The designated failed 
candidate is the sympathetic candidate. It is the one in which the opaque process 
occurs transparently. It has an input-output faithfulness relation with the input, and a 
sympathy relation with the output. Sympathy is an inter-candidate faithfulness 
(McCarthy 1999:336). 
The faithfulness constraint that selects the sympathetic candidate is selector. 
The choice of a selector is language-specific. The faithfulness constraint that 
mediates the influence of the sympathetic candidate on the output is sympathy 
constraint. Dependency of the sympathetic candidate on the input or dependency of 
the output on the sympathetic candidate shall be understood as constraint satisfaction 
in parallel rather than serially (McCarthy 1999:349). 
Notations in the sympathy theory are exemplified in (65). 
(65) Sympathy applied to non-surface-apparent opacity (McCarthy 1999:336) 
/des?/ CODACOND •COMPLEX ® M A X - V • M A X - C DEP-V 
a. dese * i* 
b. ^ des • ! * 
c. ® dese? * ! * 
d. des? * ! *I * ! 
(65) shows application of sympathy to non-surface-apparent opacity in Hebrew, 
(c.) is the sympathetic candidate, indicated by It is chosen by the selector 
• M A X - C indicated by ‘ • ’ . Satisfaction to the selector is signaled by (d.) is not 
chosen as the sympathetic candidate because it incurs more serious violations than (c.) 
does. ® M A X - V is the sympathetic constraint, indicated by (b.) is a transparent 
candidate, indicated by Without ® M A X - V , (b.) would win. (a.) is the opaque 
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and optimal candidate, indicated by ‘ F . Without ®MAX-V , (a.) would incur fatal 
violation of D E P - V and lose. Real fatal violations are signaled by '! ' whereas the 
gratuitous violation by the optimal candidate is signaled by 
Implementation of the sympathy theory is instantiated in (66). 
(66) Sympathy applied to non-surface-true opacity (McCarthy 1999:338) 
/badw/ •COMPLEX I ®lD(hi) iD(hi) 
a. ^ [ba]C[du]A i* * 
b. [bi].[du]. j *J * * 
c. ® rbadw]A *! i i Z 
(66) shows application of sympathy to non-surface-true opacity in Bedouin 
Arabic, (c.) is the sympathetic candidate. It is chosen by the selector •DEP-|a 
because (c.) has the same syllable weight with the input. It is ruled out since the 
complex coda violates *COMPLEX. The glide /w/ becomes vowel in (a.-b.) and their 
syllable weights are increased. •DEP-|i is violated, (b.) is the transparent candidate. 
If the sympathetic constraint ®lD(hi) did not exist, (b.) would be selected. ®lD(hi) 
requires that the height features of other candidates are identical to the sympathetic 
candidate. In this regard, (a.) wins over (b.). Since *a]a is lower-ranked than ®lD(hi), 
violation of *a]a is less serious than violation of ®lD(hi). Thus (a.) is selected. 
5.4.6.2 Sympathy in Xuzhou ^suffixation 
Xuzhou ^-suffixation has non-surface-true opaque phenomena. Examples are 
provided in (67). (67a.) shows that a central vowel becomes back after sufFixation. 
The markedness constraint *V[.bk]l is introduced in previous sections to account for 
vowel retraction. But suffixed words in (67b.-c.) violate the constraint in that the 
underlying central vowel remains the same in surface forms. Similarly, (67d.) has an 
inserted vowel [a] under sufFixation. It satisfies *V[_bk]"lby separating the front vowel 
from [- (]. Yet the suffixed word in (67e.) violates the constraint because the front 




(67) a. /ks + sV 
b. /ksn + an/ 
c. /ksg + y ! 
d. /mi + sV 
e. /miq + sV 
'body height' 
'heel' 
'pause in speech' 
(67a.-c.) involve two phonological processes, vowel retraction and coda 
deletion. Vowel retraction is enforced by the markedness constraint *V[-bk]t and coda 
deletion is enforced by *COMPLEX^°° which requires simple codas. The former is 
suppressed when the latter occurs. This is a sympathy effect. The sympathetic 
candidate is selected by the constraint • M A X - N - I O / C O D SO that it is faithful to the 
input by preserving the nasal coda. The sympathetic constraint ®lDENT(bk) tests the 
output candidates against the sympathetic candidate for matching vowel backness. 
The opaque candidate satisfies this constraint whereas the transparent candidate 
violates it. By ranking the sympathetic constraint above the markedness constraint 
*V[.bk]4, vowel retractions is blocked. 
(68) 
/ksn + sV *COMPLEXCod I DENT(bk) IDENT(bk) I • M A X - N - I O / C O D 
a. ® ksin. *! j ! Z 
b. k r i i *I * * 
c. k s i i* I * 
The tableau (68) analyzes interaction of vowel retraction and coda deletion^ 
(a.) preserves the nasal coda in the stem and is selected as the sympathetic candidate 
by the faithfulness constraint • M A X - N - I O / C O D . It fails to survive due to the 
violation of *COMPLEX^°°. (b.) is the transparent candidate because it would be the 
most harmonic member without the sympathetic constraint ®LDENT(bk). Since (b.) 
has a different vowel backness value from the sympathetic candidate (a.), it violates 
®LDENT(bk) and is ruled out. (c.) is the opaque candidate. The vowel backness value 
of (c.) is the same as that of (a.), (c.) does not have a complex coda. It satisfies both 
This subsection focuses on the phonological opacity. Only crucial constraints to the opaque 
processes are provided. Other constraints such as ' R E A L I S E A F F I X , TEMPLATE, etc.' have been 
discussed in previous subsections and are not addressed here. 
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ji 
®lDENT(bk) and *COMPLEX^°°. The violation of lower-ranked *V[_bk]l is tolerable. 
Thus (c.) is selected. 
(67d.-e.) involve vowel insertion and coda deletion. Similar to vowel retraction, 
vowel insertion 16 is also enforced by *V[.bk]l. Insertion is suppressed when deletion 
happens. This is a sympathy effect. The sympathetic candidate is selected by the 
faithfulness constraint lirMAX-N-IO/COD because it maintains the nasal coda. The 
sympathetic constraint ® D E P - V - I O checks segmental correspondences of vowels 
between the sympathetic candidate and other candidates. The opaque candidate 
meets the requirement whereas the transparent candidate incurs violation. Vowel 
insertion is blocked by ranking ® D E P - V - I O above *V[.BK]:L. • 
(69) 
/ mig + sn/ *COMPLEXCOD I ® D E P - V - I O *V[.bk]-l D E P - V - I O • M A X - N - I O / C O D 
a. ® mig^ *I i i / 
b. m i * ! * i * 
c. m i l I* ! • 
The tableau (69) analyzes interaction of vowel insertion and coda deletion, (a.) 
preserves the nasal coda in the stem. It is selected as the sympathetic candidate by 
• M A X - N - I O / C O D . (a.) is ruled out due to fatal violation of •COMPLEX^®'', (b.) is the 
transparent candidate. It satisfies the markedness constraint *V[_bk]"l. (b.) contains an 
inserted vowel which violates the sympathetic constraint ® D E P - V - I O . The violation 
is fatal and (b.) loses, (c.) is the opaque candidate. Its violation of *V[-bk]lis tolerable 
because the constraint is lower-ranked. As a result, (c.) becomes the output. 
The constraint hierarchy that is crucial in the non-surface-true opacities can be 
summarized in (70). 
( 7 0 ) *COMPLExCo° ®iDENT(bk) ® D E P - V - I O » *V[_BK]:L 
» IDENT(bk) D E P - V - I O , M A X - N - I O / C O D 
16 The reason that vowel insertion rather than vowel retraction occurs to high front vowels is provided 
in section 5.4.3 and will not be repeated in the current discussion. 
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5 . 5 S u m m a r y 
In this chapter, I have examined the morphophonemic alternations in Xuzhou 
diminutive suffixation. I observed basic sufFixation, vowel retraction, vowel insertion, 
vowel nasalization, coda deletion and coda contraction in the data. After discussing 
the merits and inadequacy of previous studies, I provided an optimality-theoretic 
account for the alternating forms. In addition, I discussed non-surface-true opaque 
phenomena in stems with nasal codas, and adopted the sympathy theory to explain 
suppression of vowel retraction/insertion under coda deletion. 
Universal constraints and their interactions operate in Xuzhou morphophonemic 
alternations. The constraints and crucial rankings are summarized in (71) and (72). 















M A X - N - I O / C O D 




( 7 2 ) Crucial constraint rankings in Xuzhou morphophonemic alternations 
1. REALISEAFFIX, TEMPLATE, * C O D / V *i , *COMPLEXNUC 
*COMPLEXC°D MAX[+nas]G, MAX-Z^IO/COD » *V[.BK]L 
» iDENT(-cons) 
2. *COMPLEXC D ®IDENT(bk) , ® D E P - V - I O » *V[.HK]L 
» IDENT(bk), DEP-V-IO, M A X - N - I O / C O D 
3. MAX[+nas ]G » *VNASAL » M A X [ + n a s ] n 
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C h a p t e r 6 C o n c l u s i o n 
In the present thesis, I have explored segmental phonology of Xuzhou Mandarin, 
and provided an optimality-theoretical account for the phonological generalizations. 
This chapter summarizes the main findings and arguments, and discusses the 
contributions of the current study. It closes the entire thesis by acknowledging the 
limitations in hope of improvements in future studies. 
6.1 Main findings and arguments 
Nine vowel phonemes are proposed. All are laminal oral vowels. The apical 
nuclei which are traditionally treated as "vowels" are classified to be syllabic 
approximants. They are considered as prolongation of the preceding consonants. This 
argument is supported by their articulatory properties and phonotactic behaviors. The 
nasal vowels are proposed to be realized from /VN/ combinations. Identification of 
the N-L phoneme considers the phonetic properties of nasal vowels, their phonotactic 
behaviors and the manifestation in diminutive suffixed words. Identification of the 
/-N/ phoneme appeals to the nasal rhymes in Middle Chinese and the parallel /VN/ 
patterns in modem Standard Chinese. 
Nineteen consonant phonemes are proposed. Palatals are complementarily 
distributed with dental stridents, retroflexes and velars, and are logically possible to 
be variants of the three consonant types. Velars are selected to be allophonic with 
palatals because semi-onomatopoeic words and literary-colloquial readings show 
alternation between them. The velar nasal only occurs at the syllable coda position 
and does not form a minimal pair with other consonants. The velar nasal phoneme is 
proposed regarding its phonetic distance from the bilabial and dental nasals and its 
change under diminutive suffixation. 
Co-occurrence restrictions on segments within a syllable are found between 
Nucleus and Coda, Medial and Nucleus, Onset and Medial or Onset and Nucleus. I 
have identified three phonotactic domains, namely the rhyme domain of ‘Nuc+Cod 
the rime domain of ‘Med+Nuc+Cod’ and the minimal syllable domain of 
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‘Ons+Med+Nuc . The domain distinction is consistent with my proposal for the 
syllable position of medial glides. I treat G as part of Rime, sister of the ‘Nuc+Cod’ 
combination. 
I have considered that the labial co-occurrence restriction is less restrictive to 
the unmarked segment than to the marked segment. I have also shown that the 
backness co-occurrence restriction differentiates syllable constituents. The restriction 
works between the medial j and the front vowel nucleus when there is a consonant 
onset. But if a syllable has zero onset and the medial becomes the onset implicitly, 
the backness restriction does not apply. 
The phonotactic generalizations are accounted for within the framework of OT. 
I have used the undominated markedness constraints to explain non-cooccurrence 
patterns in Xuzhou. I have also demonstrated that alternating forms can be realized 
by ranking markedness constraints above faithfulness constraints in order to achieve 
structural well-formedness. Phonological processes such as insertion, deletion or 
featural change are identified. 
I have proposed that the diminutive suffix is a segment but not a floating feature 
because it can replace the coda segment in the stem instead of adding a feature to it. 
Besides, the suffix can fill in the nuclear position as an independent segment if the 
stem does not have a nucleus. 
Segments in stems alternate in suffixed words. Front vowels change to central 
and the central vowel changes to back. The mid central vowel is inserted between a 
high vowel and the suffix. Oral vowels become nasal if the stem has a /g/ coda, but it 
remains oral if the stem has a /n/ coda. The nasal codas are deleted but the /u/ coda is 
preserved through contraction with the suffix, /u/ in stems becomes rhotacized in 
suffixed words. 
The morphophonemic alternations are explained by OT constraints and their 
interactions. Vowel retraction happens because there is a requirement for segments in 
the rhyme to agree in backness. Front vowels become central but not back in order to 
incur less violation to the faithfulness constraint of preserving the backness feature. 
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Coda deletion occurs under the pressure of no complex coda. The nasal feature of /g/ 
is preserved in the nuclear vowel because the faithfulness constraint for the nasal 
feature of the velar nasal overrides the markedness constraint of no nasal vowel. On 
the contrary, the nasal feature of /n/ is missing because the faithfulness constraint for 
the nasal feature of the dental nasal is lower-ranked than the markedness constraint 
and it must be sacrificed to entertain the latter. Coda contraction is achieved under 
the force of two constraints. One requires that the suffix must be realized, and the 
other states that the IvJ coda can not be deleted. 
The non-surface-true opacity is observed in suffixed words. When the stem has 
a nasal consonant coda, the processes of vowel insertion and vowel retraction are 
suppressed by coda deletion. I have adopted the sympathy theory within the 
framework of OT to explain the opaque phenomena. An inter-candidate faithfulness 
relation is built up as the sympathy relation. The opaque candidate does not undergo 
vowel insertion or vowel retraction. It is faithful to the designated sympathetic 
candidate that preserves the input vowel or keeps the backness value. Therefore, the 
opaque candidate is selected by the grammar. 
6.2 Contributions 
The current study can contribute to on-going projects and future research on 
Xuzhou Mandarin and Chinese dialectology by its achievements in the phonological 
system and segmental alternations. 
The proposal of Xuzhou phonological system prepares the groundwork for the 
study of Xuzhou sound patterns in multi-syllabic words and in connected speech. It 
enriches the knowledge of Zhongyuan Mandarin. Subsequently, the findings in 
Xuzhou provide evidence for classification and delimitation of Chinese dialects, 
Xuzhou segmental alternations that have been attested in other Chinese dialects 
give support to previous studies from a cross-dialectal perspective. The alternations 
that are first reported in Xuzhou would broaden the vision of Chinese segmental 
phonology and motivate further investigation. 
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6 . 3 L i m i t a t i o n s a n d f u t u r e s t u d i e s 
It can not be hoped that all issues in relation to Xuzhou phonology can be 
solved through one paper. Limitations of the thesis are presented for improvements in 
future research. 
The scope of the data is restricted. Mono-syllabic words are the primary source 
of my study. In the literature of Xuzhou linguistics, filed reports of multi-syllabic 
words and connected speech are rare. Therefore, the fieldwork to collect data of 
multi-syllabic words and connected speech is called on in the future. The studies in 
these two fields will hopefully provide more varieties of sound patterns in Xuzhou. 
A few constraints are invoked by the systematic gaps in Xuzhou and explained 
from the articulatory perspective. Although the language-specific evidence and the 
phonetic grounding are compelling, the lack of typological motivation weakens the 
justification to a certain extent. Not all constraints that have been proposed in the OT 
literature satisfy both the phonetic grounding and the typological motivation (Kager 
1999:11). In the future study, I shall verify the constraints in other languages. 
The sympathy theory is a development of the classic OT to account for 
phonological opacities. It not only recognizes the input-output faithfulness relation, 
but also proposes the inter-candidate relation. Although inter-candidate dependency 
is understood in parallel rather than serially (McCarthy 1999:349) the linguistic 
mechanism becomes complicated. Future endeavors can be made to improve the OT 
grammar in ideal hope of maximizing its explanatory power and minimizing the 
theoretical complexity. 
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